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ABSTRACT 
In recent years, Fuchs has described the absolute annihilator and 
the absolute (Jacobson) radical of a torsion group, and Gardner has 
characterised the absolute annihilator of a completely decomposable 
torsion-free group. In this thesis the problem of describing the 
absolute annihilator and the absolute radical of certain abelian groups 
is considered. This will involve a discussion of the rings on these 
groups, and the information so obtained allows us to answer several other 
questions from the theory of ring structures on abelian groups. 
Complete descriptions of the absolute annihilator are given for 
vector groups, separable groups, certain mixed groups of torsion-free 
rank one, reduced algebraically compact groups, cohesive groups, and 
reduced groups whose quotients mod torsion subgroups are divisible. 
Partial characterisations are also provided for cotorsion groups, and 
torsion-free groups of rank two. For the absolute radical of a group, 
complete descriptions are provided for certain mixed groups of torsion- 
ceria;n 
free rank one, reduced algebraically compact groups, A strongly indecomposable 
torsion-free groups of finite rank, and partial descriptions are given for 
completely decomposable torsion-free groups, cotorsion groups, torsion-
free groups of rank two, and cohesive groups. 
The properties of rings on some of the forementioned torsion-free 
groups lead us to consider various aspects of nilpotence. Of particular 
interest are the T-nilpotent rings on completely decomposable torsion-free 
groups. A bound is also provided for the nil-degree, if it is finite, of 
certain torsion-free groups. The mixed groups of torsion-free rank one 
• discussed in this thesis motivate an investigation of the additive group 
of a regular ring. A question of Fuchs concerning these groups is 
answered in the negative. 
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INTRODUCTIO N 
Throughout this thesis the word 'group' will always designate an 
additively written abelian group, and the word 'ring' will always designate 
a not necessarily associative ring. A ring on a group A is a ring whose 
additive group is (isomorphic to) A. 
In 1948, Beaumont [1] investigated rings on direct sums of cyclic 
groups, and thereby initiated the more general problem of defining ring 
structures on an arbitrary group. Shortly afterwards Szele [1] studied 
trivial rings (rings in which the product of every pair of elements is 
equal to zero), and several years later Ree and Wisner [1], inspired by 
Szele's work, described the completely decomposable torsion-free groups 
that support only the trivial ring structure. In 1956, Fuchs [1] 
provided a more detailed account of constructing rings on a group. In 
part of his paper, Fuchs demonstrated a strong connection between a ring 
structure on a torsion group A and the partial multiplication on a basic 
subgroup of A. This knowledge enabled Fuchs to completely describe the 
absolute annihilator, and later in Fuchs [4], the absolute (Jacobson) 
radical of a torsion group. Recently, Gardner [5] has described the 
absolute annihilator of a completely decomposable torsion-free group. 
In this thesis we investigate the structure of the absolute 
annihilator and the absolute radical of certain groups. In so doing we 
discuss the rings supported by these groups, and as a consequence are 
able to answer various other questions from the theory of ring structures 
on abelian groups. 
After detailing a number of standard concepts, Chapter One 
introduces the absolute annihilator and the absolute radical of a group, 
and outlines the present knowledge of the structure of these subgroups. 
The remainder of the chapter deals with some results concerning these 
two concepts that will be useful in later work. 
In Chapter Two the results of Ree and Wisner [1] and Gardner [5] 
are generalised to two other classes of' torsion-free groups; the class 
of vector groups and the class of separable groups. We also provide 
some necessary, and sufficient conditions for an arbitrary torsion-free 
group to have the property that it supports only the trivial ring. 
In Chapter Three we describe the absolute radical of certain 
completely, decomposable torsion-free groups. In order to do this a 
relation <' defined on a subset of the type set of a completely 
decomposable torsion-free group is introduced. It is shown that this 
relation has a significant connection with the T-nilpotent rings of 
Levitzki [1] and Bass [1]. More importantly however, is that if A is 
an arbitrary completely decomposable torsion-free group then the relation 
<' allows us to write A in a form that is different from the usual 
representation of A as a direct sum of rational groups. With this form 
of A we are able to characterise the absolute radical of A when the 
relation <' satisfies a certain chain condition. 
In Chapter Four we initially concentrate our attention on a 
class A of mixed groups of torsion-free rank one. After discussing 
some of the rings on groups in this class, complete descriptions of the 
absolute annihilator and absolute radical of groups in A are given. 
The remainder of the chapter is concerned with other mixed groups that 
have properties similar to the groups in i4 . 	 Most notable amongst 
these is the reduced part of the additive group of a regular ring. A 
question of Fuchs [1] concerning these groups is answered in the negative. 
Partial descriptions of the absolute annihilator and the absolute 
radical of a cotorsion group, and complete descriptions of the absolute 
annihilator and the absolute radical of a reduced algebraically compact 
group are also provided. 
In Chapter Five we turn our attention once again to torsion-free 
groups. Reid [1] has investigated associative rings on strongly 
indecomposable torsion-free groups of finite rank. Combining some of 
Reid's results with several of Beaumont and Pierce [1, 2], we obtain a 
.1,0rfi,m1L description of the absolute radical of a strongly indecomposable 
torsion-free group of finite rank. We then discuss several classes of 
rings on strongly indecomposable torsion-free groups of finite rank. 
These include the almost nilpotent rings of van Leeuwen and Heyman [1], 
the unequivocal rings of Gardner [2], the rings with the finite norm 
property of Levitz and Mott [1], and the rings with the restricted 
minimum condition. The chapter concludes with a discussion of 
associative rings on a torsion-free group of rank two. A result of 
Freedman [1] is generalised, and a complete description of the absolute 
associative annihilator of a rank two torsion-free group is given. 
In the first part of the final chapter we investigate rings on 
cohesive groups, and then describe the absolute annihilator of such a 
group. A partial description of the absolute radical of a cohesive 
group is also given. In the remainder of the chapter we generalise 
a recent result of Webb [1] by providing a bound for the nil-degree 
(if it is finite) of a torsion-free group A, not necessarily of finite 
rank, but with certain finiteness conditions on the rank of A/pA, for 
each prime p. This involves a discussion of the embedding of A in 
its p-adic completion A(p) = lim A/p kA, for each prime p. 
CHAPTER ONE 
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce some basic definitions 
and results that will be used throughout the remainder of the thesis. 
We commence with some standard properties of groups and rings and then 
introduce the - nil groups, the absolute annihilator of a group, and the 
absolute radical of a group. After surveying the current knowledge of 
these three concepts we conclude the chapter with some results that will 
prove to be particularly useful in later work. 
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Throughout this thesis the symbol A will be reserved for an 
Abelian group. T(A) will denote the torsion subgroup of A, and for each 
prime p, A will denote the p-component of A. The set of all primes is 
denoted by P, and a prime p E P is called a relevant prime of A if Ap is 
non-zero. We use the standard notation Q, Z, and for a prime p, 
Z(pk ) and J for the group of rationals, the group of integers, the quasi-
cyclic p-group, the cyclic p-group of order pk and the group of p-adic 
integers, respectively. 
A subgroup B of A is said to be pure in A if nB = nA n B for all 
positive integers n. If S is a subset of A then <S> denotes the subgroup 
A of A generated by S, and if A is torsion-free <S>* (or simply <S>* when 
the context is clear) denotes the unique minimal pure subgroup of A 
containing S; <S>* is just the set of all elements of A that depend on S. 
If A is a torsion-free group, Q OA is the divisible hull of A, 
and the rank of A, denoted by r(A), is the Q-rank of Q ® A. If A is a 
mixed group then the rank of the torsion-free group A/T(A) is called the 
torsion-free rank of A. 
For each prime p and each ordinal a the subgroup paA of A is 
defined inductively in the following manner: p oA = A, p
a+1
A = p(paA) and 
pc/A = n pPA when a is a limit ordinal. The maximal p-divisible subgroup 
P<cs 
of A is PTA where T is the minimal ordinal such that p T  A = p T4-1 A. These 
subgroups of A allow us to define the p-height h(a) of an element a in 
A. If a E pTA then h(a) = co, otherwise h(a) is the unique ordinal G 
+1 
such that a E pGA\p A. If there is no danger of confusion we shall 
simply write h (a) for the p-height of a in A. The subgroup of A consisting 
of all the elements of A with p-height an infinite ordinal for every 
prime p is called the first Ulm subgroup of A, and is denoted by A l . 
The height matrix HA(a) of an element a in the group A is defined 
as 
h2 (a) ' h2 (2a) ' "'' h2 (2
ka) ' 
h3 (a), h 3 (3a), h3 (3 ka), ... 
h (a), h(Pa), ..., h (p ka), ... 
H
A (a) = pk 3 ' 
The element a
pk 
in the (p, k)-position of H
A (a) records the p-height of 
pka, for all p E P and k = 0, 1, 2, ... . As usual we will write H(a) 
when the context is clear. If p E P then the p-indicator of a in A is 
the p-row of H(a), and it is denoted by U p (a). Up (a) is said to contain 
a gap if there is a non-negative integer k such that 
h (pka) + 1 < h (pk+1 a). When dealing with p-indicators in p-groups 
the reference to the prime p will be deleted. 
Two W X W matrice
s 
[a
pk 
and [p
pk 
a
re called equivalent if for 
almost all primes p, the p-rows of the two matrices are identical, and 
for every remaining prime p there exist non-negative integers It and m 
(depending on p) such that a
p,k+It = Pp,k+m for all k = 0, 1, 2, ... . 
If A has torsion-free rank one then any two elements a and b of infinite 
order in A are dependent, so the height matrices H(a) and H(b) are 
3. 
equivalent. Thus there is a uniquely determined equivalence class of 
height matrices associated with A; we denote this equivalence class by 
H(A). The importance of H(A) can be seen in the following structure 
theorem. We give the most general form of this theorem. 
(1.1) (Rotman [1], Megibben [1], Myshkin [1], Wallace [1]). 
Let A and B be mixed groups of torsion-free rank one with totally 
projective torsion subgroups. Then A and B are isomorphic if and only 
if 
T(A) and T(B) are isomorphic, and 
(ii) H(A) and H(B) are equivalent. // 
It should be noted that Megibben [1] has proved (1.1) for mixed 
groups with torsion-complete torsion subgroups, and has also provided an 
example to show that (1.1) cannot be extended to arbitrary mixed groups 
of torsion-free rank one. 
If a is an element of the torsion-free group A then 
h k+1 a) = h (p
k
a) + 1 for every prime p and each k = 0, 1, 2, ... . 
Thus the first column of H(a) gives the same amount of information about 
A as the entire matrix H(a). The characteristic x(a) of a in A is 
defined to be the first column of H(a); that is 
X(a) = (h2(a), h 3 (a), h(a), ...). Since pwA is the maximal 
p-divisible subgroup of A, x(a) is an ordered sequence of non-negative 
integers and symbols .... 
Two characteristics (k 2 , k3 , k p , ...) and 
(t  2' 3' '", ' ...) are called equivalent if k = k for almost all p P P 
primes p, and if k t for some prime p then both k and t are finite. 
P P 
An equivalence class of characteristics is called a type, and is 
represented by a characteristic in this class. Thus we write for the 
type t 
4. 
where the characteristic can be replaced by an equivalent characteristic. 
For an element a in a torsion-free group A, if x(a) belongs to 
the type t, then we say that a is of type t and write t(a) = t. The 
set of types of all the elements of A is called the type set of A, and•
is denoted by T(A). 
The product of the two characteristics x = (k k k ...) 
and xi = (22,23 ..., kp, ...) is defined as 
XX1 = (k2 + 22, k3 + 2„3, kp + ip, ...) 9 
where the sum of o, and anything is oo. A characteristic x is called 
idempotent if x2 = x. It is clear in this case that for every prime p 
either k = 0 or k = co. Since the multiplication of characteristics 
is compatible with the equivalence relation introduced above, we may 
speak of the product tti of types t, tl, and of an idempotent type t = t2. 
A torsion-free group A all of whose non-zero elements have the 
same type is called a homogeneous group. 	 Evidently we are justified to 
speak of the type of A, which we shall denote by t(A). Whenever t(A) is 
an idempotent type we will represent t(A) by the characteristic containing 
O's and mos only. Also, in this case, we let P-12, denote the primes p for 
which the p-component of t(A) is zero. 
For the other elementary properties of type, particularly the 
quotient t:tiof the types t andt), and the relation t < tibetween the 
types t and tl, we refer the reader to Fuchs [4], Section 85. 
J6nsson [1] has introduced the following definitions. Suppose 
A and B are torsion-free groups of finite rank such that A is contained 
in the divisible hull of B. Then A is quasi-contained in B (denoted by 
A B) if there is a positive integer n such that nA c B. A is quasi- 
equal to B if A c B and B c A, and A is quasi-isomorphic to B if A and 
B are isomorphic to quasi-equal subgroups of some divisible group. A 
is called a quasi-direct sum of subgroups B 1 , B2 , ..., Bm of its divisible 
hull if A is quasi-equal to B 1 (:) B2 ® ...ED Bm , and this quasi-equality 
is called a quasi-direct decomposition of A. If A has only trivial 
quasi-direct decompositions then A is called strongly indecomposable. 
The p-adic topology of a group A is the topology of A arising by 
declaring the subgroups p A (k = 0, 1, 2, ...) as a base of neighbourhoods 
about 0. For the group A, A (p) llm A/p kA is called the p-adic completion 
of A. It is well known that A (P)  is complete in its p-adic topology, 
and that A
(p) 
can be made into a p-adic module. 
All other unexplained group theoretical terminology can be found 
in Fuchs [3, 4]. 
Since a ring on the group A is a ring whose additive group is 
isomorphic to A, there is no loss of generality in denoting a ring on A 
by (A, •). In this case we say that A supports (A, -). An ideal of 
(A, •) will always be written (I, •) and the factor ring on (A, -)/(I, -) 
will be denoted by (A/I, •). A subgroup I of A is called an absolute 
ideal of A if (I, -) is an ideal of every ring (A, •) on A. Since the 
left and right multiplications by a fixed element of A are endomorphisms 
of A, every fully invariant subgroup of A is an absolute ideal of A. 
When there is no danger of confusion we attribute to a ring 
(A, •) on A properties of the group A. Thus we are justified to use 
terms like torsion ring, divisible ring, pure ideal, etc. If R is a 
ring we will denote the additive group of R by R. The ring of p-adic 
integers will be denoted by Q
' 
 and the field of rationals by Q. 
P 
Every ring (A, .) on the torsion-free group A can be extended 
to a ring (Q OA, -) on Q A by defining, for q l , q2 in Q and a l , a2 in 
A, 
6. 
(c11 ® a1) • (c12 a2 ) = (c1 1 c1 2 ) ® (a l • a2 ) • 
Moreover, (Q ® A, •) can be made into a (not necessarily associative) 
algebra over the field Q by defining for q 1 , q2 in Q and a E A, 
(c12 ® a) = ( q1 c12 ) ® a • 
Thus every torsion-free ring (A, •) can be viewed as a subring of an 
algebra over Q. 
If (A, •) is a ring on a torsion-free group A, and a and b are 
any two elements of A, then for every prime p, 
hp (a) + hp (b) < h (a • b) . 
Thus x(a) x(b) < x(a • b).and t(a) t(b) < t(a • b) for all a and b in A. 
An element a in the associative ring (A, -) on the group A is 
said to be nilpotent if there is a positive integer n such that a n = 0. 
(A, -) is said it be nil if every element a E A is nilpotent, and (A, •) 
is called nilpotent if there is a positive integer n such that (A, -) n = 0. 
Following Levitzki [1] and Bass [1] we call the associative ring (A, •) 
left T-nilpotent if for every sequence a l , a2 , ... of its elements there 
is a positive integer n such that a l • a2 • ... • a n = 0. Right 
T-niZpotence is similarly defined. Clearly a nilpotent ring is left 
T-nilpotent, and a left T-nilpotent ring is nil. 
If (A, .) is a ring on A then the annihilator of (A, .), denoted by 
(0; (A, .)), is defined as la E Ala • a' = a' • a = 0 for all a' E Al. 
Clearly ((0; (A, .)), .) is an ideal of (A, •); furthermore if A is 
torsion-free then ((0; (A, •)), -) is a pure ideal of (A, •). The 
annihilator of the element a in (A, .), denoted by (0; a), is similarly 
defined as {a' E Ala • a' = a' • a = 0}. 
If (A, •) is an associative ring on A then a E A is called right 
quasi-regular if there is an a' A for which a + a' + a a' = 0. The 
7. 
right ideal (I, -) of (A, -) is called a right quasi-regular right ideal 
of (A, -) if every element of (I, -) is a right quasi-regular element in 
(A, -). A left quasi-regular left ideal of (A, -) is defined analogously. 
The sum of all the right quasi-regular right ideals of (A, -) is 
also a right quasi-regular right ideal of (A, -); it is called the 
Jacobson radical of (A, -), and denoted by J(A, -). (J(A, •), -) is a two 
sided ideal of (A, -) containing every other right quasi-regular right 
ideal of (A, -) (and in particular every nil right ideal of (A, -)). 
It is well known that (A/ J (A, •), -) is an associative ring containing 
no proper right quasi-regular right ideals, and also that if (I, -) is 
an ideal of (A, -) then J (I, -) = (I, -) n J (A, -). 
The Jacobson radical of an associative ring has many alternate 
descriptions. To give some of these we require some further definitions. 
Suppose (A, -) is an associative ring on the group A. A right 
ideal (I, -) of (A, -) is said to be a modular right ideal of (A, -) if 
there is anaEAsuch thata-i-iEIfor alliEI. Modular left 
ideals of (A, -) are defined analogously. The right (A, -)-module M 
is faithful if the annihilator of M, {a E (A, •)Ma = 0}1 is trivial. 
M is called irreducible if it is not the trivial module and it contains 
no proper submodules. (A, -) is called right primitive if it admits a 
faithful irreducible right module. A two sided ideal (I, -) of (A, -) 
is called a right primitive ideal of (A, -) if (A/I, •-) is a right 
primitive ring. A left primitive ideal of (A, -) is defined in a 
similar manner. 
(1.2) (Jacobson [1]). If (A, .) is an associative ring on 
the group A then the Jacobson radical of (A, -) is equal to 
(i) the sum of all the right quasi-regular right ideals of (A, -), 
(ii) the sum of all the left quasi-regular left ieals of (A, •), 
8. 
(iii)•the intersection of all the modular maximal right ideals 
of (A, -), 
(iv) the intersection of all the modular maximal left ideals of 
(A, •), 
(v) the intersection of all the right primitive ideals of (A, -), 
(vi) the intersection of all the left primitive ideals of (A, •), 
(vii) {a E Ala • a' is right quasi -regular, for every a' E 
(viii) {a E Ala' •a is left quasi-regular, for every a' E A}. // 
It is evident from (i) or (ii) above that if (A, -) and (B, -) 
are two associative rings and (I) : (A, -) (B, -) is a surjective ring 
homomorphism then (I) carries J (A, -) into J (B, -). If further (I) is a 
ring isomorphism then J (A, -) is isomorphic to J(B, -). From (iii) 
or (iv) in (1.2) it is also clear that if (A, -) is an associative and 
commutative ring with identity on a group A then J (A, -) is the 
intersection of all the maximal ideals of (A, -). 
A ring R of linear transformations of a vector space V is called 
dense if for every linearly independent subset {up u 2 , un } of V 
and any set {v 1 , v2 , ..., vn } of V there is an f E R such that f(u) = v i 
for all i = 1, 2, ..., n. 
(1.3) (Jacobson [1]). If (A, •) is an associative ring on the 
group A then (A/J(A, .), -) is isomorphic to 
(i) a subdirect product of right primitive rings, and 
(ii) a dense ring of linear transformations on a right vector 
space over a division ring. II 
We will also require the following well known result. First 
we need another definition. An associative ring (A, -) on a group A is 
called Artinian if it satisfies the minimum condition on left ideals. 
9. 
(1.4) (Jacobson [1]). If (A, •) is an Artinian ring on the 
group A then J(A, -) is nilpotent. // 
For the remainder of this thesis whenever we refer to the Jacobson 
radical of an associative ring (A, -) on the group .A we shall call it the 
radical of (A, -). If J(A, -) = A then (A, -) is called a radical ring, 
while if J(A, •) = 0 then (A, -) is called a semisimple ring. 	 Accordingly 
Haimo [1] has called a group A a radical group if A supports a non-trivial 
radical ring, and an anti-radical group if A is not a radical group. 
Similarly, Beaumont and Lawyer [1] have called a group A a semisimple 
group if A supports a semisimple ring, and a strongly semisimple group 
if A supports a non-trivial associative ring and every non-trivial 
associative ring on A is semisimple. 
All other Unexplained ring theoretical terminology can be found 
in Divinsky [1] or Jacobson [1]. 
2. THE ABSOLUTE ANNIHILATOR AND THE ABSOLUTE RADICAL 
Following Fuchs [2] we introduce for the group A the set Mult A 
of all binary compositions on A which are both left and right distributive 
with respect to addition. An element of Mult A is called a multiplication 
on A. Clearly there is a one-to-one correspondence between Mult A and 
the set of all rings supported by A. For a and 13. in Mult A we define 
the addition of a and 13 by the rule 
(a + ) (a, b) = a(a, b) + B(a, b) 
for all a and b in A. With this definition of addition, Mult A is 
readily seen to be a group, called the group of multiplications on A. 
The zero of Mult A is the multiplication corresponding to the trivial 
ring on A. 
Fuchs [2] has shown that Mult A is isomorphic to Hom(A, E(A)), 
10. 
where E(A) is the endomorphism ring of A. Thus to every ring (A, 
on A there corresponds a map 0 E Hom(A, E(A)). This .q is defined via 
0(a)b = a • b for all a and b in A. 
Szele [2] defined the nil-degree (niZstufe) of a group A to be 
co or the largest integer n (if one exists) such that there is an 
associative ring (A, •) on A with (A, -) n # 0. Gardner [5] has defined 
the strong nil-degree of A similarly, where for the non-associative ring 
(A, -) on A, (A, -) n is the subring of (A, -) generated by all products 
of the form (...((a l • a2 ) • a3 ) • ...) • a n . A group A is called nil 
(respectively strongly nil) if A has nil-degree one (respectively strong 
nil-degree one). 
Szele [1] has shown that a torsion group is nil exactly if it is 
divisible, and that there exist no mixed nil groups. Included in his 
proof of the latter result is a method of defining a non-trivial 
associative ring on a mixed group with divisible torsion subgroup. 
Since this ring will prove to be particularly useful in Chapter Four, 
we outline Szele's construction. 
(1.5) (Szele [1]). Suppose A is a mixed group with divisible 
torsion subgroup. Then A can be written as A = T(A) ® A 1 , where Al is• 
some proper subgroup of A. 
Select a fixed but arbitrary element a of infinite order in A, 
and let the non-zero component of a in Al be a l . If we embed A l in its 
divisible hull Q Ai then we can write Q ®A i = QeA2 where a l has non- 
zero component (1 1 in Q, and A2 is a suitable torsion-free divisible group. 
If now b is any element of A, b will have a unique representation 
b = tb + (n/m)q i + b2 , 
where tb E T(A), b2 E A2 and r and m 0 are integers. 
For some prime p E P there is a quasi-cyclic subgroup Z(p) of 
11. 
T(A). Suppose Z(p) is generated by the elements t1,. t2, ... subject 
to the conditions 
= 0, pt2 = tl, Ptk = tk_i, ... • 
Suppose n and m 0 0 are integers. If (m, p) = 1 define (n/m)ti to be 
the unique solution of the equation mt = nti in Z(pc°). On the other 
hand if m = pkm' where k is a positive integer and On', p) = I then 
define (n/m)ti to be the unique solution of the equation m't = n tol in 
Z(pc°). In either case (n/m)ti is a well defined element of Z(pc°). 
Moreover, if n1  and m1  0 0 are also integers, 
(*) ((n/m) (n1/m1))t1 = (n/m)t1 (n1/m1)t1 
If now b' is another element of A, then b' can be written uniquely 
b' = tb' + ( /11)q1 b2 ' 
where tb' E T(A), b E A2 and 1  and m1 0 0 are integers. Now define 
b • b' = ((nni)/(mmi))ti . 
Itis readily checked that (*) ensures that • is both left and 
right distributive over +. Moreover, since every product of length 
three vanishes, • is associative. Thus (A, •) is an associative ring 
on A. Clearly (A, -) is not the trivial ring on A, since 
al • al = tl 0 O. // 
The only other class of groups for which the nil groups have 
been characterised is the class of torsionrfree completely decomposable 
groups. A torsion-free group A is called completely decomposable if it 
is a direct sum of rank one groups. We give the following paraphrase of 
the major result of Ree and Wisner [1]. 
(1.6) (Ree and Wisner [1]). If A = EID A., where the A. are iEl 	1 
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rational groups, then A is nil (equivalently strongly nil) if and only 
if t(Ai) t(Ai) j t(A) for all i, j and k in I. // 
Contained in a subsequent proof of (1.6) by Gardner [5] is the 
following construction of associative rings on certain completely 
decomposable groups. These rings will prove useful in Chapter Two. 
(1.7) (Gardner [5]). Let A = Ei) A;, where the Ai are rational iEI 
groups. 	 If t(Ai) t(Ai) < t(Ak) for some i, j and k in I then there is 
an associative ring (A, •) on A with Ai • At # 0 for some t e I, and 
AM  • A = 0 for al/ m E I, M i. // 
The absolute annihilator A(*) of a group A is defined as the 
intersection of the annihilators of all rings on A. Analogously we 
define the absolute associative annihilator A(a)(*) of A as the 
intersection of the annihilators of all associative rings on A. Clearly 
A(*) c A(a)(*) for all groups A. Also if A is a torsion-free group then 
both A(*) and A(a)(*) are pure subgroups of A. 
As with the nil groups, the present knowledge of the structure 
of the absolute annihilator (absolute associative annihilator) of a group 
does not extend beyond the torsion groups and the torsion-free completely 
decomposable groups. 
(1.8) (Fuchs [1]). If A is a torsion group then 
A(*) = A(a)(1).= A1. -Moreover, there is an associative and commutative 
ring (A, •) on A suCh that (0; (A, •)) = Al. // 
(1.9) (Gardner [5]). Let A = (1) A. where each A. is a rational 1 iEI 	 1 group, and let 
= fi E Ilthere do not exist j and k in I such that t(A)t(A) <t(Ak)}. 
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Then A(*) = A(a)(*) = ED A.. // 
IEI 1 1 
The absolute radical J(A) of a group A is the intersection of 
the radicals J(A, .) of all associative rings (A, •) on A. As with the 
absolute annihilator, Fuchs [4] has been able to describe the absolute 
radical of a torsion group. 
(1.1O) (Fuchs [4]). If A is a torsion group then J(A) = 0 pA. 
Furthermore, there is an associative and commutative ring (A, -) on A 
such that J(A,-) = n pA. // 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The following result is of fundamental importance. 
PROPOSITION 1.11. Let A be a group and a an element of A. If, 
for some prime p,- U (a) commences with an integer and containd a gap, 
then a 
Proof: Assume p is the prime for which U (a) commences with an 
integer and contains a gap. Then there is an integer i for which a gap 
occurs between h (pia) and h (pi+1a), where we can assume h (pia) is 
finite, say h(Pia) = k. < 03. Thus there is an element a' E A such 
that p1+1a = pa' and h (a') > k. + 1. But then (pia - a') # 0 is an 
element of order p and of height,min(hp(pia), h(e)) = ki. 	 Writing 
k4 
pia - a' = p la" where a" E-A, Corollary 27.2 of Fuchs [3] shows <a"› 
is a direct summand of A, say A = <a"> ()Ai for some subgroup Al of A. 
If we set a" • a" = a" we obtain an associative ring (<a">, -) on <a">. 
Letting (A1, •) be the trivial ring on Ai, we now define (A, •) to be 
the ring direct sum of (<a">, -) and (A1, -). Clearly (A, -) is an 
associative ring on A. Now 
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(pia - a') • a" = (pia) • a" - a' • a" = pi(a • a") 
k.+1 
since h (a') => k. + 1 and a" has order p 1 . On the other hand p  
k. k. 
(pia - a') • a" = (p la") • 1a" 0 . 
Thus a • a" # 0, so a 4 A(a)(*). // 
COROLLARY 1.12,- 	 For a group A, T(A(*)) = T(A(a)(*)) = (T(A)). // 
COROLLARY 1.13. If A is a group such that A/T(A) is divisible 
then A(*) = A(a)(*) c A1. If further A is reduced A(*) = A(a) (*) = A1. 
Proof: Suppose a is an element of A such that .h (a) = k is 
finite for some prime p. If U (a) does not contain a gap, then 
h (pna) = k + n for every positive integer n. Let a : A 4- A/T(A) denote 
the natural map. Since A/T(A) is divisible, hp(aa) k, so there is an 
a' E A such that aa = pk1-1(aa'). Thus a - pk+la' E T(A). Suppose 
0(a - = pjim where (p, m) = 1. Then pkma = pk-i-.+1m a', so 
h (pta) 	 h (pkina) 	 h tr,k+2,1-1m d 	 > k + 2. + 1 , 
contradicting the fact that h (pna) = k + n for each positive integer n. 
Therefore U (a) contains at least one gap. Proposition 1.11 now yields 
a 4 A(a)(*). Thus A(*) =A(*) =A1 . 
To prove the final assertion it suffices to show that A1 = A(*) —
for a reduced group A with A/T(A) divisible. First we show 
(TOW = A(*). Consider any ring (A, •) on A and let a E (TOW. 
It is clear that a annihilates T(A). If a' is any element of infinite 
order in A and 0(a) = n then the divisibility of A/T(A) shows a' = na" + t, 
where a" is an element of infinite order in A and t E T(A). But then 
a • a' = a • na" + a • t = 0 , 
so a E A(*). 
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Next suppose a is an element of infinite order in A1. Again 
let (A, -) be any ring on A and suppose (I) E HOM(A, E(A)) defines (A, -). 
Then ga) E E(A), and since a has infinite p-height for all primes p, 
(a)IT(A) = 0. Hence (p(a) factors through A/T(A), 
q(A) :  
A/T(A) 
Since A/T(A) is divisible and A is reduced, (p(a) is necessarily the zero 
map. That is a E A(*). 1/ 
The next lemma will be needed on several occasions. 
LEMMA 1.14. For the group A = El) A., A(*) c ED Ai(*) and iEl 	1 	 iEl 
Pt(a)(1)c()&(1).—Ifevery A .is an absolute idea/ of A then liEl 	1 
(a) A(*) = A(*) and A(a)(*) = i  
iEI iEI 
Proof: We shall only prove the assertions for the absolute 
annihilator of A, the proofs for the absolute associative annihilator 
being identical. 
For a given i E I,let (Ai, -) be a ring on A. By defining 
the trivial ring ( EID A. •) on ED A. and taking the ring direct sum iti 
of (Ai, -) and (ED A4, •) we obtain a ring (A, -) on A. Clearly 
jii 
(0; (A, -)) = (0; (Ai, -))0)1 Ai . 
Since this is true for every ring (Ai, -) on Ai and for every i E 1, 
A(*) c ED A;(*). 
iEI 
If for each i E LA. is an absolute ideal of A, then the equality 
A(*) = ED A4(*) follows immediately from the fact that every ring (A, -) 
iEI 
on A is the ring direct sum of the ideals (Ai, •), i E I. // 
16. 
Gardner [5] has introduced a chain 
A(1) c A(2) c c A(a) c 
of subgroups of a group A, defined inductively as follows: A(1) = A(*), 
A(a + 1)/A(a) = [A/A(a)](*), and A(0) = u A(a) if 0 is a limit ordinal. 
a<B 
It is clear that A(p + 1) = A(p) for some ordinal p. 
PROPOSITION 1.15. For any group A, A(a) is an absolute ideal of 
A for all ordinals a. 
Proof: First we show that A(*) is a fully invariant subgroup of 
A. Let f E E(A) and a E A. If f(a) 4 A(*) then there is a homomorphism 
(1) E Hom(A, E(A)) such that 40(a)) # O. But cpf E Hom(A, E(A)) and 
(0)(a) # 0, so a  
A trivial transfinite induction argument shows that A(a) is fully 
invariant in A for all ordinals a. The proposition now follows 
immediately. // 
If we employ the same methods of proof as those used to prove 
Corollary 2.4 of Gardner [5] we can now establish 
COROLLARY 1.16. If A = A(p) for some ordinal p then every 
associative ring (A, .) on A is left and right T-nilpotent. If in 
addition p is finite then (A, .) 114-1 = 0. // 
For the remainder of this chapter we shall be concerned with 
properties of the absolute radical of a group. We begin with some 
useful lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.17. If A and B are isomorphic groups then J(A) is 
isomorphic to J(B). 
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Proof: Let (1) : A+Bdenote the isomorphism. 	 If (B, -) is an 
associative ring on B then it is possible to define an associative ring 
(A, -) on A such that (I) : (A, -) 	 (B, -) is a ring isomorphism. 	 Since 
(1) is surjective 0(J(A, -)) = J(B, -), so 4>(J(A)) = J(B, -). 	 This is 
true for every associative ring (B, -) on B, so 0(J(A)) = J(B). 	 A 
-1 similar argument verifies (I) (J(B)) = J(A). 	 Thus J(A) = J(B). If 
LEMMA 1.18. If B is an absolute ideal of the group A then 
J(B) = J(A). 
Proof: If (A, -) is any associative ring on A then (B, -) is an 
ideal of (A, -). 	 Since J(B, -) = (B, -) n •), 
J(B) c J(B, .)c J(A, -). 	 This is true for every associative ring 
(A, -) on A, so J(B) = J(A). // 
For any group A, T(A) is an absolute ideal of A. Thus Lemma 
1.18 yields J(T(A)) = J(A) for all groups A. 	 This containment has 
previously been observed by Fuchs [4]. 
LEMMA 1.19. 	 If A = ED Ai then J(A) c ED J(A1). 	 If further tEl 	 tEl 
A. is an absolute ideal of A for every i E 1, J(A) = ED gA.). iEI 	 1 
	
Proof: For i E 1,1et (Ai, -) be an associative ring on Ai. 	If 
we extend this ring to an associative ring (A, •) on A in the usual way 
by defining the trivial ring on (i) A. we have 
J(A, 	 = J(Ai, 	 Ai . 
ji  
Sinethisistrueforeveryassociativering. (Ai, •) on A. and every 
E 1, J(A) C ED gAi). iEI 
The last assertion of the Lemma follows immediately, from Lemma 
1.18. // 
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The next proposition will be extremely useful in describing the 
absolute radical of a group. 
PROPOSITION 1.20. If A/J(A, -) is a torsion group for every 
associative ring (A, .) on A then n pA = J(A). 
Proof: Suppose (A, -) is an associative ring on A. Since 
A/J(A, -) is a torsion group, (1.10) yields J(A/J(A, -)) =n p(A/J(A, -)). 
Since also J(A/J(A, -), -) = 0 it is clear that n p(A/J(A, -)) = 0. 
Now [n pA + MA, •)]/J(A, •) = n p(A/J(A, •)), so n pA = J(A, •)- p 
This is true for every associative ring (A, -) on A, so n pA = J(A), 
as required. // 
Beaumont and Lawyer [1] have described the semisimple rational 
groups (and more generally the semisimple strongly indecomposable torsion-
free groups of finite rank). In the next result we use Beaumont and 
Lawver's description to characterise the absolute radical of an arbitrary 
rational group. This characterisation plays an important role in 
subsequent chapters. 
THEOREM 1.21. Suppose A is a torsion-free group of rank one. • 
Then exactly one of the fallowing conditions holds: 
J(A) = A; 
(ii)J(A) = 0; 
(iii)J(A) = nA (nA f 0, nA # A), for a suitable integer n. 
(i) holds exactly if A is a nil group, (ii) holds exactly if t(A) is 
idempotent and 	 = 0 or 11 IF I= 03, and (iii) holds exactly if t(A) is 
idempotent and 0 f 	 < co, in which case n =TI p. Furthermore, A pErni 
there is an associative and commutative ring (A, .) on A for which 
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J(A, •) = J(A). 
Proof: It is clear that if A is a nil group then J(A) = A. 
Thus assume A is non-nil, in which case t(A) is idempotent. From 
Theorem 3.2 of Beaumont and Lawyer [1] if IP-11 1 = 0 or IPI = co then 
J(A) = 0. Moreover, any non-trivial associative ring (A, -) on A 
(and such rings do exist) is commutative and has trivial radical. 
A 
 
Assume now that t(A) is idempotent and 0 # IP I I < co. Consider 
an associative ring (A, -) on A. Theorem 3.2 of Beaumont and Lawyer 
[1] shows J(A, .) 0, so since A has rank one, A/J(A, •) is necessarily 
a torsion group. This is true for every associative ring (A, -) on A, 
so Proposition 1.20 now yields n pA = J(A). Since n pA = n A pA, 
PEP 1 
n A pA c J(A). 
PEP 1 
Next we give an example of an associative and commutative ring 
(A, -) on A for which J(A, .) = n A pA. Since isomorphic rings have 
PC P1 
-co A isomorphic radicals we lose no generality in assuming A = <p lp E P\Pe. 
Consider the associative and commutative ring (A, -) defined by 
a l • a 2 = a l a2 for all a l , a2 in A, where the latter multiplication is 
A multiplication in the field Q. For each p E Pi it is clear that (A/pA, .) 
is a non-trivial associative ring. Since A/pA has rank one, (A/pA, •) 
is now a field, so J(A/pA, -) = 0. Therefore J(A, •) _ pA, and so 
J(A, .) = n A pA. (Beaumont and Lawyer [1] have also observed the 
PEP 1 
existence of such a ring on A). 
Consequently if t(A) is idempotent and 0 1q1 < oo, 
J(A) = n A pA = nA where n = ]TA p. Evidently nA is a proper subgroup 
pEP1 PEP1 
of A. 
We complete the proof by observing that the three conditions A 
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is a nil group, t(A) is idempotent such that IPI = 0 or IPI = co, and 
t(A) is idempotent such that 0 #IPI  <co are mutually exclusive And 
exhaustive conditions for A. // 
We close this chapter with the following result. 
PROPOSITION 1.22. For every group A, J(T(A/J(A))) = O. 
Furthermore if A/T(A) is divisible then J(A/J(A)) = 0. 
Proof: To prove the first assertion suppose a + J(A) E T(A/J(A)) 
where a 4 J(A). Assume n is the order of a + J(A) in T(A/J(A)). For 
every associative ring (A, -) on A let n ( . ) be the order of a + J(A, -) 
in T(A/J(A, -)). Lemma 1.18 and the fact that (A/J(A, .), -) is a semi- 
simple ring imply J(T(A/J(A, -))) = J(A/J(A, -)) = 0, so (1.10) shows n ( . ) 
is a square-free integer. Since na E J(A, .), n ( ) necessarily divides 
r i r2 
n. If n = p l p2 p kk is the canonical representation of n as a 
product of powers of primes, let n' = p 1 p2 p k . Since n (.) divides 
n', n'a E J(A, -). This is true of every associative ring (A, -) on A, 
so n'a E J(A). Consequently n = n', that is n is a square-free integer. 
Thus T(A/J(A)) is an'elementary group, so (1.10) yields J(T(A/J(A))) = O. 
Next consider a group A such that A/T(A) is divisible. Since 
J(T(A/J(A))) = 0, Lemma 1.18 shows JUA/J(A)) p ) = 0, for every prime p. 
Consider a fixed prime p. (1.10) implies that (A/J(A)) p is an elementary 
p-group, so• 
(*) A/J(A) =  
for some subgroup A ( P ) of A. Since (T(A) + J(A))/J(A) = T(A/J(A)), 
[A/J(A)]/[(T(A) + J(A))/J(A)] 
[A/J(A)]/T(A/J(A)) 
T(A/J(A))/[(T(A) + J(A))/J(A)] • 
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But 
[A/J(A)]/[(T(A)+J(A))/J(A)] a ART(A)+J(A)) a [A/T(A)]/[(T(A)+J(A))/T(A)], 
so [A/J(A)]/T(A/J(A)) is a homomorphic image of A/T(A). Thus 
[A/J(A)]/T(A/J(A)) is a p-divisible group. Now 
A ( P ) /J(A) a [A/J(A)]/(A/J(A)) p , 
and [A/J(A)]/(A/J(A)) p is an extension of the p-divisible group 
T(A/J(A))/(A/J(A)) p by the p-divisible group [A/J(A)]/T(A/J(A)). Thus 
A ( P ) /J(A) is a p-divisible subgroup of A/J(A); moreover since (A/J(A))
P 
is an elementary p-group, A (p) /J(A) is the maximal p-divisible subgroup 
of A/J(A). 
Suppose now J(A/J(A)) 0. It is clear that A/J(A) T(A/J(A)). 
Now for each prime p, (A/J(A)) and A ( P ) /J(A) are both absolute ideals of 
A/J(A). Thus (1.10) and Lemma 1.19 applied to the decomposition (*) 
yield J(A/J(A)) = J(A ( P ) /J(A)). Hence J(A/J(A)) = A ( P ) /J(A). Since 
this is true for every prime p, J(A/J(A)) c n (A ( P ) /J(A)). 
Denoting n (A ( P ) /J(A)) by A l /J(A), for some subgroup A l of A, it 
is readily checked that A l /J(A) is torsion-free and divisible. Thus 
A/J(A) = A1 /J(A)C)A2/J(A) 
for some subgroup A2 of A. Lemma 1.19 and Theorem 1.21 now show 
J(A/J(A)) = J(A2/J(A)). Consequently 
0 # J(A/J(A)) = (Al /J(A)) n (A2/J(A)) . 
We conclude therefore that J(A/J(A)) = 0. // 
22. 
CHAPTER TWO 
In Chapter One two major results from the literature concerning 
rings on completely decomposable torsion-free groups were given. (1.6) 
characterised the nil completely decomposable groups, while (1.9) gave a 
description of the absolute annihilator of a completely decomposable 
group. In this chapter we are concerned with generalising these results 
to other classes of torsion-free groups. It is pleasing to report that 
generalisations are possible to the class of vector groups and to the 
class of separable groups. We conclude the chapter by providing some 
necessary and sufficient conditions for an arbitrary torsion-free group 
to be strongly nil. 
1. VECTOR GROUPS 
Following Fuchs [4] we call a group V a vector group if V is a 
direct product of rank one torsion-free groups (that is, V = R 4 where 
iEI•' 
the R. are rational groups). 
We begin this section by giving a description of the nil vector 
groups. To do this we need the following definitions, and the well known 
results (2.1) to (2.3). 
A slender group A is a torsion-free group with the property that 
every homomorphism from a countable direct product of infinite cyclic 
groups <en>, n = 1, 2, ..., into A sends almost all components <e n> into 
the zero of A. These groups were introduced and studied by J. to (see 
Fuchs [4], Section 94). 
A set I is measurable if I admits .a countably additive measure p 
such that p assumes only the values 0 and 1, and 
p(I) = 1, p(i) = 0 for all i E I. 
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(2.1) (Sasaida [1], Nunke [1]). Every countable and reduced 
torsion4ree. group is slender. /I 
(2.2) (Fuchs [2]). A direct sum of slender groups is a slender 
group. // 
(2.3) (tog; see Fuchs [4], pp. 161,162). If kis a slender group, . 
A. (i E 1) are torsion-free groups, and the index set I is not measurable, 
then 
(i) if (I) is a homomorphism from Tr Ai into A such that iEI • 
g EID A.) = 0, then (I) = 0, iEl 	1 
(ii)there is a natural isomorphism 
Hom(1-1- A4, ) a ED Hom(A., A) . // iEI 	' 	 iEI 
Whenever we represent a vector group as a direct product 
V = 17-R4 it is to be understood that the Ri are rational groups. iEI 	' 
We are now in a position to prove 
LEMMA 2.4. If V = Tr R. is a vector group such that the index iEI 	1 
set I is not measurable, and 
Hom(R., ED Hom(R. R )) # 0 for some i and k in I, then for such an i 
1 jEI 	 k andkthere existsajEIsuch that t(R) t(R) < t(Rk). 
Proof: Hom(R„ ED Hom(Ri, Rk)) is a subgroup of jEI 
Hom(R„ 	 Hom(Ri, Rk)), so Hom(Ri, Hom(Ri, Rk)) # 0 for some j E I. 
I 	jEI 
Now. Hom(Ri, Rk) is a rank one torsion-free group whose type is 
t(Rk) :t(R) (see Fuchs [4], p. 111). 	 Thus 
t(R) t(R) < [t(Rk) : t(Ri)] t(R) < t(Rk), as required. If 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let V = inT R. be a vector group where the index iEI 
set I is not measurable. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i)V is strongly nil; 
(ii)V is nil; 
(iii)t(R) t(R) t(Rk) for all i, j and k in.!. 
Proof: •(i) (ii) is immediate. 
(ii)=>(iii). Suppose t(R1) t(R) < t(Rk) for some i, j and k 
in I. It follows from (1.7) that we can define a non-trivial associative 
ring (V', -) on a completely decomposable direct summand V' of V. This 
ring can be extended to the whole of V by defining all other products to 
be zero, so V is non-nil. 
(iii)=>(i). If V is not strongly nil, then Hom(V, Hom(V, V)) O. 
Since t(R1)2  t(R) for all i E I and I is not measurable, (2.1) and (2.3) 
(ii) yield Hom(V, V) a im EID Hom(Ri, Rk). Now Hom(Rj, Rk) is either kEI jEI 
zero or a rank one torsion-free group whose type is less than or equal to 
t(Rk). (2.1) and (2.2) now imply that OD Hom(Rj, Rk) is a slender group, jEI 
for all k E I. Applying (2.3) (ii) we obtain 
Hom(V, Hom(V, V)) = 	 ED Hom(R„ ED Hom(R4, RO) . 
kEI iEI jEI " 
Hence Hom(R., ED Hom(Rj, Rk)) j 0 for some i and k in I. From Lemma 
jEI 
2.4 we now conclude that t(R) t(R) < t(Rk) for some j E I, contradicting 
(iii). // 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let V = Tr R1 	a vector group, where I is iEl 	1 
not measurable. 	 Then V is nil if and only if ED R. is nil. /1 
iEI • 
We now turn our attention to the absolute annihilator V(*) of a 
vector group V. 
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THEOREM 2.7. Suppose V =fl Ri is a vector group with the idI 
index set I not measurable, and 
= 	 E 	 there do not exist j and k in I such that t(R1) t(11j) < t(Rk)}. 
Then V(*) = V(a)(*) = TT R. 
iEII 
Proof: Let v be a non-zero element of V(a)(*). Write 
v = (..., ri, ...) where each ri E Ri and some ri O. Assume there 
exist j and k in I such that t(R) t(R) < t(Rk). Applying (1.7) we 
obtain an associative ring (V0, •) on a finite rank completely decomposable 
direct summand V0 = 0 ED R. of V such that i E Io, R. • Rt # 0 for s ome EI0 0 
E 10, and Rm • Rt = 0 for all m E 10, m i. Let V = VoC) V' for some 
subgroup V' of V. By taking the ring direct sum of (V0, •) and the 
trivial ring on V' we obtain an associative ring (V, -) on V. Now 
v = r. + v', where v' E V. Thus 0 = v • rt = ri • rt for all 
i0 c10 10 
rt E R. This cannot be the case since Ri • Rt # 0, whence v E Tr R. 
	
iEI1 	 I 
Conversely, suppose V is a non-zero element of T R. 	 It is iEI1 	 I 
clear that R. is reduced for all j E I. Assume v 4 V(*). Then there is 
an element 40 E HOM(V, HOM(V, V)) such that q(v) # 0. 	 Thus 
Hom( TT R4, Hom(V, V)) # O. (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) (ii) imply 1E11 ' 
Hom( T R4, HOWIT R4, TT Flu))-.4 11- C) Hom(R4, C) Hom(Ri, Rk)) id1 jEI kEI " kEI 1EI1 ' jEI ' 
so there exists an i E I and k E I such that Hom(R, C) Hom(R. R )) O. 1
jEI j' k 
From Lemma 2.4 we infer that t(R) t(R) < t(Rk  ) for some j E I, contrary j —  
to our choice of v. Hence v E V(*). If 
26. 
We conclude this section with some necessary conditions for a 
direct product of slender groups to be nil. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Suppose A = fl Ai, where each A. is a slender lei 
group, and the index set I is not measurable. Let (A, .) be a ring on A. 
If QD Ai is a subgroup of (0; (A, -)) then (A, .) is the trivial ring on iEI 
A. 
Proof: Let • E Hom(-7 A., Hom(-FF A- Al,)) be the map iEI 1 jEJ kEI " 
defining (A, •), and consider an arbitrary element a€ A. Under the 
natural isomorphism 
Hom(-FF A4, Tr A)  A., 
jEl kEI " kEI jEI k ' 
Trk 0(a), ...), where Tri, : iT Ai ÷ Ak is the natural 
iEI 
projection for all k E I. Now for each a' E EID A. we have 
iEI 1 
nk 0(a)a' = k (a • a') =0 for all k E 1, so (2.3) (i) implies that 
Trk 0.(a) = 0 for all k E I. Thus 0(a) = O. Since a was chosen to be an 
arbitrary element of A, (A, •) is the trivial ring on A. // 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let A = 	 A. be a direct product of the slender iEI 
groups Ai, i E I where I is not measurable. If EID Ai is a subgroup of 
idI A (a)(*) then A is nil. /I 
We require the following result. 
(2.10) (Gardner [1]). Let '{Anln = 1, 2, —.} be a countable 
family of torsion-free groups, and suppose B is an arbitrary group. If 
Hom( ® A, B) = 0 then Hom(71- An, B) = 0. If 
n=1 " n=1 
CO 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Suppose A = fl A, where each An is a slender n=1 
27. 
CO 
group. 	 If Mult (ED A ) = 0 then Mult A = 0, in which case A is nil. n=1 n 
Co 
Proof: Since Hom((D Ak' Hom(ED A , ED Ai) = 0, k=1 m=1 m n=1 " 
CO 	 CO 
Hom((D Au, Hom(0) k„, An)) . 0 for each positive integer . Consider 
k=1 " m=I m 
such an integer n. Clearly Hom(0) Au, Tr Hom(Am, )) = O. Thus, k=1 " m=1 
CO 	 CO 
since ED Hom(Am' An) is a subgroup of inr Hom(Am, An), it is evident m=1 m=1 
that Hom(0) Ak' ED Hom(Am' An)) = O. Since An is slender 2.3) (ii) k=1 m=1 
Co 	 CO 
now yields Hom(ED Au, Hom(7 Ano )) = O. Consequently 2.10) implies 
k=1 " m=1 m fl 
Hom(Tr Ak'  Hom(irr Am  A )) = O. This is true for every positive ' n k=1 m=1 
CO 	 CO 	 CO 
integer n, so clearly Hom(-1- Au, Horn( TT Ano TT An)) = 0, as required. If k=1 " m=1 m n=1 
2. SEPARABLE GROUPS 
The separable groups were introduced by Baer [1]. A torsion-free 
group A is called separable if every finite set of elements of A is 
contained in a completely decomposable direct summand of A. 	 It is clear 
that this summand can be chosen to have finite rank. 
We commence this section with a description of the nil separable 
groups. First however, we need to consider the following subgroups of a 
separable group. 
Suppose (A, •) is a ring on the separable group A, and Al C) A2 is 
a completely decomposable direct summand of A. We are permitted to write 
A1 = <a1>*0<a2>*C)...00<anl
>* 
28. 
and 
A2 = <an1+1>* C) <an1+2>*C) C) <an2
>* 
for suitable elements al' a2'' an2 
of A, and A = A1  0)A2  ® A for 2  
some subgroup A2 of A. Since A2 is a direct summand of A, Theorem 87.5 
of Fuchs [4] shows it is separable, so there is a finite rank completely 
decomposable summand A3 of A2 with the property that Al C)A2 (,) A3 contains 
all products of the form a., • aj where i E {1, 2, ..., n1} and 
j E {1, 2, ..., n2}. Thus 
A3  = <a >* n2+2 
Q) <a >* 6) <an > n2+1 3 
for suitable elements a 
' 
„ a„ ..., a„ of A. Since Al C) A2 A3 
is a pure subgroup of A it is clear that a -.I) -E Al 0 A2 0) A3 for all 
a E A1  and all b E Al C) A2. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let (A, .) be a ring on a separable group A, and 
let Al, A2 and A3 be the subgroups of A defined as above.. If 
Hom(Al, Hom(Al 0 A2, Al C) A2 C) A3)) 0 then there exist 
	
E {1, 2, ..., n1},.j E {1, 2, n2} and k E {1, 2, ..., } such 
that t(a) t(a) < t(ak). 
Proof: Clearly 
n1 n2 n3 Hom(A1,Hom(A1002,A10)A20)A3)) D e 	 Homkai>*,HOmkaj>*,<ak>0). : I j=1 A 
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 2.4 we obtain the required result. // 
THEOREM 2.13. For a separable group A the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i)A is strongly nil; 
(ii)A is nil; 
(iii)every rank n (n < 3) completely decomposable direct summand 
29. 
of A is nil. 
Proof: Clearly (i) (ii) and (ii) It remains to show 
(iii) =>(i). Suppose there is a ring (A, •) on A, and elements a, b in 
A such that a • b t O. Let Al be a finite rank completely decomposable 
direct summand of A containing a and b, and let A2 = O. Define A3 as we 
did prior to Lemma 2.12. For e E Al define (1) : A1÷ Hom(Al, Al A3) by 
(1)(e)f = e • f for all f E Al. Then 0 E Hom(Al, Hom(Al, Al 0 A3)) and 
(1)(a)b = a • b t O. We now apply Lemma 2.12 and (1.7) to obtain a rank 
n (n < 3) direct summand of A that is non-nil. // 
Having characterised the nil separable groups we are now in a 
position to describe the structure of the absolute annihilator of a 
separable group. We need to make the following definitions. 
A finite set of elements {al, a2, ..., an} of a separable group 
A is called basic if it is independent and <ae* C) <a2>.* 0 ...ED <an>* 
is a direct summand of A. An element a E A is called a basic element 
of A if the set {a} is basic. For the separable group A we define 
A' = {a E Ala is a basic element of A with the property that there do not 
exist basic elements b, c in A with {a, b, c} basic and• 
4 
	 t(a) t(b) < t(c)}. 
THEOREM 2.14. Let A•be a separable group and let A' be defined 
as above. Then A(*) = A(a)(*) is the pure subgroup of A generated by 
A'. 
Proof: If a is a non-zero element of <A'>* then we can write 
na = nlal + n2a2 + + nkak 
where n t 0, nl, n2, ..., nk are integers and ai E A' for i = 1, 2, ..., k. 
If a. 4 A(*) for some i E {1, 2, ..., k} then there is a ring (A, -) on A 
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such that a. • a' 0 for some a' E A. Let A1 = <a * .> and let 
A2 
= <aft ® <a 3> * ® ED <a > n2 
be such that A 1 ()A2 is a completely decomposable direct summand of A 
containing a'. Define A3 as we did prior to Lemma 2.12. As in the 
proof of Theorem 2.13, a l • a' # 0 implies 
Hom(A l , Hom(A l C) A2 , Al C) A2 0 A3 )) yf 0, so Lemma 2.12 shows 
t(a 1 ) t(a) < t(a k ) for some j E {i, 2, 3, ..., n 2 } and 
k E {i, 2, 3, ..., n 3 }. This contradicts the fact that a i E A'. 
Therefore for each i E {-1, 2, ..., k}, a i E A(*), so na E A(*). Since 
A(*) is pure in A it follows that a E A(*). 
Next suppose a is a non-zero element of A (a) (*). Now a can be 
embedded in a finite rank completely decomposable direct summand Al of A, 
Al = <a l >* C) <a >* ...e <an >* 1 
and there exist integers n 0, n l , n 2 , ..., n  that 
na = n l a l + n2 a 2 + + n a . n l n l 
If a i 4 A' for some i E {1, 2, ..., n1 } then there are basic elements b 
and c in A such that {a i , b, c} is basic and t(a 1 ) t(b) < t(c). By 
(1.7) there exists an associative ring (A, -) on A with a. • a' # 0 for 
some a' E A. If we let 
A2 = <an1+1
>
* C) <an +2>* () C) <an >* 1 2 
be such that A1 @A2 is a completely decomposable summand of A containing 
a', and define A3 as usual, then as in the proof of Theorem 2.13, 
a i • a' 0 implies Hom(<a i >* , Hom(A l EDA2 , A l C)A2 0 A3 )) 0. A 
reference to Lemma 2.12 now yields t(a 1 ) t(a) < t(ak ) for some 
j E {1, 2, ..., n 2 } and k E 11, 2, ..., n 3 }. (1.7) now shows that we 
can define an associative ring (A 1 0 A2 () A3 , x) on Al C) A2 ED A3 such 
31. 
that <a1> x <a2,* t 0 for some k E {1, 2, 	 n3 } and (am* 	 <a2,>* = 0 * 	 • 9  
for all m E {1, 2, 	 n3}, m t i. 	 (A1 OA2 (!) A3' x) can be extended 
to an associative ring (A, x) on A by setting all other products equal to 
zero. 	 But then 
0 = (na)x az = (ni ai)x at. 
Thus if ni t 0, ai E A'. 	 Therefore a E <A'>*. // 
Finally, we note how some of the methods of this chapter can be 
generalised to provide some necessary and sufficient conditions for an 
arbitrary torsion-free group A to be strongly nil. It is necessary 
to introduce certain rational subgroups of A. In the case that A has 
rank two these subgroups correspond to the 'groups of rank one' defined 
by Beaumont and Wisner [1]. 
Suppose A is a torsion-free group and {ail.' E I} is a maximal 
independent set of elements of A. 	 Each a E A can now be uniquely 
expressed as 
(*) a = a. a. + a. a. 	 + a. a. 11 	11 	 12 	12 	 1n 	1 
forasuitablesubset{a.kj=1,2,...,00{a.li E I}, and suitable 1 
rationals a. , a. 	 a4 . 	 For each i E I we now define two subgroups 11 	 12 	 'n 
of the rationals, called the rational groups belonging to ai, as follows: 
Q, = {a E Qlthere is an expression of the form (*) containing ai 
aa.1  as a component} 
Q 	{a E Oadai E A}. ui 
Clearly Q:. c Q2., 1 E QL and Q. ai = <a> 	each i E I. 
PROPOSITION 2.15. Suppose A is a torsion-free group and 
{a di E 	 is a maximal independent set of elements of A. Let Qa.  and 1 
32. 
Q1 be the rational groups belonging to ai, for each i E I. If a, 
t(Q. ) t(Q. ) 	 t(Q ) for all i, j and k in I then A is strongly nil. ai as ak 
Conversely if A is strongly nil thenQ,. Q, 4: for all i , j and k in 
"1 " j 	 " k I. 
Proof: Suppose (A, •) is a non-trivial ring on the group A. 
Since {aili E 	 is a maximal independent set of elements of A there are 
in.dicesiandjinIsuchthata..a # 0. Also, for suitable non-zero 
integers n, n. , n. , n
im 
we can write 
11 12 
rn 
n(a. • = n. a. 1 	 J 	 2.=1 1 	 12, 
where 12. = 1, 2, ..., in} is some non-void subset of (a.li E 
Now consider arbitrary non-zero ai and O4 in QL and Q; 1 
respectively. By definition, ai ai and Bs as are both elements of A, 
so (ai ai) • (aj as) E A. It is readily checked that 
n[(Bi ai) • (aj as)] = n[ai (ai • as)] 
= 	[n(a. • J a.)] 1 	 J 	 1 
= a. a. [ 	 n. a. ] 1 J t=.1 lk 
= X n. a. a. a. . 
t=1 152, 	1 	J 	12. 
Thus if k E .  	 I, n a. a. E Q . By consecutively choosing 
 
1, 2' m k 1 j ak 
aj = 1 and ai =	 1 it is immediate that n. K a. E Q and nk aj E Q, . 1 ak "k 
Hence " Q . s Q, and n. Q' c Q, for each k E 	 9 i29 ...9 im}. as ak "1 "k k 
Next consider fixed non-zero elements ai and a. in Q  and Q' a. a 
respectively. Then for k E {ii, 12, im} 
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. 	 Q' Q; a.; t(Q' ) t(Q. ) = t 1 	 (aj a. 	 . aj
n a Q' = tn  k 	 (n a.) t k k 	 .(nk aj) 
Qak Qa < t 	 (n (3 ) t k• •) 
Qat, < t "((nk f3i) (nk f3j) 
= t(Q ) ak 
2 since n 	 O. 0. is a non-zero element of Qak. k .13 Evidently the first 
assertion of the Proposition has been verified. 
To prove the converse statement suppose there exist i, j and k in 
I such that QQ 	 c Q' . 	 If we embed A in its divisible hull Q® A, ai aj — ak 
then <a.>Q OA, <a .>(/ A and <ak >*Q OA will all obviously be direct * j *  
summands of Q OA. 	 Consequently we can define a ring (Q0 A, •) on 
QOAbylettinga..a. and all other products not thus accounted =-a-- 
for be zero. If now a and b are arbitrary elements of A then from the 
definition of (Q 	 A, •) it is clear that a • b is either zero, or 
a • b = a. a. a where a. E Q 	 and a. E Q . 	 Since Q 	 Q 	 c Qi , ijk 	 a. 	 j 	 aj 	 ai aj ak 
a • b E A. 	 Thus (A, -) is a subring of (Q Q A, •), and since 
ai • aj = ak 0, A is not strongly nil. // 
Consider the completely decomposable group A = ED A4, where the iEI 
A. are rational groups. 	 If for each i E I we select a non-zero element 
ai E Ai, then faili E I/ is a maximal independent set of elements of A, 
and Q: = Qa :4 Ai. 	 A routine argument verifies that for all i, j and 
k in I, t(Ai) t(A) < t(Ak) if and only if Ai Aj c Ak. 	 Consequently 
the Ree and Wisner result (1.6) is a special case of Proposition 2.15. 
34. 
Beaumont and Wisner [1] have shown that if U 0 CU, Vo c V are 
rational groups such that U/U 0 V/Vo then there exists a torsion-free 
group of rank two with independent elements fa, bl such that Q; = Uo , 
Qa = U, Qb = Vo , and Qb = V. Proposition 2.15 therefore also provides 
us with abundant examples of (strongly) nil torsion-free groups of rank 
two. 
35. 
CHAPTER THREE 
It is apparent from the previous chapter and the results (1.6) 
and (1.9) of Chapter One that for certain torsion-free groups A the 
condition that there exist elements a, b and c in A such that 
t(a) t(b) < t(c) is extremely useful. The first part of this chapter 
is devoted to a further analysis of this concept in completely 
decomposable torsion-free groups. We introduce a relation <' defined 
on a subset of the type set of a completely decomposable torsion-free 
group A. The relation <' has an interesting connection with the 
T-nilpotent rings of Levitzki [1] and Bass [1]. Also, it allows us to 
write A in a form that is different from the usual representation of A 
as a direct sum of rational groups. With A written in this form and 
the relation <' satisfying a certain chain condition we are then able — 
to describe the absolute radical of A. 
1. A RELATION ON A SET OF TYPES IN A COMPLETELY DECOMPOSABLE TORSION-
FREE GROUP. 
Throughout this chapter a completely decomposable torsion-free 
group will simply be called a completely decomposable group. For a 
completely decomposable group A = A4, where Ai is a rational group 
iEI 
for each i E I, let f(A) denote the set {t(A1)Ii E II. We define a 
relation <' on f(A) in the following manner: for i and j in I we say 
t(Ai) <' t(A) if there is an i1 E I such that t(Ai) t(Ail) < t(Aj). 
It is clear that <' is an antisymmetric and transitive, but not — 
necessarily reflexive relation on T(A). 
By a chain of length n in f(A) is meant a sequence of n (not 
necessarily distinct) types t(Ai), t(Ai t(A4 ) in f(A) with the l 	 2  
In 
property that 
In = fi E Ilthere exists no chain of length n + 1 in T(A) commencing with 
t(Ai)}. 
Then A(n) = ED 'Ai, and the following conditions are equivalent: 
iEIn 
(i) A = A(n), n < co, and A # A(n-1); 
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t(ft- tW 11 = 12- 
t(Ai
n 
The existence of chains of length n in f(A) is not a new idea. 
Gardner [5] has defined a 2 x n Tr-matrix to be a 2 x n matrix of types 
[1:11 T12 
T21 T22 
such that Tli T 	 < Tli+1 for i = 1, 2, ...,.n - 1. It is clear that 2i =  
for a completely decomposable group A the existence of a chain of length 
n in f(A) is equivalent to the existence of a 2 x n it-matrix over 
Consequently 
(3.1) (Gardner [5]). Suppose .A = ED A. is a completely tEl 
decomposable group where each Ai is a rational group, and let for each 
positive integer n, 
(ii)there are chains of length n but no chains of length n + 1 
in f(A); 
(iii)A has strong nil-degree n. //, 
If A = -Ti- A4 is a vector group, where Ai is a rational group for iEI 
each i E I, then we can define f(A) and the relation <' on f(A) in the 
same way as we defined the same concepts for a completely decomposable 
group. (3.1) now has an immediate extension to vector groups. The only 
difference in the statement of (3.1) is that A = inp A. where the index 
 
iEI 1 
set I is not measurable, and for each n, A(n) = 117 )14. The proof of 
iEIn ' 
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the corresponding statement of (3.1) for vector groups is identical to 
the original proof of (3.1). We now know, therefore, that if A = Tr- A. 
 
iEI 1 
is a vector group where I is not measurable then A and $ A i have the 
iEI 
same strong nil-degree. 
Vinsonhaler and Wickless [1] have studied another concept in a 
completely decomposable group A that is related to the existence of 
chains of length n in f(A). Following Visonhaler and Wickless we define 
a triangle of size n to be a collection of n(+1) rational groups indexed 2 
by all sequences of the form (i, i +1, i + j) where 1 < i < n, 
0< j < n - i, such that 
t(A(i,i+1,...,i+j))t(A(i+j+i,i+j+2,...,i+j+01t(A 1,...,i+j+k ) 
for all i, jas above and k with i + j + k < n. 
If A = () A. is a completely decomposable group, where each A. 
i€1 1 
is a rational group, then clearly the existence of a triangle of size n 
formed from the set of groups {A i li E I} implies the existence of a chain 
of length n in f(A). 
(3.2) •(Vinsonhaler and Wickless [1]). Let A =t Ai be a 
completely decomposable group, where A i is a rational group for each i E I. 
Let (A, •) be an associative ring on A and suppose f(A) is an ordered set. 
If (A, -) n 0 for some positive integer n, then a triangle of size n can 
be formed by choosing groups from {A 1 II E I}. // 
Vinsonhaler and Wickless [1] have stated that the requirement 
that f(A) is an ordered set cannot be deleted in (3.2). However if we 
replace Vinsonhaler and Wickless triangle of size n condition with our 
weaker condition then (3.2) can be substantially improved. 
• 
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THEOREM 3.3. If (A, •) is a ring on the completely decomposable 
group A such that (A, -)n 0 for some positive integer n then there 
exists a chain of length n in T(A). 
Proof: Suppose A = Q) A. where each A. is a rational group, and 
iEI 
xi, X2, n x are elements of A such that 
(...((x1 • x2) • x3) • ...) • xn t 0 . 
ForeachieI,leta.bean arbitrary but fixed element of A.. 1 1 
Then t(a) = •t(A.), and each element of A. can be written uniquely in 1 1 1 
the form aa1 for a suitable rational a. Thus for each k E 11, 2, ..., n1 
there exist elements i(k, 1), i(k, 2), ..., i(k, mk) in I such that 
mk 
(6.6((x1 • X2) • X3) • eoe) • 	 = / 1 a4(,04) ai(k,t), k= 	 I I` 
whereai(k) is a non-zero rational for each k E 11, 2, ..., mk1. In , 
-1,0 ai 
mn-1 
 
...) • xn = X 1 ai(n-1,k  ai (n-1 ,k) • (...((Xi •  k= 
On the other hand mn 
= /1 ai(n,k) ai(n,k) 
(...((x1 • x2) • x3) • 
k= • 
Therefore for every k(n) E {1, 2, mn} there exists an 
2.(n-1) E {1, 2, ..., mn_1} such that ak i,n_.1,k(n-1)) • xn has .a non-zero 
component in Ai . In other words 
t(ai(n_i  ,k(n-1))) t(ai(n,k(n)) 
If we similarly analyse the product 
particular mn-1 
(...((x1 • 	 ) • x3) • ...) • x 	 9,=1 
SO 
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• x2 ) • x3 ) • ...) • xn _ l 
it is possible to choose an t(n-2) E {1, 2, ..., mn _2 1 such that 
<' . . t(a i(n-2,t(n-2))) t(a = i(n-1,t(n-1)) )  
Repeating this procedure n times will produce a sequence of elements 
a i(1,2, (1))' ai(2(2))' ...  
in A such that 
t(ai(1 07,(l)) ) t(a 1(2a(2)) ) ••• t(a i (n oz(n)) ) , 
The definitions of a left T-nilpotent ring and a right T-nilpotent 
ring given by Levitzki [1] and Bass [1] (see Chapter One) can be 
generalised to include the non-associative rings. Indeed suppose (A, -) 
is a non-associative ring on the group A. (A, -) is called left 
T-nilpotent if for every sequence a l , a2 , ... of its elements there is 
a positive integer n such that (...((a l • a2 ) • a3 ) • ...) • an = 0. 
Right T-niZpotence is defined similarly. 
Gardner [4] has shown that if A is a group such that every 
associative ring on A is left T-nilpotent then every associative ring 
on A is right T-nilpotent. With a similar proof we can show that if 
every ring on A is left T-nilpotent then every ring on A is right 
T-nilpotent. In this case we are justified in saying that every ring 
on A is T-nilpotent. 
Now for the major result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A be a completely decomposable group. Then 
- 
every ring on A is 'T-nilpotent if and only if T(A) satisfies the ascending 
chain condition with respect to the relation < I . 
Proof: Suppose (A, • is a ring on A that is not left T-nilpotent. 
40. 
Let A = QD A„ where each Ai is a rational group, and select elements 
iEI 
x x2' ... of A such that for each positive integer n 
(...((x1 • x2) • x3) • ...) • xn 0. Theorem 3.3 yields, for each 
positive integer n, a chain of length n in T(A). Moreover, an analysis 
of the proof of Theorem 3.3 shows that the kth term (where k is a positive 
integer) of any one of these chains must be the type of one of at most 
mk distinct rational groups Ai, i E I. 
With the notation of the proof of Theorem 3.3, define C to be the 
set of chains in T(A) with respect to <' corresponding to the sequence 
x x2' ... such that the first term of each of these chains is a type 
from {t(Ai0,0)111 E {1, 2, ..., m1}}. It is clear that C is an infinite 
set with the property that all the elements of C commence with a type 
from a finite subset of f(A). Hence we can choose an i1 E I such that 
there are infinitely many chains in C commencing with t(A„ ). (Notice .1 
that i1 = i(1, 2.) for some st E 11, 2, ..., m11). Each of these chains 
can have only a finite number of distinct second terms, so it is possible 
to choose an i2 E I such that C contains infinitely many, elements with 
first and second terms t(A. ) and t(A. ) respectively. Repeating this 
11 12 
procedure it is possible to find an infinite chain 
t(Ai 	 .) ' t(A. ) <' <' t(A. ) <' l 	 . 12 	 = 1n — 
in f(A). Thus f(A) will not satisfy the ascending chain condition. 
(It should be noted that the above argument is based upon the proof of 
a graph theoretical result, namely Konig's lemma (see Wilson [1], p. 40) ). 
Next suppose 
 
t(A. ) <'t(A. ) <' <' t(Ai ) 11 = 12 — 
is an infinite ascending chain in f(A). Then there exist indices 
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... in I such that t(A„ ) t(A. ) < t(A„ ) for all k = 1, 2, ... . 
Ik 4 — Ik+1 
Thus there are elements a. , a. and a. in A. , A. and A. respectively 11 31 12 	 11 	 J1 	 12 
such that x(a. ) x(a. ) < x(a. ). •Suppose now for each k E {1, 2, ..., m} 11 j1 — 12 
we have selected elements a. , a. and a„ in A. , A. and A4 
1k 3k 1k+1 lk Jk 1(+1 
respectively, such that x(a. ) x(a4 ) < x(ai ). Since 1 k  s'k — 'k+1 
t(A. ) t(A„ ) < t(A, ), there are elements a! , a4 and a! 
lm+1 Jm+1 — Im+2 lm+1 Jmtl lm+2 
in A4 	 , A. 	 and A. respectively, such that 
'm+1 'm+1 1m+2 
)((al)x(ai )<x(aili+2 	 llro ).Sinceaiand 
aim+1 
are dependent 
'm+1 *Jm+1 
elements of A. it is now possible to choose an element a. E A. 1 1m+2 	 1m4.2 m+1 
such that x(a. ) x(a4 ) < x(a, ). Thus for each k = 1, 2, ..., :Inf.,  m+1 'm+2 
thereareelementsai,a.anda.inA.,A.andAiw respectively, 
k 4 1k+1 1k Jk 
such that x(a. ) x(a. ) < x(a. ). Define a. • a; = a4 and let 1 ik -k — 1k+1 1k Jk 'k+1 
all other products in A not thus accounted for be zero. In this way 
we obtain a ring (A, -) on A for which 
(...(((a
il 
• a) • a. ) • a. ) • ...) • a, = a. # 0 
.32 3n-1 in 
for each positive integer n. Thus (A, •) is not left T-nilpotent. // 
2. THE ABSOLUTE RADICAL OF A COMPLETELY DECOMPOSABLE TORSION-FREE GROUP 
If A is a completely decomposable group then the relation <' on 
T(A) discussed in the previous section facilitates an alternate description 
of A, and it is this description of A that allows us to determine the 
structure of the absolute radical J(A) when the non-idempotent types in 
f(A) satisfy the ascending chain condition with respect to <'. 
For the completely decomposable group A, if we collect together 
all the rank one summands of A with the same type then it is possible to 
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write A in the following form: 
A = HD A. 09 ED B. , iEI 1 	 jEJ 
for suitable index sets I and J, where eachA.iEI,and each j J ' 
is a homogeneous completely decomposable group, all the components in 
this decomposition of A have distinct types, the type of each Ai, i E 1, 
is maximal in f(A) with respect to the relation <', and the type of each 
.jE J, is not maximal in f(A) with respect to <'. It is clear that BJ, 
this decomposition of A is unique (up to rearrangements of the Ai terms 
Or theB . terms). This decomposition of A is called the h-decomposition j
of A. 
From Lemma 1.19 it is immediate that 
J(A) _ HD J(A1) ED ED J(B4) iEI  jEJ • 
Itisnotdifficulttoestablishthatsince. Aihas maximal type in f(A) 
with respect to <', Ai is an absolute ideal of A, for each i E I. Thus 
Lemma 1.18 yields 
ED %gilt.) c J(A) . iEI 1 — 
It is apparent from these two inequalities that to characterise the 
absolute radical of a completely decomposable group we initially need to 
concentrate our attention on describing the absolute radical of a 
homogeneous completely decomposable group. To do this we require the 
following two well known results. 
(3.5) '(Fuchs [4]). Let A be a homogeneous completely decomposable 
group of finite rank. Then every pure subgroup of A is a direct summand 
of A. If 
(3.6) (Baer [1], Kulikov [1], Kaplansky [1]). Direct summands of 
43. 
completely decomposable groups are completely decomposable. // 
For later purposes we will also need the following useful lemma. 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose (A, -) is an associative ring on a homogeneous 
completely decomposable group A of finite rank, t(A) is idempotent and 
0 t 11'11 < co. 	 If J(A, .) t 0 then either J(A, .) has rank equal to the 
rank of A or A contains a proper direct summand with trivial absolute 
radical. 
Proof: Let (A, -) be an associative ring on A for which 
J(A, -) O. For notational convenience denote <J(A, -)>* by Al. 
(3.5) shows that Al is a summand of A, so A = Al 6)A2 for some subgroup 
A2  of A. 
Since J(A, -) is an ideal of (A, •), (A1, -) is also an ideal of 
(A, -). Therefore J(Al, -) = (A1, -) n J(A, •), so .) = J(A, .). 
This means <J(Al, -)>* = Al, so Al/<J(Al, -)> is a torsion group. The 
proof of Proposition 1.20 now yields n pAl c J(A1, -), so 0 141 < co p 
indicates that A1/J(A -) is a bounded torsion group. Suppose n is •a 
bound of A1  /J(Al'  -). 
Now as groups A/J(A, -) a (Al/J(Al, -)) €102. Since 
nA2 = n((Al/J(Al, •)) ®A), nA2 is an absolute ideal of (Al/J(Al, •)) A2. 
From Lemma 1.18, J(nA2) = JUAl/J(Al, -)) C) A2). J(A/J(A, -)) = 0 and 
Lemma 1.17 now show J(nA2) = O. Since A2 a nA2, J(A2) = O. The 
assertion is now immediate. // 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let A be.a homogeneous completely decomposable 
group of finite rank such that t(A) is-idempotent and 0 t 113A 11 < co. Then 
J(A) = n A pA. 
pEP1 
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Proof: We use induction on the rank of A. The case when .A has 
rank one is settled by Theorem 1.21, so assume A is as stated in the 
Proposition and also that the Proposition is true for such groups whose 
ranks are strictly less than n, n a positive integer. 
First, we claim that A cannot support a semisimple ring. Indeed 
suppose (A, -) is an associative ring on A such that J(A, -) = O. If 
(I, -) is a non-zero ideal of (A, -) then (<I>*, -) will be a non-zero 
pure ideal of (A, -). Owing to (3.5), <I>* is a direct summand of A so 
(3.6) implies that <I>* is a completely decomposable group. If A/I is 
not a torsion group then r(<I>*) r(A). The induction hypothesis now 
shows J(<I>*) 0, so J(<I>*, -) O. Since 
J(<I>*, -) = (<I>*, -) n J(A, •), J(A, •) 	 0, contradicting the 
semisimplicity of (A, -). Therefore if (I, -) is a non-zero ideal of 
(A, -), A/I is a torsion group. 
(1.3) shows that (A, •) is isomorphic to a subdirect product of 
right primitive rings (Ai, -), i E I. A reference to Jacobson [1] shows 
that for each i E l, (Ai, -) is isomorphic to (A/Pi, -), where (Pi, -) 
is a right primitive ideal of (A, -), and also that (Ai, -) is isomorphic 
to a dense ring of linear transformations on a right vector space over a 
division ring D. If, for i E I, the characteristic of Di is the prime 
p then clearly Ai is an elementary p-group, and furthermore, p E P. 
On the other hand if the characteristic of D. is zero then it is readily 
checkedthat. Aiis torsion-free, which we know cannot be the case. 
Therefore (A, -) is isomorphic to a subdirect product of bounded rings 
(Ai, -), i E I, where for each i E I the bound of Ai is a prime belonging 
to PA' Since P
A is finite, A must be a torsion group. Evidently our 1 1 
claim is now established. 
If now (A, -) is any associative ring on A then Lemma 3.7 shows 
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that either A/J(A, .) is torsion, or A contains a proper direct summand 
with trivial absolute radical. The latter alternative can be deleted 
by virtue of (3.6) and the induction hypothesis, so Proposition 1.20 
yields n A pA c J(A). The proof is completed by observing that Lemma 
PEP1 
1.19 and Theorem 1.21 together imply J(A) c n A pA. // 
pEP i 
Wickless [1] has given an example of a countably infinite rank 
completely decomposable group supporting a semisimple ring. We can 
extend Wickless' argument to prove 
LEMMA 3,9. Suppose A = EID A where each Ak is a rational group. 
k=1 
If t(A i ) t(Ai )< t(Ai j ) for all i and j in fl, 2, . I then A supports 
a semisimple ring. 
Proof: Assume t(A i ) t(A) < t(Ai+j ) for all i and j in {1, 2, ...I. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.4 an induction argument shows that for each 
i E {1, 2, ...} we can select elements a i E Ai such that 
x(a 1 ) x(a) < x(a i+j ) for all i and j in {1, 2, —}. We can now define 
a ring (A, •) on A by letting a i • aj  = a 1  all i and j in {1, 2, .. 
It is clear that (A, •) is an associative and commutative ring on A. 
Suppose now that a and b are non-zero elements of A. Let n be 
the largest positive integer such that a has a non-zero component in An , 
and m be the largest positive integer such that b has a non-zero component 
in Aor Then .a • b has a non-zero component in A and since 
n + m > max{n, m}, it is evident that a + b + a • b 0. Consequently 
(A, •) can never contain a non-zero right quasi-regular element. Thus 
(A, •) is semisimple. // 
It should be noted that if A in Lemma 3.9 is also homogeneous 
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with idempotent type, then Lemma 3.9 can be proved using a more general 
result proved by Amitsur [1]; if R is an associative ring with trivial 
nil radical then the polynomial ring over R is Jacobson semisimple. 
Now for the description of the absolute radical of a homogeneous 
completely decomposable group. 
THEOREM 3.10. If A is a homogeneous completely decomposable 
group then exactly one of the following conditions holds: 
(i)J(A) = A; 
(ii)J(A)•= 0; or 
(iii)J(A) = n A pA. pEP1 
(i) holds exactly when t(A) is not idempotent, (ii) holds exactly when 
A A  t(A) is idempotent and either r(A) is infinite, ly = 0 or ly = co, 
while (iii) holds exactly when t(A) is idempotent, r(A) is finite and 
0 	 JPI < co. 
Proof: If t(A) is not idempotent then A is a nil group, so 
J(A) = A. Suppose therefore that t(A) is idempotent. If r(A) is 
infinite and a is a non-zero element in J(A), then it is possible to 
embed a in a countably infinite rank completely decomposable direct 
summand Al of A. Writing A = Al A2 for some subgroup A2 of A, Lemma 
1.19 yields J(A) c 	 ® J(A2). 	 From Lemma 3.9 it is evident that 
J(A1) = 0, so J(A) c A2. 	 Thus 0 # a E Al n A2. 	 We conclude therefore 
that J(A) = O. 	 If IPI = 0 or el = co then Lemma 1.19 and Theorem 1.21 
yield J(A) = O. 	 On the other hand if A has finite rank and 0 #IPI < 
then Proposition 3.8 shows J(A) = n pA. 	 As in the proof of Theorem pEq 
1.21 the final assertion of the Theorem is evident from the fact that the 
three conditions mentioned there are mutually exclusive and exhaustive 
conditions for A. // 
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COROLLARY 3.11. If A is a homogeneous completely decomposable 
group then J(A/J(A)) = 0. // 
Consider a completely decomposable group A with h-decomposition 
A = ED A.ED ED B. . iEI 1 jEJ J 
Having completely characterised the absolute radical of Ai for each i E I 
we now turn our attention to defining subgroups K(B) of Bj for each 
j E J that will render possible a description of the absolute radical of 
A when the non-idempotent types in f(A) satisfy the ascending chain 
condition with respect to <'. We need to develop some notation and give 
some preliminary results. 
For each j E J define NJ' to be the set of components in the 
h-decomposition of A whose types, with respect to <', are strictly greater 
thant(B.). Let A(j) denote the direct sum of the elements of 
For the completely decomposable group A above we can prove 
LEMMA 3.12. For each j E J the subgroups A(j)  of 
A are absolute ideals of A. 
Proof: Suppose (A, •) is a ring on A such that (AU),•is not 
an ideal of (A, -). Then we can assume without loss of generality 
that there exist elements a1 E A(j), a2 E A and a3 E A\A(j) such that 
a1 • a2 = a3. 	 This amounts to the existence of two components of the 
h-decomposition of A, C and D say, such that C E /3(j), D /3(j) and 
t(C) <' t(D). But then t(B) p(C) shows t(B) t(D), that is 
D E /3(j). This proves the first assertion of the Lemma. The proof 
thatA(J)(4)Bjis an absolute ideal of A is identical. // 
For each j E J we now give four conditions on the completely 
decomposable group A that will make the definition of the subgroup K(B) 
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ofB . and the proof of our major result far easier. For each j E J we j 
say that .A satisfies 
j(1) if J3(j) U {Bj } contains a group C such that J(C) = 0. 
j(2) if BM U {B} contains no group with idempotent type. 
j(3) if A does not satisfy j(1) and Bj has idempotent type. 
j(4) ifBj . has non-idempotent type, /3 (j) contains at least one group 
with idempotent type, and every group with idempotent type in 
BO) has non-trivial absolute radical. 
For each j J it is readily checked that the conditions j(1), 
j(2), j(3) and j(4) are mutually exclusive and exhaustive conditions for 
A. 
We need one final piece of notation. If for some j E J, t(B) 
is not idempotent and /3 (j) contains some elements with idempotent type 
then define 
P ( j ) =U {PC E BM and t(C) is idempotentl. 1 1 
Now for the definitions of K(B j ), j E J. For each j E J define 
the subgroup K(B) of Bj as follows 
0 if A satisfies condition j(1). 
Bj if A satisfies condition j(2). 
J(B) if A satisfies condition j(3). 
n (j) pBj if A satisfies condition j(4). 
PE P 1 
From previous comments it is clear that for each j E J, K(B) is 
a welldefinedsubgroupof.It should be noted that although the Bj .
above definitions of the groups K(B) for j E J are complicated these 
definitions do make the statement of the main Theorem of this chapter 
extremely simple: we will prove that if A is a completely decomposable 
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group with h-decomposition 
A = ED A4E9 ED B. 
	
iEI 	 jEJ 
such that the set of non-idempotent types in f(A) satisfies the ascending 
chain condition with respect to <' then 
J(A) = ED J(A4) ED ED K(B;) . iEI jeJ 4 
The containment 
ED J(A4) ED ED K(B4) C J(A) iEI jEJ '-' — 
is proved by a series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.13. Suppose A is a completely decomposable group with 
h-decomposition 
A = ED A.ED ED 	 , iEI 1 jEJ 
and j E J is such that A satisfies condition j(3). Then iBi < ' 
and if C E B(i) U 113.} then C has finite rank, t(C) is idempotent and 
o 	 < 
Proof: Since A satisfies j(3), t(B) is idempotent and J(B) # 0. 
B; 
Thus Theorem 3.10 yields 0 # IP141 < co. If C E B(J) U {Bj} then clearly 
t(B) < t(C). Consequently C must also have idempotent type and, since 
A does not satisfy j(1), Theorem 3.10 shows that C has finite rank and 
that 0 # 1P.C11 < co. If now = co then t(B) < t(C) for all C E 
B4 
yields IP,J1 	 Thus. I B(i) I< 03, as required. If 
LEMMA 3.14. Suppose A is a completely decomposable group of 
finite rank with 4-decomposition 
A = ED A. ED ED B. 
 
iEI 1 jEJ 
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where each Ai, i E {1, 2, ..., n}, has idempotent type. If, for each 
j E {1, 2, ..., m}, A satisfies condition j(3) then 
 
m - ED J(A.)®ED • K(Bj.c 
	
1 j=1 3 — 
1 
Proof: We induct on n + m. Clearly there is nothing to prove 
when n + m = 1. Therefore assume the Lemma is true for all groups of 
the stated kind with the number of components in their h-decompositions 
being less than n + m, and consider A as stated in the Lemma. For each 
i E {1, 2, •••  Ai is an absolute ideal of A, so Lemma 1.18 yields 
J(Ai) c J(A). Thus it suffices to show that if j E {1, 2, ..., m} is 
such that K(B) # 0 then K(B) c J(A). We consider two cases: J — 
Case (1). B. does not have minimal type in f(A) with respect to 
<'. In this case it is possible to select j1 E {1, 2, ..., m} such that 
ji j, t(Bji) t(Bj) and Bji does have minimal type in f(A) with respect 
(i1) to <'. From Lemma 3.12, A is an absolute ideal of A, so by Lemma 
(ii) 1.18, J(A ) c J(A). It is readily checked that A satisfies all 
the hypotheses of the Lemma. Thus, since A(ii) is a proper subgroup of 
(i1) A, the induction assumption yields K(B) c J(A ' ). Therefore J = 
K(B) s 
Case (ii). B. does have minimal type in f(A) with respect to <'. -- 
If is a proper subgroup of A then since A(i) 0)B. satisfies all Bj 
the hypotheses of the Lemma we can again use the induction assumption on 
the absolute ideal A(i)ED B. of A to obtain K(B) c J(A). Hence assume J = 
A= A(j) ED B. J. 
From Lemma 3.13, every C E BM  must have idempotent type and 
0 #IPI < co. Now A(j) satisfies all the hypotheses of the Lemma, so 
the induction assumption applied to A(i) and the definitions of K(B1) 
51. 
for j' E J yield <J(A(j))›* = 
Suppose now (A, -) is an associative ring on A. Lemma 3.12 
shows (A(j), •) is an ideal of (A, .), so J(A(j), •) = J(A, •). Since 
 
•), A(j) C <J(A, •)>*. 	 But <J(A, .)> c A(j) B. * J' 
SO 
<j(A, •)>* = A® (B n <J(A, 
Now Bj n <J(A, •)>* is pure in A, so it is pure in B. Since Bj has 
finite rank, (3.5) shows that Bj n <J(A, •)>* is a direct summand of B. 
Hence there is a summand Bs; of Bj such that A = <J(A, -)>*(1). Bj. From 
Lemma 3.13 we know that every C E B(j) U {Bj} has idempotent type and 
0 # 11311 < co. Thus A is reduced and, for almost all primes p, pA = A. 
Consequently for almost all primes p, p <J(A, .)›* = <J(A, •)>*. Hence 
the proof of Lemma 3.7 indicates that either A= <J(A, •)›* or J(BJ) = O. 
(3.6) implies that BJ is a homogeneous completely decomposable group. 
B1 
Sincer(B.;)isfinite,t(P.)isidempoter P13 < co, the 
conclusion J(Bi.) = 0 above contradicts Theorem 3.10. Therefore 
A = <J(A, •)>*, and since this is true for every associative ring (A, 
on A, Proposition 1.20 yields n pA c J(A). It is clear that 
K(B) = n B. pBj = n pBj En pA . 
pEP13 P P 
Thus K(B) c J(A). // 
COROLLARY 3.15. Suppose A is a completely decomposable group 
with h-decomposition 
A = Ei) A4 QD ED B. . 
iEI jEJ 
If j E J is such that A satisfies condition j(3) then K J(A). 
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Proof: Let j E J and suppose A satisfies j(3). From Lemma 
3.13itfollowsthatA(j) B.is a finite rank completely decomposable 
group satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3.14. Clearly Bj is one of 
the homogeneous components in the h-decomposition of A(j) ED B3. 
Moreover, since Bj has non-maximal type in f(A) with respect to <', Bj 
is one of the homogeneous components with non-maximal type (with respect 
to <') in the h-decomposition of A(j)()Bi. Evidently AM® Bj 
satisfies condition j(3), so Lemma 3.14 now yields K(B) = J(A(j)0 B.). J 
From Lemma 3.12 we see that J(A(j) 0 BJ.) = J(A), so K(B) = J(A), as 
required. // 
LEMMA 3.16. Let A be a completely decomposable group with 
h-decomposition 
A = ED A. ED ED B. , 
iEI 1 jEJ 
and suppose the non-idempotent types in f(A) satisfy the ascending chain 
condition with respect to <I. If j E J is such that A satisfies condition 
j(4) then K(B) c J(A). 
(i) Proof: Suppose j E J is such that A satisfies j(4). Let Ai 
be the direct sum of those groups in U {Bj} with idempotent types, 
and let A(j) be the direct sum of those groups in i3(j) U {B.} with non-2 
idempotent types. Clearly AM @ B. =  J 1 2 
(i) Suppose Al has h-decomposition 
A. Q ED B.. 1 i1El1 1 	 j1EJ1 	J1 
(j) We know that every homogeneous component of Al has idempotent type and 
non-zero absolute radical, so for each j1 E Jl, A.(1j) must satisfy j1(3). 
Since A. is an absolute ideal of A(i) for each il E I., Lemma 1.18 and 1 1 1 
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Corollary 3.15 now yield 
ED 	J(A. ) El) ED 	K(B4 ) c J(A)
• ilEil 	 j1EJ1 	 J1 — 
From the definition of P(i) it is immediate that 1 
n 	 pA = ED ( n A. pAi ) ED ED ( n B 	 pBi ) 
P 	
. 
E P1 	 1 pEP 	 1 	 1 1 pEP -1 EI 	 '1 	 j EJ 	 1 	 -1 
	
1 	 1 
NowforeachjEJ1,03...j(B. ), so Theorem 3.10 yields J1 JI 
pA(i) _ n 	 -PEpi 
Thus 
(i) 	 (i) n (;) pAi 	 f_ J 	 ) . p€P1  
Now consider an associative ring (A, •) on A and suppose 
a n 	 p(A(j) 	 Bj). 	 We are permitted to write a in the form 
PEP1 
a = al + a2 where al E n 	 pAP) and a2 E fl() p43).  Now every PE Pi 	 PE Pi 
group C E 13(j) with idempotent type satisfies 0 PJ < , so 
an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 3.12 shows that Alj) is an 
absolute ideal of A. Consequently ( n(j) .) is an ideal of 
PEP1 (A, •). Therefore for each positive integer n, an=x+an where 2 
For the positive integer n consider the element a. If a; i Alj) 
then we can obtain, in the same way as in Theorem 3.3, a chain of length 
n in f(A). Moreover, the last term of this chain can be chosen to be a 
non-idempotent type in .f(A). Since a2  2 E A(j) the first term of this 
chain is a non-idempotent type greater than or equal to t(B) (with 
ED 	J(A. ) ED ED 	K(B. ) . ilEI, 	 11 	 jiEJ 	 J1 
x E n 	. pA(j) (J) 1 PEP1 
n (i) p(A(i) 0)Bj)_J(A, -). 	 This is true for every associative ring pEPi" 
on A, so 
n 	 p(A(j)a)Bi) J(AMED8j, -) . ,peplii 
From Lemma 3.12, • (i) ' c J(A, *), so J 
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respect to <'). As before, if C E B(j) and t(C) is idempotent then 
O. lql < .... Hence every element of this chain of length n in f(A) 
must be a non-idempotent type. Arguing as in the first half of the 
proof of Theorem 3.4 we see that if an 4 A(j) for all positive integers 2 1 
n then there exists ah infinite ascending chain in the non-idempotent 
types in T(A). This violates our assumed ascending chain condition, 
n 0) so there is a positive integer n such that a2 E Ai . 
(j) Now AO) A1 	 is pure i a E n n A, so n -2 - - 0) P-1 ' Thus 13E1)1 
41 E J(A) 5= J(AP), -). Also x E gAP), •), SO an E gAV), •). 
Since Ai is an absolute ideal of A, Al is an absolute ideal of 
B. () From Lemma 3.12, (A0) 08j, .) is a ring on A(j) 	 Bj, so 
J(P4i), -) = J(A (4)Bj, -). Consequently for the integer n above (i) 
(a + J(A(j) () Bj, -))n = J(A(j)() Bj, -) . 
The element a was chosen to be an arbitrary element of n 0)  
PEP1 so 
n .. p(A(j) () E, .1 B.) + J A(i) ED B., 
( 
J(A(j) ()Bi' •) 
J 
) 
n DU) r	 J 
is a nil ideal off j AU)()B., •) 	 Since the latter ring is 
J  
J 
semisimple 
K B. 
, 
= n 	) " (i pBj J(A) • // pEP' 1 
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PROPOSITION 3.17. Let A be a completely decomposable group with 
h-decomposition 
A = A.  ED B. . 
 
iEI 1 jEJ 
If the non-idempotent types in f(A) satisfy the ascending chain condition 
with respect to <I, then 
•ED J(A.) ED ED K(B.) c J(A) . iEI 1 jEJ J — 
•Proof: Corollary 3.15, Lemma 3.16 and the comments prior to (3.5) 
show that it suffices to prove that if j E J is such that A satisfies 
condition j(2) then K(B) c J(A). However, this is immediate since in 
this case K(B) = Bi, and Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.12 imply that any 
associative ring (A, •) on A will contain (AM@ as a T-nilpotent 
(and therefore radical) ideal. // 
We now turn our attention to proving the reverse inclusion 
J(A) c ED J(Ai) ED ED K(B4) iEI 	 jEJ 
for the completely decomposable group A as described in Proposition 3.17. 
Again this will be achieved with a series of lemmas. First however, 
we outline a method of constructing non-trivial associative rings on 
certain completely decomposable groups. These rings are fundamental 
for our subsequent results. 
EXAMPLE 3.18. As usual let A be a completely decomposable group 
with h-decomposition 
A = a) A4 ED ED B.. iEI 	 jEJ j 
Choose for a fixed j E J, a non-zero element b. EB. and suppose there J J' 
is a C E 13(j) 	 {Bi} such that t(C) is idempotent. 
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Since [3. is a completely decomposable group it is possible to 
choose a finite rank completely decomposable direct summand of B. 
containing b.. Also, since t(C) is idempotent and t(B) <' t(C) we J — 
can select a basis {b. , b. , •.., b. } of this summand, and a non- 
J1 J2 3k(j) 
zero element c E C such that 
(i) there are non-zero integers n, n1, n2, ..., nk(j)  with 
(n, n1, n2, ...9 n(fl) = 1 such that 
 
n b. =n b. + n b. + + n b j 1 j 2 j2 k(j) jk(j) 1 
(ii) <b; >* <b . >* C) •.. ED <b; >* B is a direct summand of . 
J2 
 
3k(j) 
J,
(iii) x(b. ) < x(c) for each k E{1, 2, ..., k(j)}9 
3k — 
(iv) <c>* is a direct summand of C, and 
(v) x(c) contains O's and co's only. 
From conditions (iii) and (v) it is evident that for each 
k E {1, 2, ..., k(i)}9x(bq ) x(b.; ) < x(c), x(b4 ) x(c) < x(c) and 
X(c) x(c) < x(c). Thus for each k E 	 29 .0., 1(j)} it is possible 
to define a ring (A, •) on A by letting 
b; • b; = b; • c = c • b. = c • c = c 
'lc 'lc s'k 
and letting all other products not thus accounted for be zero. It is 
readily checked that (A, •) is an associative ring on A, 
(A, .)2 c (<c>*, •) and (<c>*, -) is an ideal of (A, -). // 
LEMMA 3.19. Suppose A is a completely decomposable group with 
h-decomposition 
A = 6) A. 6) ED B. 
iEI jEJ 
and suppose the component of a E 'J(A) in Bj is bji for a fixed j E J. 
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If there is a group C E 13(j) U {Bi} such that J(C) = 0 ,then bj  = 0. 
Proof: Supposeb . t O. Since J(C) = 0 it follows from Lemma j
1.19 that we can assume C t B. We consider two distinct cases: 
Case (i). C has finite rank. With the same notation as 
Example 3.18, nl t O. Thus for k = 1, Example 3.18 yields an associative 
ring (A, -) on A. 
Now J(C) = 0 and (<c>*, .)2 t O. Thus Theorem 3.10 and the proof 
of Theorem 1.21 show, g<c>*, •) = O. Hence J(<c>*) = 0, so Lemma 1.19 
shows that the component of a in <c>* must be zero. From the construction 
of (A, •) it is now evident that 
(no) • c =.(n- ) • c.= n c . -1 1 
Therefore (no) • c E J(A, n (<c>*, •), so since (<c>*, -) is an ideal 
of (A, •), (no) • c E J(<c>*, -) = O. Thus nl c = 0, contradicting the 
fact that n1  t O. We conclude therefore that b. = O. 
Case (ii). C has infinite rank. As in Example 3.18 it is 
possible to select non-zero elements c2, c3, ... in C such that 
<c2> c <c3>* 	 —(1) <cn>.k ®• 
is a direct summand of C, and, for each i E {2, 3, ...}, x(b. ) < x(c. J1 1 
and x(c1) consists of O's and co's only. We can now define a ring (A, -) 
on A by letting 
b. • b. =c2'  b. • c. = c. • b. = c. c. • = c. • c. = c. j1 j1 1+1' j  
for all i, j in {2, 3, —.}, and letting all other products not thus 
accounted for be zero. It is a routine matter to verify that (A, •) is 
an associative ring on A, and that 
(‹c > ® <c > ED ... 10<c > 2  *  n  *  
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is an ideal of (A, .). 	 Denoting this ideal by (I, .), an analysis of 
the proof of Lemma 3.9 shows that (I, .) is a semisimple ring. 	 If we 
now proceed in the same way as in Case (i) of this Lemma we obtain 
(no) • c2 = nl c3 E J(I, .) = 0 . 
Therefore 111 	0,agail"le conclude bj 
COROLLARY 3.20. If A is a non-reduced completely decomposable 
group then J(A) = 0. 1/ 
LEMMA 3.21. Let A be a completely decomposable group with 
h-decomposition. 
A= ED A. ED ED B., iEI 1 	 jEJ 
and suppose the component of a e J(A) in Bj is bi, for a fixed j E J. 
If t(B) is not idempotent and there exists a C E i3(j) with idempotent 
CI type such that 0 	 'P'i  < co then bi E n c p8j. 
P EP1 
Proof: Assume bj 	 O. 	 From Lemma 3.19 it is clear that every 
f.1 group in IN' u {Bj} must have non-zero absolute radical. 	 With the 
notation of Example 3.18, for k E {1, 2, ..., k(j)} define the associative 
ring (A, •) on A as in Example 3.18. 	 Suppose the component of a in J(C) 
iscr IfC=A.for some i E I then J(C) = J(A). 	 On the other hand 
if C = B. for some j1 J then the fact that every group in i3(j) has i 
non-zero absolute radical implies that A satisfies condition j1(3). 
Consequently Corollary 3.15 shows J(C) = K(C) = J(A). 	 Thus in either 
case, J(C) = J(A). 	 Hence al = a - cl E J(A). 	 In particular 
al E J(A, •), so (nal) • bjk E J(A, •). 	 But 
(nal) • b. 	 • 	 = n c , 
SO 
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nkc E J(A, -) n (<c>*, J(<c>*, .). 
The definition of the ring (<c>*, .) and the proof of Theorem 
1.21 together imply that J(<c>*, •) = n c p <c>*. 	 Consequently 
PEP1 
nkcE n C  p<c>,, so since x(c) consists of O's and co's only,n is 
PEP1 
divisible by each p E P. 	 Since this is true for every 
kEfl, 2, ..., k(j)1, bjE ncpBj. / 
PEP1 
Now for the promised characterisation of the absolute radical. 
THEOREM 3.22. Suppose A is a completely decomposable group with 
h-decomposition 
A= ED A®® B.. 
	
id I 1 	 jEJ 
- If the set of non-idempotent types in T(A) satisfies the ascending chain 
condition with respect to <1 then . 
J(A) = ED 	 ED ED K(B.) . iEI 	 1 	 jEJ 
Proof: From Proposition 3.17 it suffices to prove 
J(A) c ED J(Ai) ED ED K(B4) . id I 	 jEJ 
Lemma 1.19 yields 
J(A) c ED J(A.)ED ED J(B.) iEI 	 1 	 jEJ 
so any element a E J(A) can be written uniquely as a finite sum 
a = X a; + X b. , iEI 	' 	 jEJ 
whereeacha EW .J)andeachb.EJ(Bj.). 	 If j E J is such that A 1 	 1 	 J 
satisfies condition j(1) then Lemma 3.19 shows b. E K(B). 	 Alternatively J 	 J 
if j E J is such that A satisfies either condition j(2) or j(3), then the 
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definition of K(B) yields b. E K(B). Thus it suffices to show that 
if j e. J is such that A satisfies condition j(4) then b. E But K(13.3 
(i) this is immediate from Lemma 3.21 and the definitions of K(B) and Pl . // 
It should be noted that it is difficult to delete from Theorem 
3.22 the condition that the non-idempotent types in f(A) satisfy the 
ascending chain condition with respect to <'. Indeed if we did discard 
this condition, two major problems would immediately arise. The first 
is that we would now not be able to use Theorem 3.4 as we have done at 
several stages in the proof of Theorem 3.22. The second problem is 
that it is extremely difficult to define a useful associative ring on a 
completely decomposable group A that has an infinite ascending chain in 
f(A) with respect to <'. This latter problem has also arisen in 
Vinsonhaler and Wickless [1]. 
We conclude this chapter by showing that a completely decomposable 
group satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.22 has the property that 
J(A/J(A)) = 0. The following lemma is required. 
LEMMA.3.23. Let A = <a> (:)Al where <a> is a cyclic, group of 
order p, and Al is a rational group such that pAl # A1. Then J(A) c pAl. 
Proof: From Lemma 1.19 and (1.10) we see that 
J(A) = J(<a>) ®J(A1) 	 , 
so J(A) c Al. Consider an element al E Al\pAl. Since Al is a rational 
group every element of Al can be written uniquely in the form (n/m)al, 
where n and m 0 are suitable integers, (n, m) = 1 and (m, p) = 1. Now 
<a> has no m-torsion, so clearly (1/m)a is a well defined element of <a>. 
Thus we can define a ring (A, -) on A by letting 
al • a = a • al = a • = a . 
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It is readily checked that (A, -) is an associative ring on A, and that 
(<a>, -) is an ideal of (A, •). If now a l E J(A, •), then 
a 1  •a=aEJ(A, -)11(<a>, = J(<a>, ) • 
However (<a>, •) is a field, so J(<a>, -) = 0. Thus a l J(A, •), and 
so a l 4 J(A). We conclude therefore that J(A) = pAl . // 
THEOREM 3.24. If A is a completely decomposable group such that 
the set of non-idempotent types in f(A) satisfies the ascending chain 
condition with respect to < I , then J(A/J(A)) = 0. 
Proof: Suppose A has h-decomposition 
A= QD A. ED ED B.. 
iEI 1 jEJ 
From Theorem 3.22 we know 
J(A) = ED J(A 4 )(0 ED K(B.) , 
iEI ' jEJ 
SO 
A/J(A) == ED (A i /J(Ai ))@ it (Bj/K(Bi )) 
iEI 
Consider the group G defined by 
(*) G = ED (A./J(A.)) ED ED (B./K(B.)) . J JEU 
Corollary 3.11 shows that for each i E I, igAi/J(A0) = O. Thus Lemma 
1.19 applied to the decomposition (*) yields 
• J(G) c ED J(BIK(B.)) . 
J J jEJ 
Suppose now there is a non-zero element g E J(G). If for each 
j E J the component of g in J(B j/K(Bi )) is denoted by F3 , where bi E Bi , 
then there is a fixed j E J such that 15-i -Or. From the definitions of 
K(B) and Corollary 3.11 it is clear that A cannot satisfy conditions 
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j(2) or j(3). 
If A satisfies condition j(1) then there is a C E 	 U {Ey 
withidempotenttypesuchthatJ(C)=0.IfCoccursasa Bji.for some 
j1 E J then K(C) = 0. Consequently, whether C occurs as an Ai for some 
i E I or as a B. for some j1  E J, the component of the decomposition (*) Jl  
corresponding to C is precisely C. Since K(B) = 0, the component of 
(*) corresponding to Bj is B. Now J(C/J(C)) = 0 and J(Bj/J(Bj)) t 0, 
so C and B. are distinct groups. Since g E J(G) and J(C) = 0, Lemma 
1.19 shows that the component of g in C B j in the decomposition (*) 
is necessarily bj. Applying Lemma 1.19 again to the decomposition (*)• 
yields E b .J(C 0 B.). However, from Theorem 3.22 we know that j 
J(CB) = 0. Thus A cannot satisfy j(1). 
We now know that A must satisfy condition j(4). If K(B) t 0 
then, since B. is a homogeneous completely decomposable group, 
B./K(B.) = B./ n fz% pBj J J J nlJ) PE ri 
is necessarily an elementary torsion group. Thus (1.10) shows 
J(Bj/K(Bj)) = 0. Hence we may assume that K(Bp= n (j) pBj = 0. 
pEP1 
In this case Bj/K(Bj) = Bj, so the component of the decomposition 
(*)correspondingtoB.isprecisely B. Since B. is a homogeneous 
completely decomposable group we may write B. = ED (B4),„ where K is 
kEK " 
some index set and each (Bj)k is a rational group. For each k E K let 
(b.) denote the component of b. in (Bj) Consider now k E K such that j k  
(bj)k t 0. 
Let p E 	 Then there is a C E BM such that t(C) is 
idempotent, J(C) t 0 and p E P. 	 If C occurs as a B. for some j1 E J 
J1 
then, since A satisfies j(4), A will satisfy j1(3). Consequently 
K(C) = J(C).  Thus whether C occurs as an A. for some i E I or as a 
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B. for some j i E J, the component of (*) corresponding to C is C/J(C). 
J 1 
Since p E P.C, and J(C) t 0, it is evident from Theorem 3.10 that C/J(C) 
is an elementary torsion group with a non-zero p-component. Hence we 
can select a cyclic elementary p-group (C/J(C)) (13) that is a direct 
summand of C/J(C). 
Since g e J(G), Lemma 1:19 shows that the component of g in • 
((Bj ) k  EID(C/J(C)) ( P ) j) in the decomposition (*) is (b) k  + C., where 
FE JUC/J(C)) ( P ) ). Applying Lemma 1.19 again yields 
(bj)k FE JUBj)k (C/J(C)) ( P ) ). 
But (C/J(C)) ( P ) is a cyclic elementary p-group and p((B.) ) t (B.) so j k j k' 
Lemma 3.23 implies JUBj ) k () (C/J(C)) ( P ) ) = p(Bj ) k . Thus Z. = 0 and 
(bj ) k E p(Bj ) k . Since this is true for every k E K with (bj ) k t 0, 
it is clear that b. E Now the prime p was chosen to be an pBj 
arbitrary prime in PV ) , so b i E n (i) pBj = 0, contradicting our 
pEPi" 
choice of b. 
J . 
We conclude therefore that J(G) = 0. Since z A/J(A), a 
reference to Lemma 1.17 completes the proof. // 
We close this chapter with the remark that the conclusions of 
Theorem 3.22 and Theorem 3.24 are valid for completely decomposable 
groups of finite rank (and more generally, completely decomposable 
groups with a finite number of components in their h-decompositions). 
We omit the proof since it is virtually identical to the proofs of the 
forementioned Theorems. The stages at which the ascending chain 
condition is required can be surmounted by straightforward induction 
arguments. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
In this chapter we investigate ring structures supported by 
certain mixed groups. A class 24 of mixed groups of torsion-free rank 
one is introduced, and several questions concerning rings on groups in 
this class are discussed. We then give complete descriptions of the 
absolute annihilator and the absolute radical of groups in 21 . The 
remainder of the chapter deals with other mixed groups that have 
properties similar to groups in 21 . Amongst these is the reduced part 
of the additive group of a regular ring. A .question of Fuchs [1] 
concerning these groups is answered in the negative. We then conclude 
the chapter with partial descriptions of the absolute annihilator and 
the absolute radical of a cotorsion group, and complete descriptions of 
the absolute annihilator and the absolute radical of a reduced algebraically 
compact group. 
1. A CLASS OF MIXED GROUPS 
Let 24 denote the class of groups A such that A has torsion-free 
rank one and A can be embedded as a pure subgroup of the direct product 
of its p-components A. 
That is a group Ain 21 has the property that it can be viewed as 
a pure subgroup of TrAn. 	 For the remainder of this chapter groups in 
P r 
the class A will be thought of in this context. Since in-A / C) A 
P P p p 
is torsion-free and divisible, it follows immediately that A/ ® An is 
P r torsion-free divisible and of rank one. 
Suppose now A is an arbitrary mixed group with torsion subgroup 
6)A For a in TEA let denote the image of a under the natural map P. 
-n-A +-FA /®A,. p p p P p  
given. 
A characterisation of the groups in/4 can now be 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A be a group in A and suppose a is an 
element of infinite order in A. Then A is the inverse image of <i>* 
under the natural map inrk +-FA / ®A . Conversely for p-groups Ap and p PpP 
any element a in-TA of infinite order, the group A defined as the inverse p p 
image of <i>* under the natural map TEA 	 / ® A is a member ofA . 
P P P P  P 
Proof: Let A E/4 and suppose a is an element of infinite order 
in A. Since A/ C) A is pure in TEA / C)A <5>* c A/ (i) A.. But then 
P P P P P P' P P <i> is pure in A/ C) A
' 
 and since they are both torsion-free and of 
P P 
rank one, <I>* = A/ QA 
P P. 
To prove the second statement it suffices to show that such a 
groupAispureinTIA.WsisinunediatesinceAp is pure in 
TEA and A/ C) A is pure in 11-A /() A . // P P P P 
As mentioned earlier, a group A EA has the property that it is 
a pure subgroup of 11EAp. Consequently a strong connection exists 
between the height matrices of elements of A and the indicators of 
certain elements of the p-components A. This can be stated as follows. 
LEMMA 4.2. If A is a group in A and a = (a2, a3, ap, ...) 
is an arbitrary element of A then the p-indicator of a in A is the 
indicator of a in AP' for each prime p. 
Proof: The p-indicator of a in A is 
(h (a), h(Pa), ..., h (pka), .. 
Now 
h (pka) = h (pka' + , a 0, ...)) 
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for all positive integers k, where 
a' = (a2 , a3 , ..., a, ...) - (0, 0, .., 0, a
' 
 0, ...) 
P 
obviously has infinite p-height in -I-Pp , and so has infinite p-height 
in A. Thus 
h
P 
 (p ka) = h((0, 0, ..., 0, p k
aP' 
 0, ...)) 
P  
A 1, 
= h P(p"a ) , 
P P 
for each positive integer k. // 
We give another characterisation of the groups in The method 
of proof is known. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. If A is a group in A then Ap is a direct 
summand of A for each prime p. Conversely if A is a non-splitting mixed 
group such that Al COA Q and A is a direct summand of A for each prime 
p P 
p, then the reduced part of A is a member ofA 
Proof: The first assertion is obvious. To prove the second part 
of the Proposition let A be a non-splitting mixed group with the stated 
properties. We need only show that if A is reduced then A is in A. 
For each prime p, A is a summand of A, so there is a subgroup A ( P ) of 
A such that A = A 0 A ( P ) . Now  A/Aand the latter group is an 
P' 
extension of the p-divisible group C) A„/A by the p-divisible group 
q 
p 
4 
A/ OA . Thus A (p) is a p-divisible subgroup of A, and consequently 
n A ( P ) is a divisible subgroup of A. Since A is reduced, n AO ) = o. 
Hence the projections A ÷ A yield an embedding of A in T1A containing 
P P 
()A . The purity of the embedding follows from the purity of 69 A in 
1-FA and the purity of A/ (4)A in -FA /0A . // 
pp p P P P P• 
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A consequence of Proposition 4.3 is that if A is a reduced mixed 
group of torsion-free rank one then various conditions on either the 
endomorphism ring E(A) of A or the rings supported by A force A to be 
in the class/4 A. We mention a few examples: E(A) is generalised left 
continuous (Rangaswamy [1]), E(A) is ir-regular (Fuchs and Rangaswamy [1]), 
A is the additive group of a regular ring (Fuchs [1]), or A is the 
additive group of an ideal in a it-regular ring with identity (Fuchs and 
Rangaswamy [1]). Also a reduced mixed group A with A/T(A) torsion-free 
divisible and of rank one such that either A has no elements of infinite 
p-height for all primes p and E(A) is commutative (Szele and Szendrei 
[1]), A has no elements of infinite p-height for all primes p and A 
supports a ring (A, -) such that (A, •) a E(A) (Schultz [1]), A is 
associative-closed (see Proposition 4.19), or A supports only commutative 
rings (see Proposition 4.21) is in24 . Other similar examples to the 
ones above are abundant. 
If A is a group in the class A then Proposition 4.3 shows us that 
one method of defining a ring on A is to define a ring on the p-component 
A of A for some prime p, and then extend this ring in the obvious way 
to a ring on A. The ring so obtained can be useful, as is demonstrated 
by Proposition 1.11; however it is not too complicated, in the sense that 
the product of any two elements of A is in the p-component A p of A. 
Notice that the only other rings that have been defined on mixed groups, 
namely Szele's ring in (1.5) and the ring defined in the proof of Lemma 
3.23 also share this property. In the next result we outline a method 
of defining more complicated ring structures on certain groups A in the 
class A. We require the following notation. 
Let A be a group in A and suppose a = (a 2 , a3 .) is 
an element of infinite order in A. Define 
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P(a) = {p E Pap 	 0} . 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let A be a group in 24 and suppose 
a = (a2, a3, 	 ap, ...) is an element of infinite order in A. 	 If 
for almost all primes p E P(a) <ap  > is a direct summand of A, then there 1 	' 
is an associative and commutative ring (A, -) on A such that 
(A, •)2  t T(A). 
Proof: For each prime p for which <a r> is a summand of A we 
define an associative and commutative ring (AP' •) on A in the following 
manner. 	 Suppose A = <a >C)A(P) for some subgroup A(P) of A. 	 Define 
an associative and commutative ring (‹a >, .) on <a r> by letting 
a • a =a 	 and define the trivial ring on A(P). 	 Take the ring direct 
sum of these two rings to obtain an associative and commutative ring 
(A•) on A 	 If q is a prime for which <a q> is not a summand of A P'  
then define (Aq •) to be the trivial ring on A . , 
Now take the ring direct product of the rings (A•) to obtain P' 
an associative and commutative ring (17FA , •) on TEA . We show 
P P 	 P P 
(A, -) is a subring of (11-A , •) with the property that (A, -)24 1(A). 
This amounts to showing that if b and c are elements of infinite order 
in A then b • c is likewise an element of infinite order in A. 
Since A has torsion-free rank one there are non-zero integers 
n 	 n2' m1 and m2  such that nla = mlb, n2a = m2c* But then 
ml m2(b • c) = nl n2(a • a). 	 For almost all p E P.(1a), the definition 
of (A, •) showsa •a =a. 	 Thusa•a=a+twheretET(A). 	 If P 	 P 	 P 
= n then n ml m2(b • c) = n nl n2 a, so Proposition 4.1 shows b • c 
is an element of infinite order in A. // 
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From the comments prior to (1.5) we know that there exist no 
mixed nil groups, and that a torsion group is nil exactly if it is 
divisible. It seems a reasonable question therefore, to ask which 
groups A in /1 have the property that if (A, -) is any ring on A then 
(A, -)2 = T(A). Equivalently, which groups A in /1 have the property 
that the natural embedding of Hom(A, Hom(A, T(A)) in Mult A is an 
isomorphism? 
To answer this question we need to make the following definitions. 
Before doing this, however, notice that Lemma 4.2 implies that for a 
group A in /1 and an element a of infinite order in A, if, for some prime 
p, U (a) commences with a non-infinity (co) ordinal then U (a) contains 
at least one gap. 
Let A be a group in the class /I, and a be an element of infinite 
order in A. For the prime p E Ila) we say that Up(a) is reasonable if 
U (a) = (c0, ...) or U (a) commences with zero and contains only one 
gap. The height matrix H(a) is called a reasonable matrix if for almost 
all primes p E Pia), Up(a) is reasonable. H(a) is called a very 
(a) reasonable matrix if for almost all primes p E Pi 9 Up(a) =(o3, 009 ...) 
( or for almost all primes p E Pa)i , Up(a) commences with zero and contains 
only one gap. Notice that if b is another element of infinite order in 
A then H(a) i (very) reasonable exactly if H(b) is (very) reasonable. 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose A is a group in A and a is an element of 
infinite order in A. If there is a ring (A, -) on A such that 
(A, .)2 T(A), then H(a) is a reasonable matrix. 	 Conversely, if H(a) 
is a very, reasonable matrix then there is an associative and commutative 
2 ring (A, •) on A for which (A, -)4
, 
T(A). 
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Proof: To prove the first assertion suppose H(a) is not a 
reasonable matrix, and consider any ring (A, •) on A. Then for 
infinitely many primes p E P (a)i there exists an integer k(p) and an 
ordinal ak(p) such that 
• k(P) _ hop al - ak(p) , 
where k(p) < a k ( p ) < 0.. Thus pk(P) a = pk( P )+1 ,3 1 for some a' E A. 
But then p k(P) (a • a) = p(a . • 
of pak( P )A it is clear that 
k 
hp (p
(p) 
 (a • a)) ak(p)  + 1 . 
Hence H(a • ) is not equivalent to H(a), so a • a cannot have infinite 
order in A. Thus (A, -)
2 = T(A). 
To prove the converse statement suppose H(a) is a very reasonable 
matrix. We deal with the two cases separately. 
Case (i). For almost all primes p E P (a)i U (a) = 0., ...). 
In this case there is a positive integer n such that U(no) = (cx, ,...) 
for every prime p. It now follows from Fuchs [4], p. 198, that na belongs 
to the divisible part of A, so A splits, A = T(A)e) A i where A l is some 
subgroup of A, Al =4 Q. Clearly by defining the field (A 1 , -) on A l and 
extending this in the usual manner to a ring (A, •) on A, we obtain an 
associative and commutative ring (A, •) on A for which (A, -) 2 T(A). 
Case (ii). For almost all primes p E P (a)i 9 Up (a) commences with 
zero and contains only one gap. • If we write a = (a 2 , a3, ap , ...) 
where a
P 
E A
P 
for each prime p, it is clear that for almost all p E P (a) 
1 
U (a) = (0, 1, 2, ...2 n - 1, 00, .0, ...) 2 
where n > 1 and 0(a ) = n. 
 
Lemma 27.2 of Fuchs [3] now shows that for 
P= P P 
(a) almost all primes p E Pi 9 <a r> is a direct summand of A . A reference 
pk(P) a). Since a' • pk(P) a is an element 
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to Proposition 4.4 completes the proof. // 
From Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 it is evident that there are 
groups A in A for which the height matrix of any element of infinite 
order in A is reasonable but not very reasonable. If, however, we 
restrict our attention to the subclass s of /1 consisting of those 
groups A in A with the property that for all relevant primes p, A 
is a reduced separable p-group (that is, has no elements of infinite 
p-height), than the concepts of a reasonable matrix and a very reasonable 
matrix coincide. (In fact in this case, for the element a in A having 
infinite order, H(a) is a reasonable matrix if for almost all p E P(a) 
U (a) commences with zero and contains only one gap). Thus 
COROLLARY 4.6. Suppose A is a group in ils and a is an element 
of infinite order in A. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) H(a) is reasonable; 
(ii)there is a ring (A, •) on A for which (A, -) 	 T(A); 
(iii)there is an associative and commutative ring (A, -) on A 
for which (A, -)2 	 T(A). /1 
We require the following general result. 
LEMMA 4.7. Suppose a and b are elements in an arbitrary group 
A . If (A, •) is any ring on A then H(a) < H(a • b). 
Proof: The assertion follows immediately from the observation 
that for each prime p and each integer n, 
h .(pna) < h (pna • b) . // P 
Fuchs [4] has shown that a ring with (left) identity element 
exists on a torsion group A exactly if A is bounded. This result has 
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an immediate generalisation to groups in the class A 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let A be a group in A and suppose a is 
an element of infinite order in A. A ring with (left) identity 
can be defined on A if and only if for all relevant primes p there 
by n n 
is an integer n such that A is bounded,) r, and for almost all 
relevant primes p, 
U (a) = (0, 1, 2, ..., n - 1, co, m, ...) • 
Proof: Suppose (A, •) is a ring with left identity defined on A. 
For each relevant prime p, A = A 0 A ( P ) for some subgroup A ( P ) of A. 
The p-divisibility of A ( P ) shows that A must be reduced; for otherwise 
(0; (A, •)) is non-trivial and (A, -) will consequently not have a left 
identity element. Thus for each relevant prime p, (A, •) splits as the 
ring direct sum of (A•) and (A ( P ) , .). Evidently (A r, -) must be a 
P' n„ 
ring with left identity element, so A is bounded. Suppose p P is the 
minimal bound of A. 
If 1 is the left identity of A, then 1 has infinite order in A, 
so H(1) and H(a) are equivalent. Lemma 4.7 yields H(1) < H(a') for all 
a' E A. For each relevant prime p, A is bounded (minimally) by p P , 
so A contains a direct summand <a r> of order p P. Clearly 
Thus Lemma 4.2 and the fact that the component of 1 in A is bounded by 
p P now yield 
U (1) = (0, 1, 2, ..., n - 1, co, m, ...) . 
Consequently the element a of infinite order in A will have the required 
form. 
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Next suppose for all relevant primes p there is an integer n 
n n 
such that p ' A = 0 and, for almost all relevant primes p, 
U (a) = (0, 1, 2, ..., n - 1, co, ...) . 
It suffices to show that A is isomorphic to a group A' upon which a ring 
with identity can be defined. 
For each relevant prime p, A p is a direct sum of cyclic groups 
n n 
with a cyclic summand of order p, say A = <a > ()Awhere O(a) = n 
and A is some subgroup of A. 
 
Letting a be zero when q is not a 
P 
relevant prime of A, consider the element a'= (a 2 , a3 , ap , in 
IT 
A. 
Define A' to be the inverse image of under the natural P 
map TEA 4-TA / A. 
 
It is immediate that H(a 1 ) is the equivalence 
P P P P P P 
class H(A) and the equivalence class H(A 1 ), so (1.1) shows A =4". A'. For 
each relevant prime p a ring with identity a can be defined on A by 
defining the trivial ring on A and letting a act as multiplication by 
1. As in the proof of Proposition 4.4 these rings extend to a ring 
(A', •) on A' for which a'= (a 2 , a3 , ap , will be the identity 
element. // 
We now turn our attention to characterising the absolute 
annihilator of a group in the class A. . A complete description can 
be given. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let A be a group in the class A. If A is reduced 
then A(*) = A (a) (*) = A l . Otherwise A(*) = A (a) (*) = MAW. 
Proof: Since A E 21 9 A/T(A) is divisible. Hence if A is reduced, 
Corollary 1.13 yields A(*) = A (a) (*) = A1 . Assume therefore that A is a 
non-reduced group. As in the proof of Corollary 1.13, MAW c A(*), so 
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the proof is completed by showing A(a)(*) c (1(A))1 
Consider the case when A contains a divisible torsion subgroup. 
We are permitted to write A = D C) A' , where D is the divisible torsion 
part of A and A' is some subgroup of A. Let a be an element of infinite 
order in A and suppose its (non-zero) component in A' is ao. Embed A' 
in its divisible hull D' @Q, where D' is a torsion divisible group. 
If the component of ao in Q is a6, then define the associative ring 
(D Cs Q, •) on D Q as in Szele's example (1.5) such that a6 • a6 # O. 
This ring can be extended in the obvious manner to an associative ring 
(D ED QC) Di , •) on DC) QED D' which will contain (A, -) as a subring, 
since the product of any two elements of A is in D. Clearly 
a • ao = ao • a6 0, so a (1 A(a)(*). Consequently, Corollary 1.13 
yields A(a)(*) c (T(A)11 / • 
If A does not contain a divisible torsion subgroup then A must
•split, so A = T(A)(:)B for some subgroup B of A such that B a Q. Lemma 
1.14, (1.8) and (1.9) now show 
A(a)(*) c (T(A))(a)(*) ED 
as required. // 
A complete description of the absolute radical of a group in the 
class A can also be given. 
THEOREM 4.10. Suppose A is a group in A and a is an element 
of infinite order in A. Then J(A) = n pA exactly when H(a) is not a 
reasonable matrix and, for almost all primes p, U (a) does not commence 
with zero. 	 Otherwise J(A) = n p(T(A)). 
Proof: Since A E 21, Proposition 4.3 shows that for each prime 
p, A = A 0 A(P), where A(P) is some p-divisible subgroup of A. Thus 
B(a)( ) = (T(A))1, 
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Lemma 1.19 and (1.10) imply 
J(A) = J(Ap )EDJ(A ( P ) ) = pAp A ( P ) , 
so J(A) = pA. 
Suppose H(a) is not a reasonable matrix and, for almost all 
primes p, U (a) does not commence with zero. Consider an associative 
ring (A, -) on A. Since H(a) is not a reasonable matrix, Proposition 
4.5 implies (A, .) 2 = T(A). Since for almost all primes p, U p (a) does 
not commence with zero, there is an integer n for which na E n pA. Thus 
for every b E A, 
na • b E T(A) n (n pA) = n p(T(A)) . 
P P 
From Lemma 1.18 and (1.10), n p(T(A)) = J(A) = J(A, •), so na • b is a 
p. 
right quasi-regular element of (A, -). Consequently (1.2) shows 
na E J(A, •), so A/J(A, -) is a torsion group. Since this is true of 
every associative ring (A, •) on A, Proposition 1.20 yields n pA = J(A), 
as required. 
The other case occurs when, for infinitely many primes p, U (a) 
commences with zero, or for almost all primes p, U p (a) = (cx,  ...). 
In the first case J(A) c n pA shows J(A) must be torsion. Thus 
J(T(A)) = J(A) implies J(A) = J(T(A)) = n p(T(A)). In the second case 
D(A), the maximal divisible subgroup of A, contains an element of infinite 
order. Hence A splits, so A = T(A) () A i , where A l is some subgroup of 
A such that A
1 
a Q. Lemma 1.19 and Theorem 1.21 show 
J(A) = J(T(A))0)J(A 1 ) = J(T(A)) , 
so again J(A) = n p(T(A)). // 
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It should be noted that Proposition 1.22 shows that if •A is a 
group in the class i4 then J(A/J(A)) = O. 
Another question that can be partially settled for groups in the 
class A concerns the endomorphism ring. Fuchs [4] has asked whether 
two mixed groups of torsion-free rank one are necessarily isomorphic if 
their endomorphism rings are isomorphic and their quotients mod torsion 
subgroups are isomorphic to Q. For the elementary properties of 
endomorphism rings we refer the reader to Fuchs [4], Section 106. 
PROPOSITION 4.11. Let A and B be groups in 21 such that T(A) 
and T(B) are both totally projective (92- torsion-complete). 	 Then A 
and B are isomorphic if and only if 
E(A) and E(B) are isomorphic, and 
(ii) H(A) and H(B) are equivalent. 
Proof: It is well known that if A a B then E(A) = E(B). Thus 
(1.1) shows it suffices to prove that if E(A) a E(B) then T(A) a T(B). 
Since A -E A , Proposition 4.3 shows that for each prime p, 
A = A OA(P) where A(P) is a p-divisible subgroup of A. Consider this 
decomposition for a fixed prime p. From Fuchs [4] we know that B splits 
also, so we are permitted to write B = B1 ED B2 for subgroups B1, B2 of 
B such that E(A) a E(Bi), E(A) E(B2). If Bl contains an element 
of order q, q a prime, q p, then Bl will contain a direct summand (B1)q 
that is a cocyclic q-group. If e : Bl (131)q is the corresponding 
projection then e is a primitive idempotent. Denoting the isomorphism 
E(B1) E(A) by (1), ge) is then a primitive idempotent of E(Ap), so 
ge)Ap is a cocyclic direct summand of Ap such that E(4)(e)Ap) a E((B1)(1)• 
Clearly this cannot be the case, so T(B1) is necessarily a p-group. Thus 
1(B1) is a direct summand of B1, so if Bl is not torsion then Bl will 
contain a torsion-free divisible summand, B3 say. The argument above 
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applied to B3 again yields a contradiction, so Bl is necessarily a•
torsion group. Theorem 108.1 of Fuchs [4] now shows Ap a Bi. An 
argument similar to the one above applied to the second summand B2 
establishes B1  B. = B soA "=.  Since this is true for each prime p, p' P P 
the Proposition follows. // 
2. THE ADDITIVE GROUP OF A REGULAR RING 
An associative ring (A, •) on a group A is regular (in the sense 
of von Neumann) if for each a E A there is some b E A such that aba = a. 
Fuchs [1] has proved the following. 
	
(4.12) (Fuchs [1]). 	 The additive group A of a regular ring is 
the direct sum of a torsion-free divisible group and a reduced group C 
such that 
(1) A c C cITA P = = P 
where the A are elementary p-groups and Cl e) A is torsion-free andpp 
divisible. /I 
Fuchs asks which groups with this additive structure support 
regular rings.  He answers this in the affirmative when C = C) A or 
C .-TA by defining fields on each A and the torsion-free divisible 
P P 
part. 
It is possible to also answer Fuchs' question in the affirmative 
for a large class of groups. Before doing this we need an alternate 
description of groups that embed purely in the direct product of their 
p-components. This description is very similar to the description of 
the groups in A given in Proposition 4.1. 
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PROPOSITION 4.13. Let A be a pure subgroup of-TrAp, and let 
fail E I} be a maximal independent set of elements of infinite order in 
A. Then A is the inverse image of <Tili E I>* under the natural map 
11-A 4.17FA /0)A . Conversely for p-groups A and any independent set p p 	 P 	 P 
E I} of elements of infinite order in 11-Athe group A defined p' 
astheinverseimageof<1 T-iE I>* under the natural map 1 TrA +TEA oA is a pure subgroup of-IFFAn containing ® A. P P 	 P 	 P P 	 P 	 P 	 P r  
Proof: Suppose A is a pure subgroup of 11-k, and {ail E I} 
P P 
is a maximal independent set of elements of infinite order in A. 	 Since 
A/ (-.) A is pure in IIAp/0)A 	 E I>* c A/ ® A. Suppose now p. 	 P 	 Pr  
it -6 and i-E A/ ® A. 	 Since {a.li E I} is a maximal independent set P 
of elements of infinite order in A there are integers 
n 	 0, n1, n2, ..., nk such that 
na 	 n -a. +n a. + ....+ n a. 
	
1 1 2 12 k k  ' 
for some i , i 	 ik E I. 	 Consequently 
ni = n 	 + n 	 + . . . + n T. 1 1 	 2 12 	 k 	 k ' 
so, since <i E I>* is precisely the set of all elements of IP / A p p p p 
depending upon the set 	 E I}, i-E <aji E I>*. 
The second statement is proved in the same way as the analogous 
statement in Proposition 4.1. // 
Suppose now A is a pure subgroup of TEAwhere each Ap is an P P' 
elementary p-group. 	 If {aili E I} is a maximal independent set of 
elements of infinite order in A, then Proposition 4.13 shows 
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= E I>*. 	 Moreover, since A/ ()A is torsion-free and P 	 1 
divisible, A/ (F) A a ED 	 For each i E I, a may be written p P 	 iEI 	 1 
uniquely in the form 
(3) 	 . a. 	 (a(2) . 	 a. 	, 	 aCP), ...) ' 
whereaCP)E Ap for each prime p. 	 Consider a relevant prime p. 	 Since 
A is an elementary p-group we can write 
A, = ED (A )k, n $
V kEK v 
where Kp is some index set and (Ap)k a Z(p) for each k E K. 
(P) each i E I, a. 	 can be uniquely expressed as 
a(P)= 	 ( (P)) 	, 1 	 kEKP 
where the sum is finite and (a.CIP))k E (Ap)k for each k E K. 
j in I we say that ail') and ajP) overlap if for some k E Kp, 
and (aCP)) # . j 	 k 	 0If j and j1 are in I we now define 
Thus for 
For i and 
(aiP))k 	 ° 
	
P. . 11 ({a.li E I}) 	 {p E Pla(P) and aCP) overlap} . J,J 	 J1 
Finally we say that the set 1 Ii .E I} satisfies the finiteness condition 
if for distinct j and j in I,IPJ,J1({aili E 
THEOREM 4.14. SupposeA=BOCwhere Bis torsion-free and 
divisible, and C is reduced such that 
()A cCcITA P = 	 ' 
where each A is an elementary p-group and ci ED A is torsion-free and 
divisible. If {aili E I/ is a countable maximal independent set of 
elements of infinite order in C satisfying the finiteness condition then 
A supports a commutative regular ring. 
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Proof: •We need only prove the case when C contains a countably 
infinite maximal independent set of elements of infinite order; the 
proof when C contains a finite maximal independent set of elements of 
infinite order is virtually identical. 
By taking the direct sum of a field on B and a regular ring on 
C we obtain a regular ring on A. Thus we restrict our attention to 
defining a regular ring on a reduced group A that embeds purely in 
where each A is an elementary p-group, A/ ()A is a torsion- Ap, 
free divisible group and {anin E +} is a countably infinite maximal 
independent set of elements of infinite order in A satisfying the 
finiteness condition. 
For each relevant prime p, write 
An = ® (An)k ' 
	
P 	 kEK 	 P 
as we have done above, and consider k E K. If there does not exist an P 
n E Z such that (a(P)k  t 0 then let ((Ap)k' -) be a field on (Ap)k' n  
defined arbitrarily. If, however, there is an n E IF such that 
(P) (an )k t 0 then select n minimal with respect to this property. Now 
define the field ((Ap)k, •) on (Ap)k by letting (ar(11))k • (arciP))k = (4113))k. 
Taking the ring direct sum of these fields over k E Kp we obtain associative 
and commutative rings (A•) on A for every relevant prime p. Now, 
 
P' P' 
define (iF An, •) to be the ring direct product of the rings (A p, 
P 
Clearly (ITA.) is an associative and commutative ring on 11-A. We P' P 
show (A, •) is a subring of (11-A 
For any positive integer k, and for each positive integer It < k, 
IPi,k({anin E +})1 < 0, so the definitions of (Ap, •) for each prime p 
involved in ak shows ik • -ak =ak. Also for distinct positive integers 
nb = • • • 
and 
k and 2., 1132 ,K({anin E
+})I < co shows • Tz = If now b and c 
, 
are elements of infinite order in A then there are integers n t 0, 
m t 0 and sets of integers {nklk E Z}, {mklk E +} such that 
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mc =m T+ m 	 . +m I + 1 2 2 - k . k 
where almost all of the nkis and mks are zero. Thus 
nm(5. • C) =n1 ml 51 + n2 m2 i2 + ••• + mk nk'1( + '• 
where again almost all of the nk mk are zero. Proposition 4.13 now 
yields b • c E A. It follows therefore that (A, •) is a subring of 
(1-1-A p, 
As mentioned earlier, A/ ()A, = ED <5>*. 	 From the definition 
 
p " n=1 " 
of (A, •) it is clear that (Al ® A-) is a ring direct sum of the 
P p' 
fields (<a> •), so (A/ 0 A„, •) is a regular ring. Thus (A, -) is 
P 
an extension of the regular ring (®A 	.) by the regular ring 
P 
(A/ ()A .). A reference to Kaplansky [2], p. 112 now shows (A, •) P' 
is regular. // 
COROLLARY 4.15. LetA=BOCwhereBis torsion-free and 
divisible and C is reduced such that 
®A c c c-TA , p 	 p 
where each A is an elementary p-group and C/ C) A is torsion-free P. 
divisible and of rank one. Then A supports a commutative regular ring. // 
It is not true in general •that a group with the structure 
described in (4.12) is the additive group of a regular ring. To provide 
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counter examples we need the following general result. 
PROPOSITION 4.16. If A .-n-A where each Ap is a reduced 
P P 
p-group, then every ring (A, .) on A is the direct product of the rings 
(Ap , -). 
Proof: Let A and (A, •) be as stated in the Proposition. For 
each prime p, A is p-reduced, so 11- A is the maximal p-divisible 
q 
subgroup of A: As such -Fr A_ is an absolute ideal of A. Hence 
op 4 
(A , (AP' )0D (71- An , e) OP ' 
where the direct sum is the ring direct sum. The proof is now completed 
by observing that if a and b are elements of A with p-components a and 
b respectively, then the p-component of a • b is a • b. // 
P P 
We also require 
LEMMA 4.17.. Suppose A is a reduced group such that AIT(A) is 
divisible and A is bounded, for each prime p. Then A is a pure 
subgroup of 7n1A r, with the property that every ring on A extends uniquely 
P P 
to a ring on T1A. 
P 
Proof: The first claim follows from the proof of Proposition 4.3. 
To prove the second assertion of the Lemma we use the proof of Theorem 
119.3 of Fuchs [4]. All that we need verify is that TEA is a reduced 
P P 
algebraically compact group for which 11 7 A /A is divisible. This is 
pp 
immediate from the fact that each A is bounded and ITA / ® A is divisible.// 
P  P PP  
Consider now 117A
p
, where for each prime p, A
p 
is a p-group. 
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If a ETTA then as usual write p p 
a = (a(2), a(3), a(P), ...) , 
where a(P) E A for each prime p. For elements a , ..., a of A, 
define, for each i E {1, 2, .•., n} 
P. = {p E PlaCP) 0} 
and 
. = {p E Pla.P)) 0 and a.(iP) = 0 for j 
pEP IP!1 = co. 	 It is readily checked that for each integer n > 1 such a 
choice of al, a2, ..., an is possible. Next define A to be the inverse 
image of <5-1, T2, Te* under the natural map 
-Fr Z(p) Z(p)/(D Z(p). It is clear that A is reduced containing 
pEP 	 pEP 	 pEP 
0) Z(p) as torsion subgroup, A has torsion-free rank n, and A/T(A) is 
pEP 
divisible, so A indeed has the structure described in (4.12). 
Suppose now (A, •) is a regular ring on A. Lemma 4.17 shows 
that (A, .) extends to a ring (Tr Z(p), -) on Tr Z(p). From 
pEP 	 pEP 
Proposition 4.16 we see that (11- Z(p), •) is the ring direct product 
pEP 
of the rings (Z(p), •), p E P. Now for each prime p E P, (Z(p), •) 
is an ideal of (A, •), so (Z(p), .) must also be a regular ring. Thus 
(Z(p), •) is a field, so 1P1 n P2I = . implies al • a2 is an element of 
infinite order in A. Hence there are integers t t 0, kr t n 
such that 
EXAMPLE 4.18. For each integer n greater than 1 we give 
examples of reduced groups with structures as described in (4.12) that 
cannot support a regular ring. 
Consider the group 7-1 Z(p) and elements al, a2, an in 
pEP iT Z(p) such that P1 n P 2 I	 1= co and, for each i E {1, 2, ..., n}, 
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Ma i • a2 ) = t 1 a l + a2 
n 
+ + a
n ' 
or equivalently, for each prime p, 
(*) t(aP ) • a ( P ) ) = t l a l P ) + 2 a ( P ) + + n t a ( P ) 2 2 n • 
If now p E Pk for some k E {1, 2, ..., n}, then (*) reduces to 
0 = a ( P ) k • 
Since for each k € {1, 2, ..., n}, 1PkI = co, it is clear that for each 
k E {1, 2, ..., n}, tk = O. Therefore a l • a2 E T(A), contradicting . 
the fact that it has infinite order in A. We conclude therefore that 
A can never support a regular ring. If 
Another class of groups some of whose members resemble those 
of the class A is the class of associative-closed groups. A group A 
is associative -closed if the set of associative multiplications in Mult 
A is a subgroup of Mult A. These groups have been extensively studied 
by Hardy [1], and as usual the torsion case has been well described. 
Hardy has shown that a torsion group A is associative-closed if and 
only if Ap has cyclic reduced component for each prime p. If now A 
is a mixed associative-closed group then for each prime p, the reduced 
part of A must be cyclic. Indeed if p is a prime for which the reduced 
part of A is not cyclic, then A decomposes as 
A = <a 1 > 0 <a2>(4)A i 
where <a l > and <a 2> are cyclic p-groups and A l is some subgroup of A. 
Evidently <a 1 >®<a2> is not associative-closed, so A itself cannot be 
associative-closed. A partial converse is contained in the next result. 
PROPOSITION 4.19. Suppose A is a reduced group such that 
A/T(A) is divisible. Then A is associative-closed if'and only if Ap 
is cyclic for each prime p. 
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Proof: From the above comments we need only show that if A is 
cyclic for each prime p then A is associative-closed. Consider an 
associative ring (A, •) on A. It follows from Lemma 4.17 that A is a 
pure subgroup of TrA n with the property that (A, •) extends to a ring 
P r 
(TEA •) on 11-An . From Proposition 4.16 we know that (71-An , •) is 
P P r P r• 
the direct product of the associative rings (A p , -), p E P. 
Consequently (11-An , -) is an associative ring. The proof is now• 
P r 
completed by observing that A p associative-closed for each prime p 
implies 1-1-A is associative-closed. // 
Hardy [1] has also investigated the Lie-closed groups; those 
groups whose set of Lie-multiplications in Mult A form a subgroup of 
Mult A. Similar arguments to the ones above verify 
PROPOSITION 4.20. Let A be a reduced group such that AIT(A) is 
divisible. Then A is Lie-closed if and only if Ap has rank less than 
or equal to too, for all primes p. // 
Finally we consider groups that support only commutative rings. 
If A is such a group then clearly, for each prime p, the reduced part 
of A must be cyclic. Indeed we can prove 
PROPOSITION 4.21. Suppose A is a reduced group such that 
AIT(A) is divisible. Then A supports only commutative rings if and 
only if Ap is cyclic for each prime p. 
Proof: The proof is very similar to the proof of Proposition 
4.19. Again we need only verify that if A is cyclic for each prime p 
then A supports only commutative rings. Let (A, •) be a ring on A. 
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From Proposition 4.16 and Lemma 4.17, (A, -) can be considered as a 
•subring of the ring 11-(A-) on ITA . Since for each prime p, A pp ' pp 
is cyclic, 171-(Ap, -) is a commutative ring. Thus (A, •) will also 
be a commutative ring. // 
3. COTQRSION GROUPS, ALGEBRAICALLY COMPACT GROUPS 
We commence this section with a discussion of the structures of 
the absolute annihilator of a cotorsion group and the absolute annihilator 
of a reduced algebraically compact group. For the elementary properties 
of cotorsion groups and algebraically compact groups we refer the reader 
to the appropriate sections of Fuchs [3]. 
A similarity exists between the above mentioned groups and groups 
in the class A ; namely, if A is a reduced cotorsion group then A may be 
written uniquely in the form A = 11-A(p),tithere, for each prime p, A(p) is a 
reduced cotorsion group which is a p-adic module. In the special case 
that A is a reduced algebraically compact group, each Awls a reduced 
algebraically compact group that is also complete in its p-adic topology. 
THEOREM 4.22. If A is a cotorsion group then A(*) c A(a)(*) c Al. 
If, further, A is an adjusted cotorsion group then A(*) A(a)(4. Al. 
Proof: If A is a cotorsion group, write A = D ® R where D is 
* *  divisible and R is reduced. From Lemma 1.14, A(a)(*) c p(a)() ® R(a)().  
Now since D(a)(*) c D = D1, it is clear that to prove the first assertion 
of the Theorem it suffices to show R(a)(*) c RI. Thus assume A is a 
reduced group. • Now A may be written uniquely in the form A = p 
where, for each prime p, A(p)is  a reduced cotorsion group which is a 
p-adic module. Since for every prime p, -Fr-A 	is a p-divisible • CO (CI) 
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subgroup of A, an argument similar to the one above shows that we may 
further restrict our attention to cotorsion groups A that are also 
p-adic modules, for some prime p. 
Let a be an element of A that has finite p-height, say 
h (a) = n. We show a 4 A (a) (*). If B is a p-basic submodule of A 
then A = B + pn+1 A, so a = b + pn+l a' where b E B, b 0 and a' E A. 
Now B is a direct sum of cyclic p-adic modules, so it is possible to 
choose a cyclic submodule (and summand) B l of B for which b has a non- 
zero component b l in B l . Since B l is a cyclic p-adic module, B l is 
either a cyclic p-group or the p-adic integers. In either case B l 
is a pure subgroup of A that is algebraically compact, SID B l is a 
direct summand of A. Suppose A = B 1 ®A 1 for some subgroup A l of A. 
If B
1 
is a cyclic p-group then it is possible to define an 
associative and commutative ring (B 1 , •) on B l for which b l • b l # O. 
On the other hand if B l is .a copy of the p-adic integers then define 
(B I , •) to be the ring of p-adic integers. In either case (B 1 , -) 
is an associative and commutative ring on B 1 such that b i • b  O. 
Letting (A 1 , •) be the trivial ring on A define (A, •) to be the ring 
direct sum of (B 1 , •) and (A 1 , •). Clearly, (A, • is an associative 
and commutative ring on A such that 
a • b., = b., • b., # 0 , 
so a 4 (0; (A, •)). Thus a 4 A (a) (*), whence A.(*) c (a) (*) c A l . 
Suppose now A is an adjusted cotorsion group. Then A is 
reduced and A/T(A) is divisible, so the second assertion of the Theorem 
follows immediately from Corollary 1.13. // 
COROLLARY 4.23. If A is a reduced algebraically compact group 
then A( ) = A (a) (*) = O. 
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Proof: For a reduced algebraically compact group A, A l = O. // 
With methods of proof similar to those used above we can give 
the corresponding description of the absolute radical of a cotorsion 
group. 
THEOREM 4.24. If A is a cotorsion group then J(A) c n pA. 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 4.22, Lemma 1.19 allows us 
to restrict our attention to cotorsion groups A that are also p-adic 
modules, for some prime p. In this case we need to prove J(A) c pA. 
We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.22. 
Suppose a 4 pA. Again let B be a p-basic submodule of A. 
Then A = B + pA, so a must have a non-zero component in some direct 
summand B
1 
of B. Furthermore we can assume that B
1 is either a cyclic 
p-group or a copy of the p-adic integers, and that the component of a 
in B l is not in Or As before B l is a direct summand of A. From 
* * 
(1.10) and the fact that J(Q ) = pQ , (Q being the ring of p-adic 
P P 
integers), no matter what form B l takes, it is possible to define an 
associative and tommutative ring (B 1 , •) on B l such that J(B i , -) = p8 1 . 
If we extend this ring in the usual manner to an associative and 
commutative ring (A, -) on A, it is clear that a 4 J(A, •). Consequently 
J(A) c pA. // 
COROLLARY 4.25. If A is a reduced algebraically compact group 
then J(A) = n pA. 
Proof: If A is a reduced algebraically compact group then A 
can be written as A =-FrAinl where each A (p) isa p-adic module complete p ‘F, 
in its p-adic topology. For each prime p, Aw is p-reduced and -FT- A,,, op ,,, 
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is p-divisible, so the proof of Proposition 4.16 shows that every 
associative ring (A, -) on A is the direct product of the associative 
rings (A(p), •). 	 Thus it suffices to prove pA = J(A) when A is a p-adic 
module complete in its p-adic topology, for some prime p. 
Since A is complete, A"=" lim A/pkA. 	 If now (A, -) is any 
associative ring on A, (1.10) yields p(A/pkA) c J(A/pkA, -), for all 
positive integers k. 	 It is now readily checked that since the natural 
maps A/pkA A/pkA, k and k positive integers, k < k, are epimorphisms, 
Al = {p(A/pkA)lk E 2+} and A2 = {J(A/pkA, •)Ik E 2+} together with the 
maps of the inverse system {A/pkAlk E + form two inverse systems for 
which there is a monomorphism 4 : Al 	 A2. 	 Theorem 12.2 of Fuchs [3] 
now shows 
110:0(A/pkA) c llm JO/pkA, •) , 
and Theorem 1 of Ion [1] yields 
lim J(A/pkA, -) = J(lim (A/pkA, •)) . 
A trivial calculation proves 
p(1.1m A/pkA) _ lim p(A/p A) , 
SO 
p(llm A/p A) c J(11m(A/pkA, •)) . 
Thus pA C J(A, •), and since this is true for every associative 
ring (A, •) on A, pA c J(A), as required. // 
COROLLARY 4.26. If A is a reduced algebraically compact group 
then J(A/J(A)) = 0. // 
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It should also be noted that if A is an adjusted cotorsion 
group then J(A/J(A)) = O. This is an immediate consequence of 
Proposition 1.22. 
Our knowledge of the absolute radical of a reduced algebraically 
compact group allows us to answer in the negative a question raised by 
Rotman [2]. First however, notice that Theorem 119.5 of Fuchs [4] 
shows that every ring on a reduced group A can be extended uniquely to 
a ring on Ext(Q/Z, A). Rotman now asks the following question. If 
(A, -) is a semisimple ring on a reduced group A then is the induced 
ring (Ext(Q/Z, A), -) on Ext(Q/Z, A) also semisimple? We close this 
chapter with the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.27. Suppose (A, -) is a semisimple ring on the 
reduced group A. If A is torsion-free then J(Ext(QIZ, A), -) # 0. 
However, if A is a torsion group or A is a mixed group such that A/T(A) 
is divisible then J(Ext(Q/Z, A), -) = 0. 
Proof: First suppose A is torsion-free, in which case 
Ext(Q/Z, A) is a reduced algebraically compact group. Write 
Ext(Q/Z, A) =11- (Ext(Q/Z, A))( p ) 
where each (Ext(Q/Z, A)) (p) is a reduced algebraically compact group 
complete in its p-adic topology. Since each (Ext(Q/Z, A)) (p) is also a 
p-adic module, Corollary 4.25 yields 
J(EXt(Q/Z, A)).= -IFFP(Ext(Q/Z, A)) (p) . 
p 
Thus 
TTP(Ext(Q/Z, A))( p ) = J(Ext(Q/Z, A), •) . 
Now p(Ext(Q/Z, A)) (p) 0 for at least one prime p, so 
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J(Ext(Q/Z, A), •) 0. 
Next suppose A is a torsion group, or A is a mixed group such 
that A/T(A) is divisible. In either case Fuchs [3], p. 234 shows that 
Ext(Q/Z, A) can be written uniquely in the form 
Ext(Q/Z, A) = -TTExt(Z(pc°), A) . 
Consider a fixed prime p. It is readily checked that 
Ext(Z(pc")), A) = Ext(Z(p), T(A)) 
= Ext(Z(pc") ), Ap ) . 
Since J(A, •) = 0 it follows that J(A p , -) = 0. Hence (1.10) shows 
that A is an elemehtary p-group. Consequently Ext(Z(p'), A) is a 
subgroup of the p-component (Ext(Q/Z, A)) p of Ext(Q/Z, A). Since 
TrExt(Z(C), A) is p-divisible, Ext(Z(p(*), A) = (Ext(Q/Z, A)) . Now op 
((Ext(Q/Z, A)) p , •) = (Ap , .) , 
so Proposition 4.16 shows that (Ext(Q/Z, A), •) is the ring direct 
product of the semisimple rings ((Ext(Q/Z, A)) p , -). Consequently 
J(Ext(Q/Z, A), •) = 0, as required.!! 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
We return once again to our study of rings on torsion-free 
groups. For the majority of this chapter we will be concerned with 
strongly indecomposable torsion-free groups of finite rank. Reid [1] 
has given a partial survey of rings on such groups, and we combine his 
results with several of Beaumont and Pierce [1, 2] to obtain a 1,0040" 
description of the absolute radical of a strongly indecomposable torsion- 
free group of finite rank. This description extends Theorem 1.21 of 
Chapter One. Our discussion of these groups then continues by relating 
several so far unrelated concepts: the almost nilpotent rings of van 
Leeuwan and Heyman [1] with the unequivocal rings of Gardner [2], and 
the rings with the finite norm property of Levitz and Mott [1] with the 
rings with the restricted minimum condition. 
We then explore associative rings on a torsion-free group of 
rank two. A result of Freedman [1] is generalised, and a complete 
description of the absolute associative annihilator of a torsion -free 
group of rank two is given. Our knowledge of the structure of the 
absolute radical of a completely decomposable group together with 
Theorem 5.8 also enable us to give .a partial characterisation of the 
absolute radical of a torsion-free group of rank two. 
1. STRONGLY INDECOMPOSABLE TORSION-FREE GROUPS OF FINITE RANK 
We commence this section with a survey of the known results 
concerning the associative rings supported by a strongly indecomposable 
torsion-free group of finite rank. For the sake of convenience let S 
denote the class of all strongly indecomposable torsion-free groups of 
finite rank. We begin with the following definitions, first introduced 
by Reid [1]. 
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A group A is faithful if there is some associative ring on A 
with trivial left annihilator. A group A is Ally faithful if A is 
non-nil and every associative ring on A has trivial left annihilator. 
An associative ring (A, •) on A is called a faithful ring if the left 
annihilator of (A, •) is trivial. 
Reid has shown that fully faithful groups cannot be mixed, a 
torsion group is fully faithful exactly if it is p-elementary and cyclic 
for some prime p, and torsion-free fully faithful groups are strongly 
indecomposable. He has also shown 
(5.1) (Reid [1]). Let A be a group in the class S. 	 Then 
exactly one of the fallowing conditions holds: 
(i) A is fully faithful; 
(ii)A is nil; 
(iii)A is non-nil and every associative ring on A is nilpotent. If 
For a group A in (4.; satisfying (ii) or (iii) above, it is clear 
that J(A) 7 A. Thus in our attempt to describe J(A) for a group A in 
S we May confine our attention to the case when A is fully faithful. 
Later, in Chapter Six, we will give bounds for the nil-degree of A in 
Case OM above. 
Reid has also given a complete description of the fully faithful 
groups in S . His description involved full subrings.of algebraic 
number fields. All the information we require in this regard is 
contained in. Beaumont and Pierce [2].. 
Suppose J is. the ring of integers in an algebraic number field 
K.  Beaumont and Pierce have shown that there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the quasi-equality classes Of full subrings of 
K and the Sets of prime- ideals of J. This Correspondence may be stated 
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as follows. For a prime ideal Pj of J define 
Jp = {x/ylx, y E J and y Pj}, and for a set II of prime ideals of J 
defineJn = n 	 Then each quasi-equality class of full subrings P ' P EIT 	 J 
of K contains a unique integrally closed ring Jil which is the largest 
ring in the quasi-equality class. 
Beaumont and Pierce say that a set II of prime ideals of J 
satisfies condition U if 
(i) for every rational prime p, rip = {Pj E Hip E Pj} contains 
at most one prime ideal, and 
(ii)if P E 1 then P is unramified and of degree one. 
We will need the following paraphrase of several of Beaumont and 
Pierce's result. 
(5.2) (Beaumont and Pierce [2]). Let J be the ring of integers 
in an algebraic number field K, and suppose n is a set of prime ideas of 
J. Then 
(i)if I satisfies condition U then every subgroup of finite 
index in JR is of the form nJH' where n is a rational integer, 
(ii) if Jn is strongly indecomposable and II does not satisfy 
condition U then the quasi-equality class of Jil in K contains infinitely 
many rings with identity no two of which are group isomorphic. I/ 
Notice that for any set I of prime ideals of J, Jn denotes an 
associative ring on the group J. Consequently J(J1) is the radical 
of the associative ring Jn, and not the absolute radical of J. As 
usual, the latter radical is denoted by J(4). 
We are now in a position to state Reid's results on fully 
faithful groups in the class S. Part of this contains the major 
result of Beaumont and Lawyer [1]. 
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(5.3) (Reid [1]). Suppose A is a faithful group in the class 
S. Then A is Ally faithful and 
K = Q0 E(A) is an algebraic number field whose degree is 
the rank of A, 
(ii) if J 11 is the integrally closed subring of K corresponding 
to E(A) then A is quasi-isomorphic to Ju , 
(iii) theAclass of non-trivial associative rings on A coincides 
with the quasi-equality class of J 11 in K, 
(iv) A is (strongly) semisimple exactly when IT is either an 
emp y or infinite set. // 
For the remainder of this chapter whenever A is a fully faithful 
group in S , K, J and II will respectively denote the algebraic number 
field Q E(A), the ring of integers in K, and the set of prime ideals 
of J corresponding to the quasi-equality class of E(A) in K. In this 
case we say that II is the set of prime ideals of J corresponding to the 
group A. Set 1)3,3t q:CA 
Important for this section and for others following (and 
interesting in itself) is the structure of the ideals of a faithful 
ring on a group in S *. To specify this we require the following well 
known definitions and results. 
Beaumont and Pierce [1] have called an associative ring (A, -) 
on a torsion -free group A of simple or of semisimple algebra type if the 
associative ring (Q 0 A, •) on the divisible hull Q® A of .A is a simple 
or semisimple'Q-algebra. 
(5.4) (Beaumont and Pierce [1]). Let (A, •) be an associative 
ring on a torsion-free group A of finite rank. Then as a group A is 
quasi-equal to the group direct sum of its maximal nilpotent ideal 
95A 
Define S* to be the subclass of S consisting of those groups A 
in S which satisfy the following property 
(*) either A is not a faithful group or, if A is a faithful 
group (and II is the set of prime ideals of J corresponding to A) then 
the additive group of any ring in the quasi-equality class of J
II 
in K 
is isomorphic to A. 
A reference to Corollary 4 of Murely [1] verifies that S 1 (for 
the definition of S
1 
see page 107) is a subclass of S*, so S* is a 
non-trivial class of groups. Also it is evident from (5.2)(ii) that 
if A is a faithful group in S* then II satisfies condition U. 
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and a subring of semisimple algebra type. // 
(5.5) (Beaumont and Pierce [1]). Suppose A is a torsion-free 
group of finite rank. If (A, •) is an associative ring on A of 
semisimple algebra type then (A, •) contains a subring (C, •) of finite 
index such that 
(C, •) = (S1, •) ® (Si, •) 	 ® (Sm, •) (ring direct sum) 
where each (Si, .) is a ring of simple algebra type. // 
We can now prove 
PROPOSITION 5.6. If A is a Ally faithful group in S then A 
is homogeneous with idempo tent type. 11-1Visill:S , the non-zero ideals of 
any non-trivial associative ring (A, •)are of the form (nA, -), n an integer. 
Proof: Let (A, -) be a faithful ring on A. Since A is strongly 
indecomposable, (5.4) and (5.5) imply that (A, -) contains a subring of 
finite index and of simple algebra type. Clearly (A, -) will also have 
simple algebra type, so a reference to Lemma 121.6 of Fuchs [4] now shows 
that A is homogeneous with idempotent type and that the non-zero ideals 
of (A, -) are of finite index in A. (Reid [1] has also noticed that 
the non-zero ideals of (A, -) are of finite index in A). 
Suppose (A, -) is defined by the map (I) E Hom(A, Hom(A, A)). 
If now (I, -) is a non-zero ideal of (A, •), c(I) is a non-zero ideal of 
cp(A). Furthermore, since (I, -) has finite index in (A, -), q(I) has 
finite index in (p(A). Let I be the set of prime ideals of J corresponding 
to Alet.,a=le+)1q1iw Fr 	 1:,6;vious-,-,Cor•-■n1ivvis it is evident that II satisties 
Condition U. Thus, since 4(A) has finite index in Jn, (5.2) (i) yields 
+ + (1)(A) = mJn for some integer m. Now Jn = mJn, so (5.2) (i) also shows 
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that every subgroup of finite index in mJR is of the form n(mJR ), for 
some integer n. Consequently, 0(A) = mJR and the fact that 0(I) has 
finite index in 0(A) imply 0(I) = nO(A), for some integer n. Finally, 
since ken') = 0, I = nA as required. // 
It follows from Proposition 5.6 that since a fully faithful • 
group A in S is necessarily homogeneous with idempotent type, we are 
A justified to use the notation P i of Chapter One. There is now a strong 
A 
connection between the rational primes in P i and the prime ideals in the 
set II corresponding to A. This may be stated as follows. 
LEMMA 5.7. Let A be a Ally faithful group in S . Then the 
A 
rational prime p is in P i if and only if there is a prime ideal Pj in 
II containing p. 
Proof: Suppose (A, •) is a faithful ring defined on the group 
A in S. From (5.3) (ii) we know that A is quasi-isomorphic to J. 
Thus J
+ 
is homogeneous with the same idempotent type as t(A). A direct 
proof (or reference to the proof of Theorem 5.5 of Beaumont and Lawyer 
[1]) now shows that p € PP. if and only if there is a prime ideal P j E II 
containing p. // 
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section. 
S. THEOREM 5.8. Suppose A is a group in the class a. Then 
exactly one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) J(A) = A; 
(ii) J(A) = 0; 
(iii) J(A) = nA (nA 0, nA A), for a suitable integer n. 
(i) holds exactly if every associative ring on A is nilpotent, 
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holds exactly if A is fully faithful and 1q1 = 0 or IPI= 
and (iii) holds exactly if A is fully faithful and 0 # 	 < co, in 
which case n = TEA p. Moreover there is an associative and commutative 
PE P1 
ring (A, -) on A for which J(A, •) = J(A). 
Proof: Let A be a group in r. From (5.1) we need only 
consider the case when A is fully faithful. Let H be the set of prime 
ideals of J corresponding to A. We consider two distinct cases. 
Case (1). IPI = 0 or 1q1 . From Lemma 5.7 and the fact 
that there is at most one rational prime in each prime ideal in H it is 
clear that H is either an empty or infinite set. Since Jn is commutative, 
(5.3) (iii) and (5.3) (iv) now show that every non-trivial associative ring 
on A (and such rings do exist) is commutative and has zero radical. 
Case (ii). 0 # < co. 
A.  ;1; ) t,e”ss,arlij _ (/ 
now yields 1111 = lit, so 0 # 1111 < co. 
First we prove the inclusion n A  pA c J(A). From Proposition 
PEP1 
1.20 and Proposition 5.6 this amounts to showing that any associative 
ring (A, -) on A has non-zero radical. But this is immediate from 
(5.3) (iv) and the fact that 0 # 1111 < co. 
To prove the reverse inclusion J(A) c n A pA, -1-09+r5 (40- and 
pEP7 
the fact that isomorphic rings have isomorphic radicals show that it 
suffices to prove the inclusion J(J1) c n A pUn. (Again notice that 
PE P1 
J(J1) is the radical of the associative ring Uri). Since the non-zero prime 
ideals of Un are precisely the ideals Pj Jn, where Pj E H, and the non-zero 
prime ideals of Jn are maximal, it follows that J(4) = n Pj PjEn 
Now 0 # IHI < co yields J(J) # 0, so (5.2) (i) shows J(J1) = nJn for 
-,satisfies condition U. Lemma 5.7 
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some integer n. 
A Suppose now p E Pi is such that (n, p) = 1. From Lemma 5.7 it 
is possible to choose a prime ideal P j E H such that p E P. But then 
pJli = Pj J 11 , so 0 # J il/Pj J 11 is an elementary p-group. Alternatively, 
since nJII  = J(J )=P J J/PJ  J 11  isabounded group with trivial — J  
A p-component. We conclude therefore that every p E P i divides n. 
Since JUJ II/J(J 11 )) +) = 0, it is clear from (1.10) that n is the product 
A of the distinct primes in P. Consequently J(J 11 ) = min = n A Nil . 
PEP 1 
Evidently we have now shown that J(A) = n A pA = nA, and that 
PEP 1 
there is an associative and commutative ring (A, -) on A for which 
J(A, -) = nA. 
The proof of the Theorem is completed by observing that the 
three conditions mentioned in the Theorem are mutually , exclusive and 
exhaustive conditions for A. If 
COROLLARY 5.9. If A is a group in rthen J(A/J(A)) = 0. // 
COROLLARY 5.10. If A is a fully faithful group in S s such that 
0 # IPI < 03, then the proper subgroups of A that can occur as the radical 
of some non-trivial associative ring on A are precisely the subgroups mA, 
A 
where m is a square-free product of primes from P. 
Proof: Suppose n is the product of all the distinct primes from 
P. If (A, -) is a non-trivial associative ring on A then Theorem 5.8 1 
yields nA = J(A, -). Thus Proposition 5.6 shows J(A, -) = mA, where m 
is some square-free product of primes from P. 
Conversely, suppose m is a square-free product of primes from P. 
Since n/m is a well defined integer, (n/m)J H is the quasi-equality class 
of J
11 , and 
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J((n/m)J1) = (n/m)Jil n J(J1) . 
Now J(J ) = nJn' so 
J((n/m)J1) = nJil = m((n/m)J1) . 
From Vokr1:3 (*) we conclude that there is an associative ring (A, •) on 
A for which J(A, -) = mA. // 
Haimo [1] has described the radical and antiradical rational 
groups. In our terminology he has shown that a rational group A is 
radical if and only if t(A) is idempotent and 0 t IPI < co, and A is 
A antiradical and non-nil if and only if t(A) is idempotent and 11311 = 0 
A or IP11 = co. Furthermore, Haimo has shown that if A is a rational 
radical group then A supports a non-radical ring (A, •) such that 
J(A, -)+ -1= A. If we now define an arbitrary group A to be radical if 
A supports a non-nilpotent radical ring, and A to be antiradical if it 
is not radical, then we can extend Haimo's results to groups A in r. 
COROLLARY 5.11. Let A be a group in V 	 Then A is a radical 
group if and only if A is fully faithful and 0 iIPF < .. A is an 
antiradical group that supports a non-nilpotent ring if and only if A 
is Ally faithful and PJ = 0 or jP, 	 . If A is a radical group 
then A supports at least one non-radical ring (A, -) such that 
J(A, 	 A. 
Proof: If A is a radical group then the proof of Theorem 5.8 
shows A is fully faithful and 0 t 1q1 < .... Conversely, if A is fully 
faithful such that 0 t < then Corollary 5.10 shows that A supports 
an associative ring (A, .) such that J(A, -) = nA, where n = TrA P. Now pEpi 
J(A, •) = (nA, -) n J(A, -) = nA , 
so (nA, -) is a radical ring. Since nA A, it is now possible to define 
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an associative ring (A, x) on A such that (A, x) (nA, •). Clearly 
(A, x) is not nilpotent and J(A, x) = A, so A is a radical group. 
The second assertion of the Corollary now follows from the proof 
of Theorem 5.8, while Corollary 5.10 implies the final statement. // 
2. SOME CLASSES OF RINGS ON STRONGLY INDECOMPOSABLE TORSION -FREE 
GROUPS OF FINITE RANK 
We begin with some definitions. 
A class R of rings is called a radical class of rings if the 
following three conditions hold: 
(i) a homomorphic image of an R-ring is an R-ring; 
(ii) every ring (A, •) contains an R-ideal . R(A, •) which 
contains every other R-ideal of (A, •); and 
(iii) the factor ring (A/R(A, •), -) is R-semisimple 
Evidently the class of right quasi-regular rings is a radical 
class of rings. 
A ring (A, •) is a prime ring if I • J = 0 implies,I = 0 or 
J = 0, where (I, -) and (J, •) are ideals of (A, •). 
The first class of rings we wish to investigate were first 
introduced by van Leeuwen and Heyman [1]. An associative ring (A, •) 
is said to be almost nilpotent if every proper homomorphic image of 
(A, •) is nilpotent. The prime simple rings are assumed not to be 
almost nilpotent. 
A major result in van Leeuwen and Heyman [1] is that an almost 
nilpotent ring is either 8-radical or 8-semisimple, where 8 denotes the 
Baer radical class. It is this result we wish to extend for associative 
rings on a group A in S. 
We require the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 5.12. Let A be a group in r. If (A, .) is a faithful 
ring on A such that (A, •)T-1 	 n pA for some positive integer n, then = pEri 
(A, -)2c nAP 
PEP1 
Proof: Suppose (t. E HOM(A, E(A)) defines the faithful ring (A, •). 
Since (A, •) is associative and ker (1) = 0, it is clear that 
(I) : (A, •) q(A) is a ring isomorphism. Thus (.4)(A))n c n A P(4(A)). 
PEP1 
Let II be the set of prime ideals of the ring of integers J of the 
algebraic number field K = Q E(A) corresponding to A. 4(A) is then a 
full subring of Jn, so as in the proof of Proposition 5.6, (p(A) = kJn 
for some rational integer k. If 1 is the identity element of K then 
k.1 E cp(A). But then 
(k.1) = k'1.1 E n A p(4)(A)) . 
 
PEP- " 1 
A A For each p E Pl, hIp (1) = 0, so every p e P1 divides k. Also, since 
1 E JR, (W1)2 = k(kJn), so (4)(A))2 = k(4>(A)). Hence 
((p(A))2 c n A p(cp(A)), so (A, -)2 c n A pA, as required. // 
PEP1 pEPI 
We can now describe the almost nilpotent rings on a strongly 
(.0* indecomposable torsion-free group in 	 . 
THEOREM 5.13. Suppose (A, ) is an associative ring on the 
group A in the class Si'. Then (A, 	 is almost nilpotent if and only 
if 
(i)(A, •) is nilpotent, or 
(ii) (A, is faithful, 0 	 IP.1‘ < . and (A, -) c n A pA. 
pEP1 
Proof: Suppose (A, •) is a faithful almost nilpotent ring on 
the group A in r For each p E P, (A/pA, •) is a nilpotent ring on 
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A/pA. Since A is torsion-free of finite rank n say, A/pA will have 
rank at most n. Hence (A, -)"1 c  A pA, so Lemma 5.12 shows 
PEP 1 
(A, -) 2 c n A pA. If IPI = 0 then A a Q, so (A, •), as a field, 
pEP 1 
A cannot be almost nilpotent. If IP 1 1 = then (A, -) will be the 
trivial ring on A. Indeed, if (A, -) 2 t 0 then Proposition 5.6 yields 
(A, -) 2 = mA for some integer m. But then mA c n A pA, which clearly 
PEP1 
cannot be the case. We conclude therefore that 0 IPI < 
For the converse we need only consider the case when (A, -) is 
as described in (ii). Proposition 5.6 shows that if (I, -) is a non- 
zero ideal of (A, -) then there is an integer m such that I = mA. Since 
m will be a product of powers of primes from q, the condition 
m l (A, -) 2 , n A pA yields (A, -) c mA, for some integer m l . Consequently 
pEP 1 
(A, -) is an almost nilpotent ring. If 
Consider an almost nilpotent ring on a : group A in r If (A, -) 
is nilpotent then J(A, -) = A. On the other hand if (A, -) is faithful 
then Theorem 5.13 and Theorem 5.8 Show 0 n A pA c J(A, -). Thus 
P6P 1 
(A/J(A, •), •) is a nilpotent ring. But then (A, -) is an extension of 
the (right) quasi-regular ring (J(A, •),.•) by the quasi-regular ring 
(A/J(A, -), Consequently (A, -) is itself a quasi-regular ring. 
It follows therefore that an almost nilpotent ring on a group A in .5 1'is 
radical. 
We are naturally led to the class of rings we wish to relate to 
the almost nilpotent rings; the so called unequivocal rings. They were 
introduced in Gardner [2], and later studied in Divinsky [2]. An 
associative ring (A, -) is unequivocal if for every radical class R , 
(A, -) is either R-radical or R-semisimple. 
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The following definition is required. A subring (B, .) of a 
ring (A, •) is a subideal (accessible subring) of (A, -) if there is a 
finite chain 
(B,•= (A1, •) s (A2 , e) s S (An , •) = (A, •) 
of subrings of (A, -) such that (A i , ) is an ideal of (A i+1 , for all 
i = 1, 2, ..., n - 1. 
Divinsky has shown that unequivocality can be characterised by 
the relationship between a ring and its subideals, rather than by the 
family of all radical classes. We give this relationship in the next 
proposition, and we provide a proof since the exact statement of the 
proposition has not appeared in the literature. 
PROPOSITION 5.14. Suppose (A, -) is an associative ring on the 
group A. Then (A, -) is unequivocal if and only if for every proper 
1 ideal (I, -) of (A, -) there is a non-zero ring homomorphism from (I, 
onto a subideal of (A/I, .). 
Proof: Theorem 1 of Divinsky [2] shows that a proper ideal (I, e) 
of an unequivocal ring (A, -) can be homomorphically mapped onto a non-
zero subideal of (A/I, •). To verify the converse assertion suppose 
that for every proper ideal (I, -) of (A,—) there is a non-zero 
homomorphism from (I, •) onto a subideal of (A/I, •). If now the 
proper ideal (I, •) can be represented as R (A, •) for some radical 
class R , then Lemma 2 of Divinsky [1] shows that (I, -) cannot be 
homomorphically mapped onto a non-zero It-semisimple ring. This cannot 
be the case however, since any non-zero subideal of the It-semisimple 
ring (A/I, -) will itself be 11-semisimple. // 
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Divinsky [2] easily establishes that there are four kinds of 
unequivocal rings; divisible torsion-free rings, reduced torsion-free 
rings, divisible p-rings, and reduced p-rings. Since a divisible p-ring 
is necessarily the trivial ring, Proposition 5.14 shows that a divisible 
p-ring is both unequivocal and almost nilpotent. Lemma 1 of Divinsky 
[2] provides examples of arbitrary rank divisible torsion-free rings and 
arbitrary rank elementary p-rings that are unequivocal but not almost 
nilpotent. Turning our attention to the unequivocal rings on groups 
in S *We can prove 
THEOREM 5.15. Suppose (A, •) is an associative ring on the 
group A in the class S. If (A, .) is unequivocal then either 
(i) (A, .) is nilpotent, or 
A (ii) (A, •) is faithful, ly < co and (A, *) 5_ n A pA. 
PEP 1 
Conversely, if (A, .) satisfies condition (ii) then (A, 
unequivocal. 
Proof: Let (A, •) be an unequivocal ring on the group A in S * . 
If (A, .) is not nilpotent then obviously (A, •) is faithful. Suppose 
A the rank of A is n, and consider a prime p E P. Since A/pA is a 
torsion group of rank at most n, (A/pA, .) is an Artinian ring. Thus 
(1.4) implies J(A/pA, -) is nilpotent. Suppose now J(A/pA, -) A/pA. 
Then since (A/pA)/J(A/pA, -) is finite, it follows from (1.3) (ii) that 
(A/pA)/J(A/pA, -) is a finite direct sum of full matrix rings over 
division rings, each of characteristic p. Hence A can be mapped 
homomorphically onto a simple ring of characteristic p. If now M is 
the upper radical class defined by the class of all simple rings with 
identity and characteristic p, it is clear that (A, -) is not M-radical. 
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Hence (A, •) is M-semisimple, and as such it is a subdirect product of 
simple rings of characteristic p, (see Theorem 46 of Divinsky [1]). 
Consequently A will have characteristic p, which cannot be the case 
since A is torsion-free. 	 Therefore J(A/pA, •) = A/PA, so (A/PA,'') 
will be nilpotent. 	 As in the proof of Theorem 5.13, (A, .)2 = n A pA pEP1 
and It < 	• 
Conversely, suppose (A, -) satisfies (ii). 	 Let (I, -) be a 
proper ideal of (A, •). 	 From Proposition 5.14 we need only show that 
there is a non-zero ring homomorphism from (I, -) onto a subideal of 
(A/I, •). 
Proposition 5.6 yields I = mA for some non-zero integer m, 
A in 	 1. 	 Suppose m = p q where p E Pi,(p, q) = 1 and k > 1. 	 Consider 
k-1 mi = p 	 q. 	 Clearly (miA/mA, •) .is an ideal of (A/mA, •). 	 Also 
the condition (A, )2 c n A pA shows (miA/mA, -) is •the trivial ring 
PEP1 
cmmi A/mA, and (mA/pmA, -) is the trivial ring on mA/peA. 	 Now, as 
groups, mA/pmA a miA/mA, since they are both elementary p-groups such 
that 
r(mA/pmA) = r(A/pA) = r(miA/mA) . 
By taking the composition of the natural map mA mA/pmA with the 
isomorphism mA/pmA a miA/mA, we obtain a non-zero Ong homomorphism from 
MA onto miA/mA, as required. // 
COROLLARY 5.16. For a faithful ring (A, 	 a reduced group 
A in rthe following conditions are equivalent: 
(i)(A, .) is almost nilpotent; 
(ii)(A, 	 is unequivocal; 
(iii) A is homogeneous with idempotent type, 0 t 1P1 	 and 
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(A, .)2 c n A pA. // 
PEP1 
It is not known in general whether a nilpotent ring on a group 
Skis in 3 is unequivocal. However we can answer this in the affirmative 
for a suitable subclass of P. 
homeroovs 
Define Si to be the set of4groups A in S with the property 
that r(A/pA) <1 for all p E P. These groups belong to a larger class 
of groups that have been studied extensively by Murley [1]. We will 
not, however, need to draw on any results from Murley's work. 
It follows from Theorem 2.5 of Gardner [4] that a nilpotent ring 
on a group A is unequivocal if and only if the trivial ring on A is 
unequivocal. Also, Proposition 2.9 of Gardner [4] shows that if R is 
any radical class and (A, -) is a nilpotent ring on A then R(A, .)-/- is 
a pure subgroup of A. Consequently, to prove a nilpotent ring on the 
group A in Si is unequivocal we need to show the trivial ring on A is 
unequivocal, and to do this, when we apply Proposition 5.14, we need 
only consider pure subgroups (that is, ideals) of A. These observations 
form the basis for the proof of our next result. 
PROPOSITION 5.17. A nilpotent ring on a group A in 	 is 
unequivocal. 
Proof: From the remarks above we need only verify that every 
proper pure subgroup B of A has a non-zero homomorphism into A/B. But 
this is immediate since r(A/pA) < 1 for all p E P implies that A is a 
cohesive group (see Chapter Six), and so A/B is torsion-free and divisible.// 
Divinsky [2] has shown that the set of all 2m/(2n + 1), where m 
and n are integers, and the usual multiplication operation form an 
unequivocal ring. The proof of this follows from Theorem 5.15. 
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More generally we can ask the following question. Given a faithful 
(,* ring (A, -) on the group A in .3 , which ideals of (A, -) are unequivocal? 
To facilitate a complete answer to this question we make the 
following definition. For a faithful ring (A, -) on the group A in 
S*let 
= {P E P 1(At 
We can now prove 
PROPOSITION 5.18. Let (A, -) be a faithful ring on a group A 
in S 	 Then (nA, -) is unequivocal if and only if p e Pil and 
(n, p) = 1 imply p E PP2. - 
A Proof: Suppose (nA, •) is unequivocal and p E Pi is such that 
(n, p) = 1. If p 4 Pthen (A, .)24 pA, so there are elements a and 
b in A for which h (a • b) = O. Since (n, p) = 1, h (no • nb) = 0, so 
(nA, -)24 p(nA). But this contradicts Theorem 5.15 since (nA, -) is 
a faithful ring on nA, and nA is strongly indecomposable with the same 
rank and type as A. 
A  Conversely, suppose n is an integer such that if p E Pi with 
(n, p) = 1 then p E P. It is clear that (nA, •)2 c n(nA). Also if 
A p E Pi is such that (n, p) = 1 then (nA, .)2 c p(nA). Thus 
(nA, .)2 = n A p(nA). As before, (nA, .) is a faithful ring on nA, 
PePi 
nA is in Sand t(nA) = t(A), so it now follows from the proof of Theorem 
5.13 that IP7A1 < co. Thus Theorem 5.15 shows (nA, •) is unequivocal. // 
There is another question that naturally arises from our 
discussion of unequivocal rings. Given a faithful ring (A, •) on a 
group A in S*, which proper subroups of A can occur as It(A, -) for some 
radical class i? ? A partial answer can be provided when A is in r 
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and a complete answer when A is in 511. 
PROPOSITION 5.19. Let (A, .) be a faithful ring on a group Ain 
S. If nA = I?(A, for some radical class R and n 1, then n is a 
A A square-free product of primes from P l \P2 . Conversely, if A is in S
1 
A and n is a square-free product of primes from P Al \P2 then nA = It(A, -) 
for some radical class R . 
Proof: Suppose nA = R(A, •) for some radical class R , and 
A n = p kq where p E P i , (p, q) = 1 and k > 1. It is clear that 
(pk-1 qA/nA, •) and (nA/pnA, •) are trivial rings. Thus, since 
r(pk-l qA/nA) = r(A/pA) = r(nA/pnA) , 
(pk-l qA/nA, (nA/pnA, •). Also, (pk-l qA/nA, •) is an ideal of 
(A/nA, •), so as in the proof of Theorem 5.15 there is a non-zero ring 
homomorphism from (nA, .) onto an ideal of (A/nA, -). This is 
impossible since (nA, •) is R-radical and (A/nA, •) is Rrsemisimple. 
Consequently n is square-free. 
Suppose now p C P is such that (n, p) 1. Write n = pq 
where (p, q) = 1. Since (A, .) 2 c pA, the above proof with pk-l qA 
replaced by qA leads to the same contradiction. We conclude therefore 
A that n is a square-free product of primes from PAi \P2 . 
To prove the converse assertion let n be a square-free product 
A A of primes from P i \P2 . Assume there is a non-zero ring homomorphism f 
from (nA, -) onto a subideal of (A/nA, -). Since A is in S
1' 
 A/nA is 
a finite direct sum of cyclic p-elementary groups. Each of these cyclic 
A p-elementary groups is a field, since if p divides n then p 4 P2 , and so 
(A/pA, -) is a non-trivial ring. If we denote the non-zero image of 
(nA, -) under f . by (A i /nA, •), for a suitable subgroup Ai of A, it is 
clear that (A /nA, •) will. contain an identity element l y A . But then 
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there is an element a E A for which f(na) = 1 	 We now have A1/nA' 
1f(na • na) = nf(a • na) = 0, A /nA 1 
a contradiction. 	 Consequently there does not exist a non-zero 
homomorphism from (nA, •) and a subideal of (A/nA, •). 	 If we now 
let M denote the upper radical class defined by (A/nA, •), then it 
follows from Theorem 2.5 of Gardner [3] and the fact that (A/nA, -) is 
M-semisimple that M(A, •) = nA. // 
We now turn our attention to two other classes of rings on groups 
in S . 	 The first of these that we consider are the rings with the 
restricted minimum condition. 
An associative ring (A, -) on a group A satisfies the restricted 
minimum condition on left ideals if the minimum condition holds modulo 
every non-zero ideal of (A, •). 
Clearly our discussion of rings with the restricted minimum 
condition will involve a knowledge of the structure of the additive 
group of an Artinian ring. 	 Szele and Fuchs [1] have provided a 
complete description of these groups. 
(5.20) (Szele and Fuchs [1]). A group A is the additive group 
of an Artinian ring if and only if A has the form 
• 	
ki 	 k- (*) 	 A =9 Q.03 ED Z(P7) 0), 9 Z(W) with pi.) dividing m, m 	 finite 	 n 
where m and n are arbitrary cardinals, pi and pi are distinct primes and 
m is a fixed integer. // 
Fuchs [2] has also given a partial structure theorem for the 
additive group of a ring with the restricted minimum condition. 
(5.21) (Fuchs [2]). A not torsion-free group A is the additive 
group of a ring with the restricted minimum condition if and only if it 
is of the form (*) of (5.20). The additive group of a torsion-free 
ring with the restricted minimum condition is homogeneous with idempo tent 
type. If 
Fuchs asks which homogeneous torsion-free groups with idempotent 
types admit rings with the restricted minimum condition. It is well known 
that a rational group is the additive group of a ring with the restricted 
minimum condition exactly if its type is idempotent. More generally we 
can prove 
THEOREM 5.22. Suppose (A, -) is an associative ring on a group 
A in the class S 	 Then (A, -) satisfies the restricted minimum 
condition if and only if either 
(i)(A, -) is a faithful ring on A, or 
(ii)(A, •) is the trivial ring on A, and A ie a rational group 
with idempotent type such that IP\It < 00. 
Proof: Suppose (A,..) is a non-trivial associative ring on A 
with the restricted minimum condition. It is clear that (0; (A, -)) # A. 
If now (A, -) is nilpotent then (0; (A, -)) # 0, so (A/(0; (A, -)), -) 
will be a nilpotent Artinian ring. Since (0; (A, -)) is a pure subgroup 
of A, A/(0; (A, -)) is torsion-free, so (5.20) shows it will be divisible. 
On the other hand Proposition 122.1 of Fuchs [4] shows A/(0; (A, -)) must 
satisfy the minimum condition on subgroups. We conclude therefore that 
(A, -) is a faithful ring. 
If (A, -) is the trivial ring on A and (A, -) satisfies the 
restricted minimum condition, then it is clear that (A, -) must have rank 
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one. If t(A) is not idempotent or t(A) is idempotent and IP\ql = co 
then it is possible to find a factor group of A that is an infinite 
direct sum of cocyclic groups. It is well known that such a group does 
not satisfy the minimum condition on subgroups. Since (A, -) is the 
trivial ring on A it is now evident that . A is as stated in (ii). 
Conversely if (A, -) is a faithful ring on A then Proposition 
5.6 implies (A, -) must satisfy the restricted minimum condition. 
Alternatively, if (A, -) has the form stated in (ii) then any non-zero 
homomorphic image of (A, -)will be the trivial ring on a finite direct 
sum of cocyclic groups. Since such a group satisfies the minimum 
condition on subgroups, (A, -) is necessarily a ring with the restricted 
minimum condition. If 
Levitz and Mott [1] have studied the properties of rings in a 
subclass of the class of rings with the restricted minimum condition. 
Following •Levitz and Mott we say an associative ring (A, -) on the group 
A has the finite norm property if each of its proper homomorphic images 
is a finite ring. 
It is clear that a ring (A, -) that has the finite norm property 
also satisfies the restricted minimum condition. From Proposition 5.6 
it is apparent that a faithful ring on a group A in S also has the 
finite norm property. 
As with Divinsky and the unequivocal rings, Levitz and Mott [1] 
have shown that the additive group of a ring with the finite norm 
property can have one of three possible structures; divisible torsion-
free group, reduced torsion-free group, or bounded torsion group. They 
have also shown that if (A, -) is an infinite ring (so in particular a 
torsion-free ring) with the finite norm property then (A, -) is either 
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a prime ring or the trivial ring on A. More generally, Hill [1] has 
shown that if (A, -) is a torsion-free ring with the property that A/I 
is bounded for every non-zero ideal (I, -) of (A, -), then (A, -) is 
either a prime ring or the trivial ring on the infinite cyclic group. 
For torsion-free rings with the restricted minimum condition we 
can prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 5.23. Let (A, .) be an associative and commutative 
ring on the torsion-free group, A. If (A, •) satisfies the restricted 
minimum condition then (A, •) is either a prime ring or the trivial ring 
on a rational group A with idempotent type for which IP\1:11 < oo 
Proof: Suppose (A, -) satisfies the restricted minimum condition 
and (A, -) is not a prime ring. Since a commutative ring is a prime ring 
exactly if it has no divisors of zero, there are elements a and b of A 
for which a b = O. Thus (0; b) O. Suppose (0; b) A. Then since 
((0; b), -) is a pure two sided ideal of (A, •), (A/(0; b), -) is a 
torsion-free Artinian ring. From (5.20) it is now clear that A/(0 ; b) 
is a torsion-free divisible group. If 4 E Hom(A, E(A)) defines the ring 
(A, -) then (1)(b) E E(A) and cp(b) factors through A/(0 ; b), 
A 
A/(0 ; b) 
Since A is reduced, q(b) must be the zero map. Thus b (0; (A, -)), 
and so (0; b) = A, a contradiction. Therefore (0; b) = A, in which 
case (0; (A, -)) O. 
If we now assume that (0; (A, -)) A then an argument similar 
to the one above easily verifies that A/(0; (A, -)) is torsion-free and 
divisible, and consequently that if a' is an arbitrary element of A then 
(1)(e) is the zero map. We therefore conclude that (A, -) is the trivial 
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ring on A. 
Finally, if (A, -) is the trivial ring on A and (A, -) satisfies 
the restricted minimum condition then, as in the proof of Theorem 5.22, 
A A is necessarily a rational group with idempotent type and IP\P i l < // 
For commutative finite rank torsion-free rings with the finite 
norm property we have 
THEOREM 5.24. Suppose (A, -) is an associative and commutative 
ring on a finite rank torsion-free group A. Then (A, -) has the finite 
norm property if and only if. (A, -) is a prime ring or the trivial ring 
on the infinite cyclic group. 
Proof: We need.only verify that a prime ring (A, -) on A has 
the finite norm property. Since (A, -) is a commutative prime ring, 
(A, -) will have no divisors of.zero. Consequently Q OA can be made 
into a finite dimensional algebra (Q ® A, -) : over Q that will also 
contain, no divisors of zero. It is well known that J(Q® A, -) is now 
a nil ideal of. (Q A, •), so J(Q ® A, -) = 0. Consequently, (Q A, -) 
is a direct sum, of simple subalgebras. Since (Q OA, -) has no divisors 
of zero, (Q A, -) will itself be simple. Hence (A, -) will have 
simple algebra type. It now follows from Lemma 121.6 of Fuchs [4] that 
the non-zero ideals of (A, -) are of finite index in A, The proof is 
completed by observing that A has finite rank. // 
COROLLARY 5.25. Suppose (A, -) is a non-trivial associative and 
commutative ring on a reduced torsion-free group A of finite rank. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) (A, .) satisfies the restricted minimum condition; 
(ii) (A, -) has the finite norm property; . 
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(iii) (A, -) is a prime ring, in which case (A, 	 is a AU 
subring of a finite dimensional algebraic number field. 
Proof: If (A, -) is a prime ring on A then the proof of 
Theorem 5.24 shows that J(Q A, -) = 0 and that (Q A, -) is a simple 
algebra over Q. Thus (Q A, -) is isomorphic to a ring of n x n 
matrices over a division algebra over Q. The commutativity of (A, 
and the fact that (Q OA, -) has no divisors of zero now show that 
(Q A, -) is a field. Moreover, since Q OA has finite dimension over 
Q, (Q A, -) is an algebraic number field. Thus Theorem 5.24 shows 
(ii) and (iii) are equivalent. 
Clearly (ii) implies (1), so from the comments above it suffices 
to show that (i) implies (A, -) is a prime ring. This is immediate 
from Proposition 5.23. // 
It is obvious that any associative ring on a finite torsion group 
satisfies the restricted minimum condition and has the finite norm 
property. The comments prior to Proposition 5.23, and Proposition 1.3 
of Levitz and Mott [1] show that the only other groups that can possibly 
support associative rings satisfying both the restricted minimum 
condition and the finite norm property are the infinite rank reduced 
torsion-free groups, the divisible torsion-free groups, or the infinite 
rank elementary p-groups, for some prime p. We conclude this section 
with examples to show that the equivalence of (i) and (ii) in Corollary 
5.25 cannot be proved for divisible torsion-free groups of rank strictly 
greater than one, or for infinite rank elementary p-groups, for any prime 
P. 
EXAMPLE 5.26. Suppose A is a torsion-free divisible group of 
rank greater than one. Then we can write A = A1  ()A2  where Al and A2  
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are both non-zero torsion-free divisible groups. Lemma 122.2 of 
Fuchs [4] shows that we can define fields (A1, -) and (A2, -) on Al and 
A2 respectively. By taking the ring direct sum of (Al, -) and (A2, -) 
we obtain an associative and commutative ring (A, -) on A. Since the 
only proper ideals of (A, -) are (A1, -) and (A2, •), it is clear that 
(A, -) satisfies the restricted minimum condition but does not have the 
finite norm property. (Notice that if the rank of A above is one then 
any non-trivial ring (A, -) on A satisfies the restricted minimum 
condition and has the finite norm property, while the trivial ring on A 
does not satisfy the restricted minimum condition and does not have the 
finite norm property). 
If A is an infinite rank elementary p-group for some prime p,•
then we can write A = A1 A2where A1 ® Z(p) andA2 l'El)Z(p) for X0 
some infinite cardinal m. 	 From Lemma 122.3 of Fuchs [4] we can define 
associative and commutative rings (A1, -) and (A2, -) with identities 
on Al and A2 respectively, such that (A1, -) and (A2, -) both have no 
proper ideals. (Notice that (A1, -) and (A2, -) are now both fields). 
Again let (A, -) be the ring direct sum of (A1, -) and (A2, -). 	 As in 
the torsion-free divisible case (A, -) satisfies the restricted minimum 
condition but does not have the finite norm property. // 
3. TORSION-FREE GROUPS OF RANK TWO 
Freedman [1] has shown that a torsion-free group A of rank two 
supporting an associative ring with identity has the property that its 
type set, T(A), contains at most three elements. The major part of 
Freedman's proof consists in showing that, for such a group A, 7'(A) 
contains at most two maximal elements. More generally we can prove 
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PROPOSITION .5.27. Let A be a torsion-free group of rank n with 
the property that every pure subgroup of A Of rank greater than one is 
non-nil. Then T(A) contains at most n maximal elements.. 
Proof: We use an induction argument. Clearly the Proposition 
is true for a rational group, so assume that every non-nil group of rank 
k (k < n) satisfying the conditions of the Proposition has the property 
that its type set contains at most k maximal elements. Suppose A is as 
stated in the Proposition, and let a l , a2 , an+1 be n + 1 distinct 
elementsofAsuchtha a l is maximal 
in T (A) for each i = 1, 2, ..., n + 1. 
First we show that any subset of n distinct elements from 
{a l , a2 , awl } is a maximal independent set of elements of A. 
Clearly this amounts to showing that {a l , a2 , ..., a n } is an independent 
set of elements of A. If {a l , a2 , an/ is not independent then 
there exists a k < n for which {a l , a2 , a k _ i } is independent but 
k-1 
{a l , a2 , ..., a} is not. If A = <0 <a 4»* then a k E A i and, since 
i=1 
A l is pure in A, T (A 1 ) c 7'(A). But then A l is a rank (k - 1) 
torsion-free group satisfying the conditions of the Proposition for 
which T (A 1 ) contains the k maximal elements t(a l ), t(a 2 ), t(a k ). 
Consequently {a l , a2 , ..., a } is a maximal independent set of elements 
of A. 
We can now choose a non-zero integer m, and integers 
m m
2' 
...
' 
m
n 
such that 
man = m l a l + m2 a2 + + mn a n • 
If i E.{1, 2, ., n} then the set {a 1 , a
2'' 
a
n
}\{a
i 
is . 
independent, so m i 0. 
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Consider now any ring (A, -) on A. For distinct i and j in 
{1, 2, ..., n + 1}, the maximality of t(a) and t(a) in T (A) shows 
a. • a. = 0. In particular for any i E {1, 2, ..., n} 1 	 J 
2 0 = m(awil • ai) = m. a. . 
2 Thus IP. j0 0 3rWhis ,a. = 0. Hence (A, -) must be the trivial ring on 
A. Since A is non-nil it now follows that T(A) contains at most n 
maximal elements. // 
Beaumont and Wisner [1] have studied associative rings on 
torsion-free groups of rank two. Following Beaumont and Wisner we 
make the following definitions for the torsion-free group A of rank two. 
If a t 0 is an element of A then let 
Q; = {a E Qlaa E A} . 
Now define the nucleus D of A to be the subgroup D = n Q! of Q. aEA " 
The following results were obtained by examining the possible 
multiplication tables for a distinguished pair of independent elements 
in a torsion-free group of rank two. 
(5.28) (Beaumont and Wisner [1]). Suppose A is a torsion-free 
group of rank two. Then (A, •) is a non-commutative associative ring 
on A if and only if (A, •) is defined by al • a2 = 0(a1)a2 or 
al • a2 = 0(a2)a1 for all al, a2 in A, where 0 is a non-trivial 
homomorphism of A into the nucleus D of A. If 
(5.29) (Beaumont and Wisner [1]). Let A be a torsion-free 
group of rank two. If (A, •) is an associative and commutative ring on 
A and A contains an element a such that a2  t 0, then there exists an 
element b in A such that b and b2 are independent elements of A. // 
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With the aid of (5.28) and (5.29) the major result of Freedman 
[1] can now be generalised. 
THEOREM5.30. Suppose A is a torsion-free group of rank two 
that supports'a non-trivial associative ring (A, •). .Then 7"(A) 
cOntains at most three elements. 
Proof: We consider two cases separately. 
Case (1). (A, • is non-commutative. (5.28) now gives the 
structure of (A, .); suppose al • a2 = Ca1)a2 for all al, a2 in A, 
where 0 (1) E Hom(A, D). It is clear that D = <rp°IpA =-A> and also 
that Im (I) is a rank one torsion-free group with the same type as t(D). 
Thus Im a D. Hence there is a non-zero 0 E Hom(A, D) such that 0 
maps A onto D. We can now define a non-commutative associative ring 
(A, x) on A by letting al X a2 = 0(a1)a2 for all al, a2 in A. Since 
1 E D there is an element a E A for which 0(a) = 1. But then a will 
be a left identity of (A, x) so for every a' E A, t(a) < t(a'). (Notice 
that if (A, -) has the alternate description in (5.28) then we can argue 
as above to again obtain t(a) < t(e)). 
Case (ii). (A, •) is commutative. It is readily checked that 
(A, .) non-trivial and commutative implies the existence of an element 
a E A such that a2 	 0. Thus (5.29) shows that we can choose an element 
2 al E A such that a1 and a1 are independent. If a2 is a non-zero element 
of A then there are integers m 0, ml and m2 such that 
2 ma2 = m1 	 + m2 a1. 	 Consequently 
2 t(al) = t(al) n t(al) < t(a2) . 
In either case T (A) contains a smallest element. We now 
argue as in Freedman [1]. Since A has rank two, each chain in T(A) 
is of length at most two. Proposition 5.27 shows 7' (A) contains at 
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most two maximal elements. Consequently 1 T(A) I < 3. // 
A consequence of the proof of Case (i) above is the following 
observation. 
PROPOSITION 5.31. 'Suppose (A, -) is a non-commutative 
associative ring on a torsion-free group A of rank two. - Yhen-A is 
completely decomposable. 
Proof: It is clear that D can be made into a rank one module 
over itself, that is D is a projective D-module. As in the proof. of 
Theorem 5.30 there is a non-zero 0 E Hom(A, D) such that 0 maps A onto 
D. It is readily checked that A is a D-module and 0 E Homp (A, D). 
Consequently, A will contain a D-direct summand isomorphic to D. 
Thus A is completely decomposable. // 
Turning our attention to the absolute (associative) annihilator 
of a torsion-free group A of rank two, (1.9) provides us with A complete 
description when A is completely decomposable. The next result shows 
us that this knowledge is also sufficient to describe the absolute 
(associative) annihilator when A has a quasi-direct decomposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.32. Suppose A and B are two torsion-free groups 
of finite rank such that A is quasi-equal to B. If n is a non-zero 
integer for which nA = B and nB = A- then 
A(*) = <nB(*)4,, 
A (a).(*) = (A) A 
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Proof: We will prove 
(a)() (a) A A *=  
the proof for the absolute annihilator being identical. 
First suppose a E A (a) (*). If (B, .) is an associative ring 
on B, then we can define an associative ring (A, x) on A by letting 
a
l 
x a
2 
= n(na
1 
• na
2
) for all a
l' 
a
2 
in A. For any element b E B, 
n 3 (na • b) = n(na • n ib) = a x nb = 0. 
Thus na • b = 0 for all b E B. Since this is true for every associative 
ring (B, -) on B, na E B (a) (*). Therefore n2a E nB (a) (*), and so 
a E 
(a A Conversely, suppose a E <nB )  (*)>*. Then there is an integer 
m such that ma = nb, where b E B (a) (*). If (A, •) is an associative 
ring on A then we can define an associative ring (B, x) on B by letting 
b
1 
b
2 
 = n(nb
1 
 • nb
2 
 ) for all b b
2 
in B. Clearly for all a' E A, 
n4m(a • a') = ma x na' b X na' =0 
As before we conclude that a E A (a) (*). 
Evidently we need now only consider strongly indecomposable 
torsion-free groups of rank two. If A is such a group then it is 
clear from the lack of a non-associative analogue of (5.1) that we 
can really only hope to describe the absolute associative annihilator 
of A. The following result from Wickless [1] will be required. 
(5.33) (Wickless [1]). Suppose A is a torsion-free group of 
rank two. Then A is non-nil and every associative ring on A is 
nilpotent if and only if there exist independent elements a and b in 
A such that if Qa , Qa , Qb and Qb are the rational groups belonging to 
a and b respectively, then 
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(i) Qa , Qb an Qb all have non-idempotent types, 
Q; s Qa Q i; s Qb, and 
(iii) t(Qa ) 2 < t(Qb). 
Furthermore, if (A, -) is a non-trivial associative ring on A then the 
multiplication table for (A, •) 1.s 
• 
(*) ab 131) 
yb 0 
where a, 0 and y are suitable rationals. /I 
THEOREM 5.34. Let A be a strongly indecomposable torsion-free 
group of rank two. Then exactly one of the following holds: 
(i) A (a) (*) = 
(ii) A (a) (*) = A; 
(iii) A(a) (*) is the pure subgroup of A generated by any element 
with maximal type. 
(i) holds exactly when A is Any faithful, (ii) hold's exactly when A 
is nil, and (iii) holds exactly when A is non-nil and every associative 
ring on A is nilpotent. 
Proof: Clearly we need only consider the case when A is non-nil 
and every associative ring on A is nilpotent. Choose independent 
elements a and b in .A satisfying (1), (ii) and (iii) of (5.33). If 
(A, •) is a non-trivial associative ring on A then (A, -) will have 
the multiplication table‘ (*) of (5.33), for suitable rationals a, f3 
and y. Since (a • a) • b = 0, the associative law yields 
a • (a • b) = 02b = O. Thus (3-= O. Similarly y = 0, and so a # O. 
It is now clear that (0; (A, •)) = <b> * . This is true for every 
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non-trivial associative ring (A, •) on A, so A (a) (*) = <b>* . 
From (i), (ii) and (iii) of (5.33) it is clear that 
t(a) t(b), so if a is any element of A with maximal type, <a'> * = 
Consequently A (a) (*) is the pure subgroup of A generated by any element 
with maximal type. If 
Oilar ITO M SOM2 $r2413 1;.„b(04•0(alake 11654 
respectively provide complete descriptions of J(A). ThusA  we need only 
consider the case when A has a quasi-direct decomposition A A Al $ A2 , 
where A i and A2 are rational groups. Although J(A l () A2 ) has been 
completely described, the shortage of a result similar to Proposition 
5.32 for the absolute radical limits. the information about the structure 
of J(A) . that can be deduced from our knowledge of J(A1.C)A2). 
Consider now the absolute radical of a torsion-free group•A of 
rank two. In the cases that A is completely decomposable or - 1k is" - 
in - S , the final remarks of Chapter Three and Theorem 5.8 
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CHAPTER SIX 
In this final chapter we provide a bound for the nil-degree 
(if it is finite) of a torsion-free group A, not necessarily of finite 
rank, but with certain finiteness conditions on the rank of A/pA for
• each prime p. We also prove that an associative ring on such a group 
is nilpotent exactly if it is nil. These results extend some similar 
results obtained quite recently by Webb [1] for torsion-free groups of 
finite rank. 
The methods of proof employed in this chapter involve a 
discussion of the embedding of a torsion-free group A in its p-adic 
completion 
) 
A
l
,,=lim A/p A, for each prime p. In the case that A/pA 
P 
has finite rank we exhibit a strong relationship between A (P)  and any 
p-basic subgroup of A. It is this connection, and an analogue of a 
result of Fuchs [4] concerning the Z-adic completions Of certain rings, 
that enable us to prove our main result. 
Evidently, it is natural to begin this chapter by exploring the 
rings supported by p-pure subgroups of the p-adic integers J for each 
prime p, and consequently the rings supported by cohesive groups. 
1. COHESIVE GROUPS 
Dubois [1] has introduced and investigated the class of cohesive 
groups. Following Dubois we call a torsion-free group A cohesive if, 
for every non-zero pure subgroup S of A, A/S is divisible. 
It is clear that a cohesive group is either divisible or reduced. 
Consequently, in our attempt to describe the absolute annihilator and 
the absolute radical of a cohesive group we are permitted to restrict 
our attention to reduced cohesive groups. The following result is 
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vital for our , discussion of rings on such groups. 
(6.1) (Dubois [1]). A torsion-free group A is cohesive if 
and only if for every prime p either A/pA is zero or A is isomorphic 
to a p-pure subgroup of the p-adic integers J. // 
It is clear from (6.1) that we need to consider the rings 
supported by p-pure subgroups of the p-adic integers J p , for each prime 
p. A complete description of these rings can be given. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Suppose A is a p-pure subgroup of the p-adic 
integers J p , for some prime p. If (A, x) is any ring on A then either 
(A, x) is the trivial ring,or (A, x) is a subring of a suitable ring on 
J
P' 
in which case 
a
l 
x a
2 
= j • 1 • a2 
for every a l , a 2 in A, where j is some element of J p and is the 
multiplication operation in the ring Q of p-adic integers. 
Proof: Let (A, x) be a non-trivial ring on A and suppose 
0 E Hom(A, E(A)) is the map defining (A, x). Then for any a E A, 
4)(a) E Hom(A, A) c Hom(A, J r ). Armstrong [1] has shown that every , 
homomorphism from A into J p is the restriction of an endomorphism of 
J. Since every endomorphism of J is multiplication in Q by a 
suitable element of J' a there is a unique j E J such that p p 
q(a)a' = j a • a' for all a' E A. Consider now the map 41 E Hom(A, Jp ) 
defined by 41(a) = j a • Again .41 is the restriction of some endomorphism 
of Jp , and as such 0 1 (a) = j • a for some element j E J, for each a E A. 
But then for a l , a2 in A we have 
a l x a2 = ga l ) 2  
= j a 
• a2 = 0 1 (a 1 ) • a 2 = j • a l • a2 . 
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It is evident that (A, X is now a subring of a suitable ring on Jp. // 
The structure of the absolute annihilator of a cohesive group is 
now immediate. 
THEOREM 6.3. For a reduced cohesive group A, A(*) .= A(a)(*) = A 
exactly when A is nil, otherwise A(*) = A(a)(*) = O. // 
Dubois [1] has shown that in a reduced cohesive group all the 
non-zero elements have types with the same set of infinity places. 
A Thus we are justified to use the notation Pi to denote the set of primes 
p for which the p-component of the type of every non-zero element of A 
is not infinity ( ). Proposition 6.2 now enables us to exhibit a 
relationship between J(A) and n A pA. pEP1 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let A be a reduced cohesive group. 	 If A is 
nonnil.then J(A) c nj, pA. 
PElj-f 
A (P) (P) Proof: For each p E Pi, (6.1) shows that A A where A 
is a p-pure subgroup of the p-adic integers J. From Lemma 1.17 it 
suffices to prove the inclusion J(A) c pA(P) for each p E P. 
Since A is non-nil, each A(p) is a non-nil subgroup of J. 
A Consider now a fixed but arbitrary prime p E P. Proposition 6.2 shows 
the existence of a ring (A(P), x) on A(P) defined in the following 
manner: for all al' a2 in A(P), 
x a2 = j • al  • 2' 
where j E J and • is the multiplication operation of QP. Writing 
j = sopk  + sip  k+1+ 
with s0  0, 
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2 = P ((so siP ---) • a l • a2 ) E (P) 
for all a 1 , a in A ( P ) . Since A ( P ) is p-pure in J p 
(so + s l p + ...) • a l • a2 E A ( P ) 
for all a
l' a2 in A (P) . Thus we can define an associative ring 
(A ( P ) 0) on A ( P ) by letting 
1 0 a2 = (so + s l p + 
for all a
l' 
a
2 in 
Now A ( P ) is p-pure inJ so it is possible to select a o E A ( P ) 
P' 
such that .30 is a p-adic unit. Then since A (P) /pA (P)
• ao 0 a () 4 pA (P) shows (A (P) /pA ( P ) , 0) is a field. Therefore 
J(A ( P )/pA ( P ) , 0) . 0, and so J(A (P) , ) = pA (P) , as required. If 
Dubois [1] has shown that a reduced cohesive group is strongly 
indecomposable. Consequently, Theorem 5.8 is an improvement on 
Proposition 6.4 in the case that A is a reduced cohesive group of finite 
rank. It is an open question whether the corresponding statement of 
Theorem 5.8 holds for reduced cohesive groups of infinite rank. 
Every group A considered thus far for which some information 
about the structure of J(A) has been given also has the property that 
J(A/J(A)) = O. The next proposition shows that cohesive groups are no 
exception to the conjecture that J(A/J(A)) = 0 for all groups A. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. If A is a cohesive group then J(A/J(A)) = 0. 
Proof: Clearly we may assume that A is a non-nil reduced 
cohesive group for which J(A) O. From Proposition 1.22 we may also 
•assume A/J(A) T(A/J(A)). Now, since [A/J(A)]/T(A/J(A)) is torsion- 
free and A is cohesive, [A/J(A)]/T(A/J(A)) is divisible. If we now 
• 
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proceed as in the proof of Proposition 1.22 we obtain the required 
result. // 
2. THE NIL-DEGREE OF TORSION-FREE GROUPS 
Feigelstock [1] has introduced a concept very similar to the 
strong nil-degree of a torsion-free group. Following Feigelstock we 
define the extra strong nil-degree (strong nilstufr) of a torsion-free 
group A to be the largest positive integer n such that there is a ring 
on A with a non-zero product of length n (all possible bracketings 
considered), but no ring on A with non-zero products of length greater 
than n. If no such n exists then the extra strong nil-degree is 
defined to be co. For a torsion-free group A we let N(A), N s (A) and 
N (A) respectively denote the nil-degree, the strong nil-degree and the 
extra strong nil-degree of A. 
Feigelstock [2] has claimed that if A is a torsion-free group 
of rank two then N E (A) is 1, 2 or co, but appears to have only shown that 
N(A) is 1, 2 or ; his proof relies on Lemma 1 of Beaumont and Wisner 
[1] that requires consideration of associative rings. Feigelstock has 
also conjectured that if A is a torsion-free group of finite rank n then 
N (A) is 1, 2, •.., n or co. 
Recently Webb [1] has shown that if A is a torsion-free group 
of rank n then N(A) is 1, 2, .. , n or co and NE (A) is 1, 2, ..., 2n-1 
or co. Also, he has provided an example of a torsion-free group A of 
rank three for which N E (A) = 4. Thus Feigelstock's conjecture is not 
true. However, if we replace N (A) with N s (A), the conjecture can be 
proved. 
Recall that for a ring (A, •) on the group A and a positive 
integer k, (A, -) is the subring of (A, •) generated by all products 
of the form (...(.(a l • z2 ) • a3)....) • ak. 
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THEOREM 6.6. Let (A, •) be a ring on a torsion-free group A of 
finite rank n. If (A, •)m = 0 for some positive integer m then (A,-)"1= 0. 
Proof: Suppose (A, •)m = 0 for some positive integer m, and k 
k k+1 is a positive integer for which (A, -)k+1 O. We show (A, •) RA, • 
is not a torsion group. 
Indeed, suppose (A, -)k/(A, -)k+1 is torsion. If we choose a 
non-zero element a E (A, *)k then there is an integer nl 0 such that 
n a E (A, .)k+1 Thus 1 
•a , n(1) 'n(1) 
where a1 and a1  are in A, and al and al are in (A, •)k, for each 
i E {2, 3, ..., n(1)}. Without loss of generality we can assume 
•al O. 
Since ai E (A, • 	 it is possible to choose a non-zero integer 
n2 such that n2 1 a' E (A, •)
k+1•  Hence 
0 # n2(ai • a1) = (a a2 +a:22 • a 2 + a' 2 +...+ a: • a2 	 ) • a1, 3 2n(2) n(2) 
where a2 and a2  are in A, and a' and a' are in (A, .)
k, for each . 2 2. 
E {2, 3, ..., n(2)}. Again we can assume (a • a2) • al O. 
If we repeat this procedure we can obtain elements 
al„  am_k In A, and an element aM_k in (A, -) such that 
.((aM_ • am_k) • am_k_i) • ...) • a 0 • 
Clearly 
(...((aM_k • am_k) • am_k_i) • ...) • al E (A, .)11 
contradicting the fact that (A, -)m = O. We conclude that 
(A, .)k/(A, .4+1 ) cannot be a torsion group. 
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Consequently, for each positive integer k for which 
(A, .) k+1 # 0, (A, .) k/(A, .) 1(4.1 has torsion-free rank greater than 
zero. That is, r((A, .) k ) is strictly greater than r((A, .) 1(41 ). 
Since A has finite rank n, (A, •)" 1 = O. // 
COROLLARY 6.7. If A is a torsion-free group ()frank n then 
N
s
(A) is 1, 2, ..., n or oo. // 
The following example shows that for each positive integer n 
the bound of n for Ns (A) in Corollary 6.7 is actually attained. 
EXAMPLE 6.8. For each i E {1, 2, ..., n} let A i be a rational 
group with type (2i, 21, ..., 2i, ...). Consider the rank n completely 
decomposable group A = OD A.. Clearly there exists a chain of length 
i=1 
n but no chain of length n + 1 in f(A) with respect to the relation <'. 
Thus (3.1) yields N s (A) = n. // 
The remainder of this chapter is concerned with extending the 
associative case of Corollary 6.7 to other classes of torsion-free groups. 
Our aim is two-fold: we wish to find some infinite rank torsion-free 
groups whose nil-degrees, if finite, are bounded, and we would also 
like under certain circumstances to lower the bound on the finite nil-
degrees mentioned in the Corollary. 
A method of achieving these ends has already been suggested in 
our previous discussion of p-pure subgroups of the p-adic integers. It 
is evident that if A ( P ) is such a group then N(A ( P ) ), N5(AP) and 
N
E
(A ( P ) ) are all either 1 or co. We •therefore concentrate our attention 
on torsion-free groups A with the property that for each prime p, 
r(A/pA) is bounded by some positive integer n (not depending on p). 
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This amounts to considering torsion-free groups whose p-basic subgroups 
all have rank < n. 
'Recall that for a group A and a prime p, urn (A/pkA) 
denotes the p-adic completion of A. If A is torsion-free and p-reduced 
then clearly A(p) is torsion-free. Also, A (P)  can be made into a 
module over the ring of p-adic integers Q* by defining for 
j so + S i p + ...+ s k pk + ... in Qp and 
(a l + pA, a2 + p
2  A, ..., a k + pkA, ...) in A (p) , 
+ pA, a2 
. 
= (1) (a + PA), J
(2) 
 (a2 + p2 A), ... j (k) (a k + pkA), ...) 
.(k) _ where j - s0 . + S
1 
p+ + s
k-1 
p k-1 for each positive integer k. 
The next result enables us to extend rings on certain groups to 
rings on their p-adic completions. 
PROPOSITION 6.9. Suppose A is a group with no elements of 
infinite p-height for some prime p, and (A, -) is a ring on A. Then 
there is exactly one ring structure (A (p) , -) on A (p) which extends that 
of (A, -), and this preserves associativity and commutativity in (A, -). 
Furthermore (A
(P) 
.) becomes a Q -algebra. 
' 
Proof: The proof of the Proposition is analogous to the proof 
of Corollary 119.4 of Fuchs [4]. The only statements that require 
verification are that the extension (A (p) , -) of (A, .) is unique, and 
that (A(p) Q -) becomes a *-algebra. Since A can be regarded as a p-pure ' p 
and p-dense subgroup of the p-reduced group A() theproof of Lemma 119.2 
of Fuchs [4] applies to show that (A (p) , .) is unique. That (A (p) , -) is 
a Q -algebra follows at once from the definition of the Q -module A 
(P) 
given prior to the Proposition. // 
A 
+ p2A, ..., a + pkA, ...) 
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The following well known result it required. 
a (3- 
(6.10) (Fuchs [3],-p. 166). Let 0 ÷ B4- A4. C 0 be,a p-pure 
exact sequence. 	 Then the sequence 
.'.a,' 	 13. 0 	 B()  A()  C + 0 (P) (P) (P) 
is splitting exact. // 
LEMMA 6.11. *Suppose A is a torsion-free group and B is a 
p-basic subgroup of A. Then A(p) and B(p) are isomorphic p-adic 
modules. Furthermore A(P)  has finite rank over Q if and only if B A has finite rank over Z, and in this case the.Q-rank of A(p) and the 
Z-rank of B coincide. 
Proof: Consider the p-pure exact sequence 
a 0 B A/B 4- 0 
where a is the inclusion map. (6.10) shows that the sequence 
Aal A 0 B(p) .4- A(p) 4- (A/B)(p) + 0 
is splitting exact, so A(P)  a Im a() (FOB)().  Since A/B is p-divisible, 
(A2B)(P) = 0, whence A(P)  a (P)  (as groups). 
Next let (b1 + pB, b2 + p2 B, bk + pk B, be an 
A arbitrary element of B(p), and let j be a p-adic integer. Then 
+ pB, b2 
- (1)  = a(j bl j(2) + pB, b2 + p2  B, j(k)  bk + pk  B, ...) 
.(1) .(2) 2 .(k)- k = (J- PA, b2 + p A, ..., j. .bk + p A, ...) 
= PA, b2 	 bk 	 PkA, 7.) 
j C(41 + pB, b2 + p2.13, ..., bk.+ pkB, ...) , 
A so A(P) ( and ,P)  are isomorphic Q -modules. 
p2B, 	 hk 	 pk ...)) 
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Suppose now the rank of B is finite. A trivial induction 
argument together with (6.10) show that the rank of B(n) over Qp is 
precisely the rank of B. Thus the Qp-rank of A(p) is the rank of B. 
To prove the converse suppose A has finite rank n over Q and B has (p) P, 
rank strictly greater than n. Then B contains a p-pure free summand of 
■-• 
rank (n + 1), so (6.10) shows that A(P)  z g contains a summand (P) 
isomorphic to the direct sum of (n + 1) copies of J. This is clearly 
impossible. // 
Suppose A is a torsion-free group and a : A -4- A(p) is the 
canonical map from A into its p-adic completion. If a is an arbitrary 
element of A then let /a' denote the image of .a under the map a. Similarly 
if B is a p-basic subgroup of A and 13. : B g(p) is the canonical map 
from B into its p-adic completion then let Edenote the image of b E B 
under the map 13. We can now improve the final assertion in Lemma 6.11. 
LEMMA 6.12., Let A be a torsion-free group with.finite rank 
p-basic subgroup B-= <be (i <b2>(). C)<bn>. Then the elements 
bi, b2, gn of A(p) form a basis of A() over Q. 
Proof: From Lemma 6.11 it suffices to show that the set 
S = 	 F} of elements of g(p) form a basis of g(p) over Q. 
First we show that S is independent over Q.  Indeed suppose P 
(*)  
.(k) for some p-adic integers j1, 2, in. With ji defined as usual 
for i E {1, 2 ..., n} and k e {1, 2, , (*) becomes 
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(j11)p1 pB, j12)bi 	 p2B, 	 pkB, 
(i(l)h , 0 .(2)„ n2, .(k), _,_ k, 
	
12 -2 ' P"' J2 "2 r F F' 	 J2 D2 7. P D' —') + — + 
,.(1)._ „ .(2), 2 .(k) k ) + p B, ..., jn bn p Un Dn T Pp' j U n n 
k = (pB, p2B, ..., p B, ...) . 
.(k) .(k) .(k) k 
J1 bl + J2 b2 + "' + 'In bn 6 P B 
for each k E {1, 2, ...}. Hence for every k E {1„ . } there are 
( (k) integers ti(k)  , t2k)  , .••, tn such that 
.(k) .(k) .(k) _ (k) k (k) k + t(k)pk  bn. J1 bl + J2 b2 "' + Jr1 bn - fl P bl + t2 b n 
(k) (k) k Consequently j. = ti p for each i E {1, 2, ..., n}. 1 
j1 . E. =-j1)k ((. 	 n11, j(2)1  k.4. F n2B, 	 ick)b. 	 VnkB, ...) 1 	 1 'Ul 	 i 	U 	 ' al  
= .B, st(2) 2 ,. . 2 (k) I k ol * p B, ti p bi + p B , ...) r "' 
, 
for each i E {1, 2, ..., nl. Since B(P)  is torsion-free as a Q -module, 
we conclude that S is independent over Q. 
r 
 
Next we show. that S generates B(p). Let 
(1) (2) 2 (k) k•(b pB, b + p B, b + p 
be an arbitrary element Of (). Then for each k E {1, 2, ...} there 
(k) are suitable integers m. , i E {1, 2, ..., n}, such that 
b(k) + pkB = (mik)bi + 4k)b2 +m b) + pkB  (k) n n 
and 0 < mCk) < pk. Now for each k E {1, 2, ...} 
b(k+1) + pkB = b(k)  + pkB 
(k+1) ( ) k sob -b EpB. It follows that for eachiE{1, 2, ..., n1 
and each k€ {1, 2, ...}, (m  m(k))bi E pk <bi>. Thus for each 
(1) (2) (k) E {1, 2, ..., 1, the sequence mi , mi , mi ... has the 
Thus 
But then 
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(k+1) (k) 
 
property that mi 	 E mi (mod pk), for each k E {1, 2, ...}. Hence 
(1) (2) (k) m. , m. , m. , ... determines a p-adic integer j. for which 
j(k) = m(k) 
ji j 52 in 51. 
pB, m.12)b1 	 p2B, 	 mik)bi p ...) 
"1 '2 + P 4 2)b2 + P2 B, m ..., m(k)b-2 	 pkB, ...) .. 2 2 
(1) (2) . 2B 	 m(k)b kB . (mn bn + pB, mn bn + p , n 	 n p , ) 
41)b2 + + 411)bn) + pB, 
(m12) 42)62 ... 412)1) ) p2 
for each k E {1, 2, —J. But then 
= 
= 
so S indeed generates 6(1). // 
A consequence of Lemma 6.12 and Proposition 6.9 is the following. 
PROPOSITION 6.13. Suppose A is a torsion-free group with no 
elements of infinite p-height for some prime p, and r(A/pA) is finite. 
Then any ring (A, •) on A is completely determined by its effect upon 
any p-basic subgroup of A. If A has finite rank and r(A) = r(A/pA), 
then it is possible to choose a p-basic subgroup of A that is also a 
subring of (A, -). 
Proof: Let B = <be e) <b2> 0 ...(:)<bn> be a p-basic subgroup 
of A. If A(P)  is the p-adic completion of A then Proposition 6.9 show 
that (A, -) may be viewed as a subring of (A(p), -). Lemma 6.12 now 
shows that the ring (A(p), -),and hence the ring (A, .), is determined by 
the effect of (A, -) on the set {b1, b2, 
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1 To prove the final assertion of the Proposition we use an 
argument similar to the proof of Lemma 4.3 of Beaumont and Pierce [1]. 
Suppose r(A) = r(A/pA) = n. Then {b 1 , b2 , bn } is a maximal 
independent set of elements of A, so for all i and j€ {1, 2, .. , n} 
there exists an integer m with (m, p) = 1, and integers m l , m2 , ..., mn 
such that 
M (b i • bi)= m b 1 + m2 b2 + +  
Consequently (mB, •) = (<mb i , mb2 , mbn>, -) is a subring of (A, .). 
Finally since B is p-pure in A and (m p) = 1 it follows that mB is a 
p-basic subgroup of A. // 
Fuchs [1] has demonstrated a strong connection between the ring 
structures supported by a torsion group A and the partial multiplications 
on a basic subgroup B of A. Fuchs has shown that a ring (A, -) on A is 
completely determined by its effect on B, and conversely that any partial 
multiplication structure on B extends uniquely to a ring on A. 
It is not difficult to find examples to show that the partial 
similarity of Proposition 6.13 with Fuch's result cannot be strengthened. 
Indeed, simply let A be a rational group with non-idempotent type. It 
is clear that there is a prime p for which A satisfies the conditions of 
Proposition 6.13. However, since A is a nil group and any p-basic 
subgroup of A is cyclic, not every partial multiplication on a p-basic 
subgroup of A will extend to a ring on A. 
Returning once again to our main discussion, suppose A is a 
torsion-free group with no elements of infinite p-height, for some prime 
p, and (A, •) is an associative ring on A. Proposition 6.9 shows that 
(A, -) can be viewed as a subring of an associative ring (A .) on 
(P)' 
A( 
. • 
 If we let K denote the quotient field of Q p , then KO * Ai n % can 
in A for kl k2  in K and a1 (0' 
(k2 ® "i2).= (k1 ) 61 • 
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be made into an associative algebra (KO* A( p), 	 over K by defining,  
and 
	
k1(k2 	 = (k1 k2)® 	 . 
It is clear that if A 	 has finite rank over Q* then KO, A (P) 	 P 	 (P) 
will have finite dimension over K. 	 Also the map 	 1 ®a for each 
E A is an embedding of (A •) in (KO* (P) 	 (P)' A()  .)SO (A, •) can 
be viewed as a subring of the algebra (KO* A(n) .). Q 
These comments form the basis for the proof of our next result. 
PROPOSITION 6.14. Let A be a torsion-free group with no elements 
of infinite p-height for some prime p, and suppose r(A/pA) = n. If 
(A, -).is a nil ring :then (A, -)n171 = 0. 
Proof: (A, -) can be embedded in the associative algebra 
(KO* A •) over the field K. 	 If B is a p-basic subgroup of A then Q  p. 
there exist elements b b2, 	 bn of A such that• 
B = <be <b2> () 	 e<bn>. 	 Lemma 6.12 shows that {61, 62, ..., 
A 	 * 	 A is now a basis of A(p) over Qp, so {1 0 bi, 10D 62, ..., 10D tin} is a 
basis of KO* Afr,1 over K. 	 For each i E {1, 2, ..., fl}, bi is a 
nilpotent element of (A, •), so 106i is a nilpotent element of 
(KO* A(n),-). Since (KO* A(p)' .) has finite dimension n over K, a QP QP 
reference to Abian [1], p. 155, now shows (KO* it 	 *)"1 = 0. Q 	 (0' ,p 
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Thus (A, •)"1 = 0, as desired. // 
Now for the main results of this section. 
THEOREM 6.15. Suppose A= DEDRis atorsion -free group, where 
D is a divisible group and R is a reduced group. Suppose further that 
D has finite rank d and the rank of A/pA is bounded by the integer n, 
(d+1)(n+1) for every prime p. If (A, •) is a nil ring on A then (A, -) 	 = O. 
Proof: Let (A, -) be a nil ring on A. If there is a prime p 
for which A has no elements of infinite p-height, then Proposition 6.14 
shows (A, -)n+ 1= O. Hence we can assume that A has elements of infinite 
p-height for every prime p. 
Consider a fixed prime p. It is readily checked that A/pwA is 
a torsion-free group with no elements of infinite p-height such that 
rUA/pwA]/p(A/pwA)) < n. Also, since pwA is a fully invariant subgroup 
of A, the nil ring (A, •) on A yields a nil ring (A/pwA, .) on A/pwA. 
Thus Proposition 6.14 implies (A/pwA, •)"1 = O. Since this is true 
for every prime p, (A, c  pwA = D. 
Now (D, • is an ideal of (A, -), so (D, -) is also a nil ring. 
Since (D, •) can be made into a finite dimensional algebra over the field 
Q, (D, -) is a nilpotent ring. Theorem 6.6 now shows (D, .)d+1 = 0, so 
(A, .)(n+1)(d+1) . = 0, as required. // 
COROLLARY 6.16. Let A be a reduced torsion-free group with the 
property that r(AlpA) is boundedbythepositive integer n for every prime 
p. Then N(A) is 1, 2, ..., n or . // 
We conclude this final chapter by noting that certain results in 
Webb [1] enable us to give the non-associative analogues of the previous 
139. 
Theorem and its Corollary. The proofs are omitted since they are direct 
consequences of the non-associative results in Webb's work and the 
arguments used to prove Theorem 6.15. 
THEOREM 6.17. LetA=DC)Rbeatorsion-free group whereD is 
a divisible group and R is a reduced group. Suppose D has finite rank 
d and the rank of A/pA is bounded by the integer n, for every prime p. 
If (A, -) is a ring on A for which there is a positive integer m such 
that every product of length m is zero, then every product of length 
(2"1  + 1)—d-1 + 1) is zero. II 
COROLLARY 6.18. Suppose A is a reduced torsion-free group with 
the property that r(A/pA) is bounded by the positive integer n, for every 
prime p. Then NE(A) is 1, 2, ..., 2n-1 or 	 If 
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TABLE OF NOTATION 
We generally follow the notation of Fuchs [3, 4] or Divinsky [1]. 
For the readers convenience we list the unusual notation used in this 
thesis. 
(A, .), (A/I, -) 5 
. (A, -)n. 10 
A(*), A(a)  (*) 12 
A(a) 16 
A(j) 47 
A 	 64 
(0; (A, .))  6 
BO) 47 
(I, 0 5 .- 
J, Jil 94, 
J(A) 13 
J,(A, i7. 
K(B) 48 
N(A), N ( ), Ns(A) 128 
A 4 1 p(a) 	 68'  1 
p(1) -1 48 
: 94 
I? (A, .) 101 
S . .92 
T(A) S. 4 
t(A) 35. 
35 
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